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RAND Enhanced HRS Flat Files

The RAND Enhanced Flat Files were developed as a first step towards facilitating the use of Health and 
Retirement Study (HRS) and Asset and Health Dynamics Among the Oldest Old (AHEAD) data in 
empirical analysis. The Flat Files are developed with funding from the National Institute on Aging 
(NIA) by the RAND Center for the Study of Aging. With guidance and support from the Social Security 
Administration and further funding from NIA, the Center has developed the RAND HRS Data, a 
separate file containing a broad range of derived variables. The development of this additional data set 
begins with the RAND Enhanced HRS Flat Files. A typical analysis would probably use some "off the 
shelf" variables from the RAND HRS Data, with variables specific to the analysis derived using the Flat 
Files. For more information on the RAND HRS Data and for information on downloading this data set 
or the Flat Files, please see RAND Center for the Study of Aging's Data Products web page. This 
document describes the RAND Enhanced Flat Files, with details for HRS 1992 and HRS 1994, also 
known as HRS Waves 1 and 2. 

●     What makes these files different from the Public Release HRS/AHEAD Data? 
●     Specific Changes and Additions to the Public Release Data 
●     Downloading the SAS data sets 

What makes these files different from the Public Release HRS/AHEAD Data?

The HRS and AHEAD surveys collect a considerable amount of information about elderly and very 
elderly households, and utilizes a complicated questionnaire structure to minimize the burden on any 
single respondent within the household. For example, the respondent who answered the household 
finance module may not be the same person who answered the module on children and other household 
members. (For more information, see: Who answered which questions?) This format complicates the 
way the data is structured upon its public release. For instance, since only one person in a couple 
household provides financial and family information, the raw HRS data provides these data at the 
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household level, but many analyses use respondent level observations. 

We have created public use files which simplify this data structure in a number of ways. We reorganized 
the data so that each observation represents one individual, and we merged the appropriate information 
from the various modules to each observation. Thus, household level information is present for each 
individual respondent. 

Similarly, certain individual-level information was collected by asking one household member to answer 
about another. For example, the financial respondent provides earnings information about himself or 
herself, and about his or her spouse. We reassigned this data to "self" and "spouse/partner" variables for 
both respondents to clarify to whom the information applies. 

With funding from NIA, the Center has also invested considerable effort in the development of income 
and asset imputations. These imputations use all aspects of the income and asset information available in 
the raw data, including unfolding bracket questions, and other covariates. They are available for 
downloading as well. 

Finally, we make the files easy to merge across waves and with the RAND HRS Data, and applied 
consistent variable naming conventions across waves that reflect those already used by the HRS/
AHEAD. Generally variables begin with the following letters: 

●     "V" in HRS 1992 (HRS Wave 1) 
●     "W" (some begin with "C") in HRS 1994 (HRS Wave 2) 
●     "E" in HRS 1996 (HRS Wave 3) 
●     "B" in AHEAD 1993 (AHEAD Wave 1), except for ISR-derived variables OR 
●     "V" (some begin with "B") in AHEAD 1993, except for ISR-derived variables
●     "D" in AHEAD 1995 (AHEAD Wave 2) 
●     "F" in HRS 1998 
●     "G" in HRS 2000 

Note that beginning in HRS 1998 the AHEAD and HRS studies are combined. 

Note also that in AHEAD 1993 data we offer the variables named in two ways: one with variables that 
begin with the letter "V" as they are in the public release data set, and one with variables that begin with 
the letter "B", so as to distinguish them from HRS 1992 variables. The file with variable names 
beginning with "V" is a93f1a_v; the file with variable names beginning with "B" is a93f1a. If you plan 
to merge HRS and AHEAD data together, you should use the a93f1a file. Otherwise, you can choose 
either file, depending on your preference. 

Beginning with AHEAD 1995 and HRS 1996, the public use data have been distributed by ISR with 
variables starting with "D" and "E", respectively. 
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The data can be downloaded as SAS data sets, one per HRS or AHEAD Wave, with one observation for 
each responding individual in the wave. HRS Waves 1992 and 1994 include the complete public release 
data. There are two versions of the HRS 1992 data which have slightly different respondent identifiers. 
One uses the identifier provided in the raw 1992 data for all cases and the other identifies HRS/AHEAD 
overlap cases by their AHEAD IDs, which make it easier to merge with other files, including the RAND 
HRS Data. Please see HRS/AHEAD Overlap Cases for more details. 

Specific Changes and Additions to the Public Release HRS 1992 and 1994 Data. 

HRS Data Sets

Type of Change / Addition HRS 1992 (Version 1.01) HRS 1994 (Version 1.00)

Generally helpful variables In h92f1b In h94f1a

Errata corrections made In h92f1b In h94f1a

Missing values retaining 
information on original codes

In h92f1b

Not Done  
(SAS program statements to assign 
missing values was not provided by 
ISR, and there are currently no plans 
at Rand to do this.  If you feel this 
would be useful, please email us at: 
stclair@rand.org.)

Kids, Parents, Siblings, HH List 
collapsed to household level

In h92f1b In h94f1a

Assignment of financial variables 
to "self" and "spouse" variables 
for the individual

In h92f1b In h94f1a

Social Security Income Variables 
Reassigned

In h92f1b Not necessary for h94f1a

Employer-Provided Health 
Insurance

In h92f1b Not done

Notes on Skip Patterns and 
Problems

For h92f1b For h94f1a

RAND Imputations for Income 
and Assets 1992 and 1994 In incm92f1 and wlth92f1 In incm94f1 and wlth94f1

Version with AHEAD IDs for 
HRS/AHEAD Overlap Cases

In ha92f1b, inca92f1, and 
wlta92f1

Not applicable for h94f1a
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Please forward any questions, comments, or suggestions for current or future development to Patricia St. 
Clair, stclair@rand.org. 

About downloading these files

The RAND Enhanced Flat Files data currently incorporate the following versions of data: 

●     Tracker File, Version 1 
●     HRS 1992, final release Version 1 
●     HRS 1994, final release Version 1 

The RAND site adds to the information and data available on the HRS/AHEAD web site, but does not 
replace it. Because we are a third party distributor of these data, you must register with HRS/AHEAD 
before using these SAS data sets. In this way you can receive user support and information concerning 
the public release data from HRS and AHEAD directly. 

**** RESTRICTED DATA USERS, PLEASE NOTE: If you are using any HRS/AHEAD restricted 
data, such as SSA data, you should check as to whether you may or may not merge them with the 
RAND versions of these datasets. If you intend to use the RAND datasets with restricted data please 
contact Cathy Leibowitz at ISR before doing so. Restricted data users are reminded that HRS/AHEAD 
must be informed of any data files used in conjunction with restricted data. 

And you will want to go to the HRS/AHEAD Data web page to download the questionnaires and public 
release data from the HRS/AHEAD web site. The public release data includes the data description and 
codebooks necessary to use these files. The SAS data sets available can replace the raw data and SAS 
programs included in the public release data, but do not include this important documentation.  The 
RAND HRS Data file can be downloaded from the HRS/AHEAD Data page as well. You'll find 
documentation only on the HRS/AHEAD Documentation page. 

If you work with data longitudinally you will find the HRS/AHEAD Concordance file useful. It will 
help you find variables from different waves that measure the same concepts. The Concordance file is 
also available from the HRS/AHEAD Documentation page. 

Send questions or comments about these files or this documentation to Patricia St.Clair 
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HRS/AHEAD Overlap Cases

In some HRS 1992 households, one of the respondents was found to be eligible for the AHEAD study, i.
e., born before 1924. These households were interviewed in 1992 but were then given over to AHEAD. 
They were interviewed in 1993 and remained in the AHEAD study for subsequent interviews. These are 
the HRS/AHEAD overlap cases. 

In the raw data for HRS 1992, the overlap cases are identified by HRS IDs. In all other core interviews 
and on the Tracker file, they are identified by AHEAD IDs. The Tracker file provides the HRS IDs as 
overlap IDs. In the RAND HRS Data, the 1992 data for these cases are linked to their data in AHEAD 
1993 and subsequent interviews. To facilitate linking raw HRS 1992 data to information from other 
waves, we provide a version of the HRS 1992 flat file that identifies the overlap cases by their AHEAD 
IDs in HHIDPN. This file is the ha92f1b file and can be merged with the RAND HRS Data or AHEAD 
files by HHIDPN. There are 107 overlap cases identified on this file. Income and wealth imputation data 
files are also provided with the AHEAD IDs, as inca92f1 and wlta92f1. The original HRS IDs are 
retained on the h92f1b, incm92f1, and wlth92f1 files. 

Overlap ID Variables on ha92f1b, inca92f1, and wlta92f1

Both the HRS and AHEAD IDs are available on the file for overlap cases. RAOVRLAP flags the 
overlap cases. For overlap cases, HHIDPN has the same value as RAOAHDID and is the numeric form 
of the ID. RAHHIDPN is the same as HHIDPN but in character format. Spouse IDs are also provided on 
ha92f1b only. AHHID and AHHIDN on inca92f1 and wlta92f1 combine the HHID and sub-household 
ID for 1992; note all sub-household IDs are zero in this wave. AHHID and AHHIDN are set using the 
AHEAD ID. The original values of HHIDPN, HHID, PN, VPHHIDPN, AHHID, and AHHIDN are 
saved in _HHIDPN, _HHID, _PN, _VPHPN, _AHHID, and _AHHIDN, respectively, for overlap cases; 
for non-overlap cases, these variables are set to SAS special missing code .Z, or to "Z" for _AHHID. 
The RAO__ and S1O__ identifiers are set to zero for non-overlap cases. 

Variables on ha92f1b

Variable Description

RAOVRLAP RAOVRLAP: =1 if HRS/AHEAD overlap case

HHIDPN Household Identifier + Person Number/Num (AHEAD ID)

RAHHIDPN RAHHIDPN: HHold ID + Person Num /9-Char (AHEAD ID)

RAOAHDID RAOAHDID: Overlap case-Ahead HHIDPN/Num

HAOAHDHH RAOAHDHH: If overlap, Ahead HHID

RAOAHDPN RAOAHDPN: If overlap, Ahead Person Number

RAOHRSID RAOHRSID: Overlap case-HRS HHIDPN/Num
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HAOHRSHH HAOHRSHH: Overlap case-HRS HHID/Num

RAOHRSPN RAOHRSPN: If overlap, HRS Person Number

VPHHIDPN HRS 92: Spouse/Partner HHIDPN/Num (AHEAD ID)

S1HHIDPN S1HHIDPN:1992 Spouse HHIDPN/Num (AHEAD ID)

S1OAHDID S1OAHDID: If overlap, Spouse Ahead HHIDPN/Num

S1OHRSID S1OHRSID: If overlap, Spouse HRS HHIDPN/Num

_HHID _HHID: changed value of HHID (HRS)

_HHIDPN _HHIDPN: changed value of HHIDPN (HRS)

_PN _PN: changed value of Person Number (HRS)

_VPHPN _VPHPN: changed value of VPHHIDPN (HRS)

Variables on inca92f1 and wlta92f1

Variable Description

RAOVRLAP RAOVRLAP: =1 if HRS/AHEAD overlap case

HHIDPN Household Identifier + Person Number/Num (AHEAD ID)

RAHHIDPN RAHHIDPN: HHold ID + Person Num /9-Char (AHEAD ID)

RAOAHDID RAOAHDID: Overlap case-Ahead HHIDPN/Num

RAOHRSID RAOHRSID: Overlap case-HRS HHIDPN/Num

AHHID 1992 Household ID, including subHH /7-char (AHEAD ID)

AHHIDN 1992 Household ID, including subHH /Num (AHEAD ID)

_HHIDPN _HHIDPN: changed value of HHIDPN (HRS)

_AHHID _AHHID: changed value of 92 HHold+subHH ID/7-char (HRS)

_AHHIDN _AHHIDN: changed value of 92 HHold+subHH ID/Num (HRS)
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HRS: Generally Helpful Variables, Original and Derived

These are variables that help you figure out general response status of the household or respondent, e.g., 
whether this is a 2-respondent household, if this respondent is the Financial or Family Respondent, and 
which, if any, of the family modules have data. 

We also added some variables from the Tracker File (track010) to the h94f1a SAS data set. Some of the 
variables from the Tracker file, such as gender, are not specific to any HRS wave. Others, such as 
whether R is the financial respondent, are wave-specific. We did not use the Tracker File in the 
development of 1992 data, but we list original or derived variables that are analogous. The h92f1b and 
ha92f1b SAS data sets do NOT have Tracker File variables in it. 

Please refer to the Tracker file documentation (track010.txt) for variable codes and descriptions. 

●     Identifiers: not wave-specific 
●     Variables from Tracker file: not wave-specific 
●     Variables from Tracker file: wave-specific 
●     Variables derived or already on HRS files 

NOTE: Gender is missing for the 74 new spouses who responded in HRS 1994. 

Identifiers: not wave-specific, on ALL files

HRS Household ID HHID 

HRS Household ID + Person Number HHIDPN 

Person Number PN 

These are numeric variables. HRS has moved to a character version of IDs, and a character version of 
these variables is added to HRS Flat Files after 1994. All RAND files also maintain the numeric 
versions, named as follows. All RAND files are sorted by HHIDPN which uniquely identifies all HRS/
AHEAD respondents. It is simply a combination of HHID and PN (HHIDPN = HHID*1000 + PN). 

For HRS 1992, an alternate file is available which assigns an HHIDPN different from that in the raw 
data for HRS/AHEAD overlap cases. This alternate file is easier to merge with other HRS files, such as 
the Tracker File and HRS 98 and 2000, and with the RAND HRS Data File. The file is named ha92f1b 
and includes all the variables included in h92f1b, but HHIDPN is assigned as the AHEAD ID for 
overlap cases. Please see Version with AHEAD IDs for HRS/AHEAD Overlap Cases for more details. 

To identify households, which may include a single individual or a couple, a sub-household ID must be 
used, particularly in Waves 2 and beyond. For 1992 all households have a sub-household ID of zero, but 
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in 1994, HHID must be combined with the sub-household ID (CSUBHH, see Variables from Tracker 
file: wave-specific below), e.g., CHHIDN = HHID*10 + CSUBHH to properly identify a household. 
This allows HRS households to maintain the 1992 HHID in all waves, but separates couples who split 
up into separate households in subsequent waves. 

WARNING: Caution should be used in converting SAS files to other data formats, such as Stata, as 
truncation of these numeric IDs can occur if a floating point format is used rather than an integer. 
Products such as StatTransfer can be forced to treat HHIDPN as a long integer (use "optimize" on the 
"Variables" tab.) 

From Tracker file: not wave-specific

These variables are included on h94f1a ONLY.

Description Variable Name

Alive or Deceased Summary Flag
(Please see Proxy Interviews for the Deceased. ALIVE 

Birthdate: Month BIRTHMO 

Birthdate: Year BIRTHYR 

Age Eligibility ELIGIBLE 

First Interview: Study Year FIRSTIW 

Gender GENDER 

Race/Ethnicity: Hispanic Flag RACE1 

Race/Ethnicity: Other Type RACE2 

Study Membership STUDY 

From Tracker File: wave-specific (on h94f1a ONLY)

Description
Applies to HRS 

1992
Applies to HRS 

1994

Alive or Deceased Flag AALIVE CALIVE 

Case Identifier ACASE CCASE 

Family Respondent AFAMR CFAMR 

Financial Respondent AFINR CFINR 

Household-Level Weight AHHWGT CHHWGT 

Beginning of Interview: Month AIVIEWMO CIVIEWMO 
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Beginning of Interview: Year AIVIEWYR CIVIEWYR 

Marital Status AMARSTAT CMARSTAT 

Mode of Interview AMODEIW CMODEIW 

New Spouse Flag ANEWSP CNEWSP 

Partner/Spouse Case Identifier APCASE CPCASE 

Partner/Spouse Person Number APPN CPPN 

Proxy Flag APROXY CPROXY 

Proxy: Relationship to R APROXYR 
W132 (from CS, 
not on Tracker file)

Proxy: Reason APROXYY CPROXYY 

Respondent-Level Weight ARWGT CRWGT 

Interview Status ASTATUS CSTATUS 

Sub-Household Identifier ASUBHH CSUBHH 

Derived or already on HRS files

These variables were either already available in the HRS data (marked by '*' in table below) or were 
derived in the process of creating the RAND Enhanced Flat Files. 

Family Respondent & Information (see also AFAMR, CFAMR in the table 
above)

Description
HRS 1992 (on 

h92f1b and 
ha92f1b)

HRS 1994 (on 
h94f1a)

Family Respondent Problem Flag

VNOSECE

●     0=1 FamR
●     1=No FamR

FAMFLAG *

●     0=1 FamR 
●     1=2 FamR 
●     2=No FamR

Family Respondent Flag
VSECE
=1 if R is FamR

FAMILYR *
=1 if R provided any 
kid, par, or sib data
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HRS W1: Which R is SecE 
Respondent

VSECE_R

●     1=R1 is secE
●     2=R2 is SecE

 

In W2KIDS File? [AND R 
provided kid data] 

 
KIDFLAG *
=1 if R provided any 
kid data

In W2PARS File? [AND R 
provided parent data] 

 
PARFLAG *
=1 if R provided any 
parent data

In W2SIBS File? [AND R 
provided sibling data]

 
SIBFLAG *
=1 if R provided any 
sibling data

HRS W2: Has Kid information  
C_KID
=1 if any kid data

HRS W2: Has Parent information   
C_PAR
=1 if any parent data

HRS W2: Has Sibling information  
C_SIB
=1 if any sibling data

Which SecE files-Kids/Pars/Sibs 

A_SECE

●       0=none 
●      10=only pars 
●      11=pars/sibs 
●     110=kids/

pars 
●     111=kids/

pars/sibs

W_INSECE

●     '   '=none 
●     '  S'=only sibs 
●     ' P '=only pars 
●     'K  '=only kids 
●     ' PS'=pars/sibs 
●     'K S'=kids/sibs 
●     'KP '=kids/pars 
●     'KPS'=kids/

pars/sibs

Financial Respondent (see also AFINR, CFINR in the table above)

Description
HRS 1992 (on 

h92f1b and 
ha92f1b)

HRS 1994 (on 
h94f1a)
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Any Financial Resp for HHold

VNOFIN

●     0=1 FinR
●     1=No FinR

WANYFINR

●     0=No FinR
●     1=1 FinR

HHIDPN of Fin Resp   WFIN_RHP

Other Financial Respondent 
information

Is R an R1 or R2?
V41, 1=R1, 2=R2 

  

Household and Spouse/Partner

Description
HRS 1992 (on 

h92f1b and 
ha92f1b)

HRS 1994 (on 
h94f1a)

# in HHold who could have 
responded

 WN_INHH 

# in HHold who actually did 
respond

VN_INHH  

Type of Household (one R or two 
Rs) 

V_HHTYP

●     1=R1 only
●     2=R1/R2 

both resp
●     3=R1/R2, 

R2=NR
●     4=R1/R2, 

R1=NR

W_HHTYP

●     1=one R
●     2=2 R/both resp
●     3=2 R/one is 

NR

Spouse/Partner HHIDPN VPHHIDPN WPHHIDPN 

Any New Spouse: =1 if any new 
spouse in household

  WANYNEWP 

PN of new spouse   WNEWP 

HRS W2 Status Flag (whether R 
is new spouse or not)

  

W2RESP

●     11=Not a new 
spouse

●     12=New spouse

Gender of spouse/partner 
(1=Male, 2=Female)

  WSPGENDR 
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Same Sex Couple Flag   

W51

●     0=not
●     1=both male
●     2=both female

HRS W1: R1/R2 Sex (1=Male, 
2=Female)

VR1SEX, VR2SEX   

Other

Description
HRS 1992 (on 

h92f1b and 
ha92f1b)

HRS 1994 (on 
h94f1a)

Experimental Modules

VINMOD
1-char variable
A-J
depending on which 
module R has

WINMOD
2-char variable
0-9,02,05,07 
depending on which 
module(s) R has, e.g., 
'02' means has 
modules 0 and 2

Proxy Interviews for the Deceased in HRS 1994 

For respondents who died between HRS 1992 and HRS 1994, ISR attempted to conduct an exit 
interview by proxy. If an exit interview was obtained the deceased respondents are included in the HRS 
1994 data, along with living core respondents. In AHEAD and subsequent waves of HRS, exit 
interviews are distributed in separate files. 

These cases followed different skip patterns at various points in the questionnaire. For instance, 
employment questions are skipped for these respondents. 

Depending on how one counts them, there are 177 or 175 deceased respondents on the h94f1a file. They 
can be identified using: 

W117: ICS5a. Reason for Proxy, which has codes- 
●     1. Incapacity 
●     2. Refusal 
●     3. Deceased 

These cases also have a CPROXYY code of 4.Reason for proxy: Deceased on the Tracker File V1.0. 
These two methods identify 175 deceased respondents. 
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Two additional cases are identified as exit interviews on V2.0 of the Tracker File, but these cases 
typically follow the core interview skip patterns, since it appears that they were alive at the time of their 
individual interview. These two cases can be identified on h94f1a using the Tracker V1.0 variable 
CALIVE; they have a value of: 3. Known deceased at of this wave; respondent died after their own 
interview, but prior to their partner/spouse's interview If these two cases are counted, there are 177 
deceased respondents on the file. The RAND HRS Data identifies the 175 deceased respondents with 
INW2 = 2. 
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Errata (Data Alerts) Incorporated

Errata

Changes recommended by the Data Alerts published on the HRS Web Pages are incorporated into these files. Cases where any data changed due to a particular 
correction are flagged, and the original values of variables are saved, in case the researcher needs to refer back to it. 

HRS 1992 Incorporated Errata 

HRS 1994 Incorporated Errata 
  

HRS 1992 Incorporated Errata

Errata

Errata Flag 
Variable; 
=1 if case 
changed

Module 
affected

# 
changed 
obs on 
module

who changed

# 
Single 

R1s 
affected

# 
Partnered 

R1s 
affected

# R2s 
affected

Variables 
that could 

change

Names of 
variables 

saving original 
data

2/14/1996 EMPLOYER- Negative Job 
Durations

VE01EMPL EMPLOYER 17 R1 or R2 3 8 6

V3604, 
V3607, 
V3403, 
V3418

_V3604, 
_V3607, 
_V3403, 
_V3418

2/14/1996 EMPLOYER- V3551 (G45) VE02EMPL EMPLOYER 617 R1 or R2 143 241 233 V3551 _V3551

2/14/1996 EMPLOYER- V3537 (G42) VE03EMPL EMPLOYER 378 R1 or R2 88 152 138 V3537 _V3537

10/30/1995 HEALTH - calculated age VE01HLTH HEALTH 4876 R1 or R2 938 2027 1911 V46 _V46

10/30/1995 HEALTH -Spouse/Partner 
calculated age too

VEA1HLTH HEALTH 3791 R1 or R2 1878 1913 V66 _V66

8/21/1996 HEALTH - Missing Data 
Codes for V1538

VE02HLTH HEALTH 583 R1 or R2 125 150 308 V1538 _V1538

2/14/1996 HHLIST-Person Number 
Changes

VE01HL01 
ñ  

VE01HL14

HHLIST 30 HH members 1 24 24 V8302 _V8302

7/13/1995 KIDS - duplicates VE01KD01 
ñ  

VE01KD19

KIDS 101 Children of R1/
R2

26 44 46 V8003 to 
V8020

_V8003 to 
_V8020

One additional correction was made and flagged. The problem with calculated age for the respondent (V46) was also present for spouse/partnerís calculated age (V66). 
V66 was corrected in the same way as V46. HRS has been informed of the problem. 
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Errata (Data Alerts) Incorporated

HRS 1994 Incorporated Errata

Errata
Errata Flag 

Variable  
 

Module  
affected

# changed 
obs

Variables that 
could change

Names of variables 
saving original data

8/25/1998 W3617 (FA44): Values  Outside of Range
WE01SECF

=1 if case changed
W2FA

7 
respondents

W3617 _W3617 

8/24/1998 User Warning: HRS Wave 2 Income Imputation 
Data

WE01SECN
=1 if case changed

W2N 112 
respondnts 
in 73 
HHolds 

W5907, W5913, 
W5919, W5925, 
W5949, W5955, 
W5961, W5967, 
W5973, W5979, 
W5986, W6003, 
W6022, W6083, 
W6095, W6103, 
W6118, W6134, 
W6154, W6204, 
W6284, W6285, 
W6296, W6302, 
W6304, W6376, 
W6383, W6390, 
W6404, W6501, 

W16154

_W5907, _W5913, 
_W5919, _W5925, 
_W5949, _W5955, 
_W5961, _W5967, 
_W5973, _W5979, 
_W5986, _W6003, 
_W6022, _W6083, 
_W6095, _W6103, 
_W6118, _W6134, 
_W6154, _W6204, 
_W6284, _W6285, 
_W6296, _W6302, 
_W6304, _W6376, 
_W6383, _W6390, 
_W6404, _W6501, 

_W16154

10/12/1998 Duplicate Person Numbers in W2KIDS.DA 
(** Please see note below)

WE01KDnn  
=1 if PN changed 
for  
   child nn  
=2 if a duplicate 
child,  
   from one FamR  
=3 if child added 
from  
   other FamR 
(special  
   case of 2 FamR)  

WE01KIDS  
=1 if HHold has 1  
   FamR, 1 Child 
with  

W2KIDS ** Please 
see note 
below. 

WK_PNnn
(WK_PNnn is 

where Kid PN is 
stored when we 
collapse to the 

household level)

_WK_PNnn
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Errata (Data Alerts) Incorporated

   2 PNs  
=2 if HHold has 1  
   FamR, 2 
Children  
   with same PN  
=3 if HHold has 2  
   FamR  
=4 if HHold has 1  
   FamR, 1 Child 
with  
   2 PNs  
   AND 2 
Children  
   with same PN  
=5 if special case 
of  
   HHold with 2 
FamR  
  
 

** NOTE on 10/12/1998 W2KIDS Errata: 
Three different types of problems were identified: 
1- one Family Respondent, One Child with Two PNs (7 Households) 
2- one Family Respondent, Two Children with the same PN (8 Households) 
3- two Family Respondents (9 Households) 
One household was listed in both groups 1 and 2.   We assign a value to WE01KIDS to each respondent affected by this errata, and we flag individual children affected 
in WE01KDnn (nn=01 to 22 ). 

We did a few things differently from the recommendations in the Errata: 

●     there was no HHID=56354, W2SUBHH=0 on the file.  For HHID=56354, the W2SUBHH=01.  This household is listed in groups 1 and 2.
●     for HHID=19950, W2SUBHH=0, the duplicate kid PN=102 was not found.  There was a duplicate PN=202, which we deleted if kidorder=1 or 2.
●     for HHID=64880, W2SUBHH=0, the duplicate kid PN=201 was to be changed to PN=301 if KIDORDER=2.  After comparing gender and age of the duplicate 

children in this case, we chose to assign PN=301 if KIDORDER=14.  In 1992, the child with PN=201 was a 31 year old son and the child with PN=301 was a 19 
year old daughter.  The child with 1994 PN=201, KIDORDER=14 is a 33 year old son, and KIDORDER=2 is a 21 year old daughter.

●     for HHID=50362, W2SUBHH=0, the duplicate kid PN=201 was to be changed to PN=202 if KIDORDER=1.  Both duplicates were daughters.  This family 
already had a son with PN=202.  In 1992, PN=201 and PN=203 were both daughters, and PN=201 was older.  We assigned the younger of the duplicates to the 
younger of the daughters, i.e., we chose to change PN to 203 if KIDORDER=3.

For the duplicate kids in a group 1 household, we keep data for both kids and flag them (WE01KDnn=2). 

For the kids in group 2 whose PN was changed, we flag the individual kid (WE01KDnn=1). 
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Errata (Data Alerts) Incorporated

For the households in group 3, we simply merge the kids data from each Family Respondent to the observation for that Respondent.  For households with one Family 
Respondent, both respondents in 2-person households receive the same kids data. 

There was another household with 2 Family Respondents but which had no duplicate children.  In this household (HHID=40416. W2SUBHH=0), each Family 
Respondent reported only on their own children. We treated this household as a special case, and gave them both all the children, i.e., the first Family Respondent was 
assigned her own kids, and the second Family Respondent's kids, and vice versa.  The children added for each Family Respondent were given WE01KDnn=3. 
  
The numbers of cases affected by these changes were: 
  

Type of problem # Households # Respondents # Kids

WE01KIDS=1  
Group 1: 1 FamR, 1 Kid w/ 2 PNs

5 9 10 with WE01KDnn=2

WE01KIDS=2  
Group 2: 1 FamR, 2 Kids w/ same PN

7 10
9  with WE01KDnn=1  
(whose PN changed, plus 2 kids dropped)

WE01KIDS=3  
Group 3: 2 FamRs, both report on all kids

9 18 51 kids (each reported on twice)

WE01KIDS=4  
Groups 1 AND 2

2 3

7 total  
1 with WE01KDnn=1  
(PN change plus 1 dropped kid)  
6 with WE01KDnn=2

WE01KIDS=5  
Special case: 2 FamRs, each reported on only own children.

1 2 9 with WE01KDnn=3
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HRS 1992: Special-coded Missing Values

Missing Values in HRS 1992

The raw HRS data comes with numeric values that represent missing values. For example, a code of 0 
frequently means "Inappropriate" and a code of 8 frequently means "Don't Know". SAS programs are 
provided with the public use data to read the raw HRS 1992 data. They include statements to set the 
SAS variables to missing when the values correspond to missings. For example, if a zero means 
"Inappropriate" for a variable, then the SAS program included a statement that set zero values in the 
variable to missing, i.e., to a ".". This prevents you from inadvertently using these values when 
calculating statistics on the variable. 

Some of the values set to missing also provided information, e.g., "Inappropriate" means a question was 
not asked, whereas "Not ascertained" or "Donít Know" means the question was asked but we donít have 
an answer. For some variables, some values that signify a range that a respondent gave were also set to 
missing. For instance a code of 999980 means that "less than $500" was indicated from a range card. 

In the RAND version of the HRS 1992 data, we set missing values to SAS special missing value codes 
to reflect the value of the original code. In this way the researcher can both avoid using these values in 
calculating statistics and know the value of the original code. In SAS special missing value codes appear 
as the letter in frequency tables, e.g., "A" for .A. You can check for a particular code in a data step, e.g.: 
IF V2750=.A THEN ... ; 

The special missing value codes and the values they reflect are: 

Missing Code In Rangecard Answers 

Other Missing Values 

In STATA Data

As Stata does not support special missing value codes, missing values are all set to ".". 

Special missing value codes for Range Card Answers:

Original Value
SAS 

Missing Code
Meaning

(99999)80. .A LESS THAN $500

(99999)81. .B $500-$1,000

(99999)82. .C $1,001-$2,500
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HRS 1992: Special-coded Missing Values

(99999)83. .D $2,501-$10,000

(99999)84. .E $10,001-$50,000

(99999)85. .F $50,001-$250,000

(99999)86. .G $250,001-$1 MILLION

(99999)87. .H $1 MILLION-$10 MILLION

(99999)88. .I $10 MILLION-$100 MILLION

(99999)89. .J MORE THAN $100 MILLION

Special missing value codes for Other Missing Values

These were set based on the last digit of the value to be set to missing. 

Original Value SAS Missing Code Meaning

0 .Z Inappropriate or skipped

(999999)9 or 9 .Y Not Ascertained

(999999)8 or 8 .X Donít Know

(999999)7 or 7 .W Refused, or other meaning

(999999)6 or 6 .V Inappropriate, None, or Never

(999999)5 or 5 .U Answer not exact or other meaning *

(999999)4 or 4 .T Answer not exact or other meaning *

(999999)3 or 3 .S Answer not exact or other meaning *

(999999)2 or 2 .R Answer not exact or other meaning *

(999999)1 or 1 .Q Answer not exact or other meaning *

(999999)0 or 0 .P Answer not exact or other meaning *

* indicates that the code meaning varies depending on the particular variable. 
To determine what the code actually represents, users should check the HRS codebook. 
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HRS 1992/1994: Other Person Data (collapsed)

HRS 1992/1994: Other Person Data (collapsed) 

Information about children, parents, siblings, and household members is collected for each HRS 
household. Each household member is listed in a separate observation in the "Household List" file 
(HHLIST in 1992, W2HHLIST in 1994). The data about the respondents' family are stored as separate 
observations for each family member in the appropriate files. For instance if the HRS household is a 
couple, there would be 4 observations on the 1992 PARENTS file, two for the mother and father of the 
primary respondent and two for the mother and father of his/her spouse. On the children files there 
would be one observation for each of their children.  And on the siblings files, there would be one 
observation for each of their sibilings. 

Assigning information to individual HRS respondents 

The Rand version of the HRS file collapses the information about multiple family or household 
members into one observation per HRS household, and then assigns this information to the HRS 
respondent(s). So instead of multiple parent observations, we created 4 sets of variables: one for the 
HRS respondent's own mother, one for his/her own father, one for his/her mother-in-law and one for his/
her father-in-law. And instead of a separate observation for each child, each respondent's data includes 
the information on all the children of him/herself and his/her spouse. 

Who reported the information 

The Family Respondent at each wave provided the information about children, parents, and siblings. The 
"Informant" provided the information about the household members.  For each of the types of data, i.e., 
Kids, Parents, Siblings, and HH list, the HHIDPN of the respondent who provided the information is 
kept (the variable name has a suffix of "_RHP".) 

In HRS 1992, there is one Family Respondent per household. 

Two Family Respondents in 1994 In HRS 1994, most households have only one Family respondent, but 
there are 10 households where both respondents in a couple are Family respondents. In some of these 10 
households both respondents provided all the kid, sibling, and parent information.  In others, one or both 
respondents reported on only their own family members but not their in-laws, or only one respondent 
gave all the sibling or parent information.  We assigned only one set of kid, sibling, or parent 
information to each individual in these households.  If he/she reported on any family members, we 
assigned those self-reports to the individual.  If he/she did not report on any family members, but his/her 
spouse or partner did, we assigned the spouse's (partner's) information to the individual.   For instance, if 
the wife in a couple reported on her and her spouse's siblings and the husband reported only on his own 
siblings, the wife would be assigned her own reports on both her and her spouse's siblings, while the 
husband would be assigned his wife's report on her siblings and his own report on his siblings. 
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HRS 1992/1994: Other Person Data (collapsed)

Merging across HRS Waves 

We matched 1994 kids and siblings to 1992 kids and siblings by person numbers.  If we find a match on 
person number we put the new information in the "same slot". For instance, if we match Kid #1 from 
1992 (variables V80nn01) with a kid from 1994, we store the 1994 information for that kid as Kid #1 in 
the 1994 data (variables W80nn01).   If there was no matching person number in 1994, we leave the 
"slot" empty, with all associated variables set to missings (e.g., if Kid #2 in 1992 did not match a 1994 
kid by PN then W80nn02=.)  If a 1994 kid's person number is not found in the 1992 data, the 
information is added in the next available "slot".  In some households, the "extra" 1994 kids may match 
"extra" 1992 kids. 

We also tried to assess the quality of the match and to match up "extra" kids or siblings, that is, those 
that did not match by person number across waves.  For kids we compared gender and age.  For siblings, 
we compare gender, age, and whether it's a sibling or sibling-in-law.  (NOTE: Age is not much of a 
check for siblings, as it is missing for most cases in 1994, and when present is often exactly the same as 
was reported in 1992, i.e., it looks as though the sibling did not get older.)  Over 90% of the households 
matched kids across waves well, and just under 90% of the households matched siblings well. 

The parents match across waves if the 1992 household did not split and there's no new spouse in 1994. 

Created Variables 

The new variables we used to store the collapsed information are listed by the type of data: 

1992 KIDS Data 
1992 SIBLINGS Data 
1992 PARENTS Data 
1992 HH List Data 

1994 KIDS Data 
1994 SIBLINGS Data 
1994 PARENTS Data 
1994 HH List Data 
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HRS 1992: Other Person Data

HRS 1992: Other Person Data - Kids, Siblings, Parents, Household

1992 KIDS Data 
1992 SIBLINGS Data 
1992 PARENTS Data 
1992 HH List Data 
  

KIDS Data

Relationship of Child to Individual

Each childís relationships to the family respondent (V8006) and to his/her spouse or partner 
(V8007) have been reassigned to new variables that reflect the childís relationship to the 
individual. These new variables are called: 

❍     VR8006: relationship of child to the individual ("self")
❍     VP8006: relationship of child to the individualís spouse/partner

How these are assigned to individual HRS respondents depends on whether the individual is the 
Family Respondent or not: 

New Variable Name
If individual is Family 
Respondent

If individual is NOT 
Family Respondent

VR8006: Child 
relationship to self

V8006 V8007

VP8006: Child 
relationship to spouse

V8007 V8006

New Variables for Collapsed Kid Information

KIDS Variables

SIBLINGS Data

Relationship of Sibling to Individual 

The variable V8101 identifies the sibling as that of the Family Respondent or of the 
Family Respondentís spouse/partner. It has been reassigned to a new variable which 
indicates whether the sibling is that of the individual or his/her spouse/partner. The new 
variable is: 
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HRS 1992: Other Person Data

❍     VR8101: Sibling of Self or Spouse/Partner
=1 if Own Sibling 
=2 if Spouse/Partnerís Sibling (in-law)

How this variable is assigned depends on whether the individual is the Family Respondent 
or not: 

Value of VR8101
If individual is Family 
Respondent

If individual is NOT 
Family Respondent

VR8101 = 1, 
sibling of "self"

when V8101 = 1 when V8101 = 2

VR8101 = 2, 
sibling of spouse/
partner

when V8101 = 2 when V8101 = 1

New Variables for Collapsed Sibling Information 

SIBLINGS Variables 

PARENTS Data

Relationship of Parent to Individual and Parent Type 

The parent information identifies whether the parent is a mother or father (V8202), and 
whether he/she is the parent of the Family Respondent or the Family Respondent's spouse 
(V8201). We use this information to assign the parent data to the appropriate variables. 
There are four sets of variables: 

Individual's "own" mother V82nnRM

Individual's "own" father V82nnRF

Spouse/Partner's mother (individual's mother-in-law) V82nnPM

Spouse/Partner's father (individual's father-in-law) V82nnPF

New Variables for Collapsed Parent Information 

PARENTS Variables

HHLIST Data

Relationship of Household Member to Individual 

The relationship of each household member to the Primary Respondent (a.k.a. Financial 
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Respondent, R1) is given by V8303. We did not reassign V8303 into a relationship to 
"self" variable. 

New Variables for Collapsed HHLIST Information 

HHLIST Variables
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HRS 1992: Other Person Data (details)

HRS 1992: Other Person Data (details on variables) 

KIDS Variables

Variable naming conventions for collapsed version

When the Kids are collapsed, each Kids variable occurs multiple times. We created new variable names 
to hold the information for multiple Kids. These new variable names are the same as the originals with a 
2-digit kid number added to the end. In HRS 1992 there are at most 19 kids, so the variable names go 
from Vnnnn01 through Vnnnn19. For instance, if there are 2 kids, then Kid #1's V8001 is stored in 
created variable V800101 and Kid #2's V8001 is stored in created variable V800102. 

As we collapsed the Kids data, we count the how many kids for each HRS household. This is stored in 
variable VNKIDS. If there are 2 kids, VNKIDS will be 2 and variables Vnnnn01 through Vnnnn02 will 
contain valid data. Variables Vnnnn03 through Vnnnn19 will be set to the "Inappropriate" missing code. 

The Kids Variables List 

Control Variable Description

VNKIDS Number of Kids

Respondent 
Variables

Description

VKID_RHP HHIDPN of person who gave Kid information

VKID_RSP =1 if R1 gave Kid information 

=2 if R2 gave Kid information

VKID_RP =1 if respondent gave Kid information 

=2 if spouse/partner gave Kid information

Original Variable 
Names

Variable names collapsed version (on file)

Kid #1 Kid #2 ... Kid #18 Kid #19

V8001 V800101 V800102 ... V800118 V800119

To To To ... To To

V8020 V802001 V802002 ... V802018 V802019

V18004 V1800401 V1800402 ... V1800418 V1800419
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To To To ... To To

V18020 V1802001 V1802002 ... V1802018 V1802019

Relationship Variables

Relationship to 
Self

VR800601 VR800602 ... VR800618 VR800619

Relationship to 
Spouse/ Partner

VP800601 VP800602 ... VP800618 VP800619

Errata Variables

Errata Flags VE01KD01 VE01KD02 ... VE01KD18 VE01KD19

_V8003 _V800301 _V800302 ... _V800318 _V800319

To To To ... To To

_V8020 _V802001 _V802002 ... _V802018 _V802019

SIBLINGS Variables

Variable naming conventions for collapsed version

When the Siblings are collapsed, each Siblings variable occurs multiple times. We created new variable 
names to hold the information for multiple Siblings. These new variable names are the same as the 
originals with a 2-digit sibling number added to the end. In HRS 1992 there are at most 24 siblings, so 
the variable names go from Vnnnn01 through Vnnnn24. For instance, if there are 2 siblings, then Sibling 
#1's V8101 is stored in created variable V810101 and Sibling #2's V8101 is stored in created variable 
V810102. 

As we collapsed the Siblings data, we count the how many siblings for each HRS household. This is 
stored in variable VNSIBS. If there are 2 siblings, VNSIBS will be 2 and variables Vnnnn01 through 
Vnnnn02 will contain valid data. Variables Vnnnn03 through Vnnnn24 will be set to the "Inappropriate" 
missing code. 

The Siblings Variables List 

Control Variable Description

VNSIBS Number of Siblings

Respondent 
Variables

Description
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VSIB_RHP HHIDPN of person who gave Sibling information

VSIB_RSP =1 if R1 gave Sibling information 

=2 if R2 gave Sibling information

VSIB_RP =1 if respondent gave Sibling information 

=2 if spouse/partner gave Sibling information

Original 
Variable Names

Variable names collapsed version (on file)

Sibling #1 Sibling #2 ... Sibling #18 Sibling #24

V8101 V810101 V810102 ... V810118 V810124

To To To ... To To

V8113 V811301 V811302 ... V811318 V811324

V18104 V1810401 V1810402 ... V1810418 V1810424

To To To ... To To

V18113 V1811301 V1811302 ... V1811318 V1811324

Relationship Variable

Whose Sibling
=1 if own

=2 if in-law

VR810101 VR810102 ... VR810118 VR810124

PARENTS Variables

Respondent 
Variable

Description

VPAR_RHP HHIDPN of person who gave Parent information

VPAR_RSP

=1 if R1 gave Parent information 

=2 if R2 gave Parent information

VPAR_RP

=1 if respondent gave Parent information 

=2 if spouse/partner gave Parent information

Variable names collapsed version (on file)
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Original
Variable Names

R's Father R's Mother
Spouse/ Partner's 

Father
Spouse/ Partner's 

Mother

V8201 V8201RF V8201RM V8201PF V8201PM

To To To To To

V8224 V8224RF V8224RM V8224PF V8224PM

V18205 V18205RF V18205RM V18205PF V18205PM

To To To To To

V18224 V18224RF V18224RM V18224PF V18224PM

HHLIST Variables

Variable naming conventions for collapsed version

When the household members in HHList are collapsed, each HHlist variable occurs multiple times. We 
created new variable names to hold the information for multiple household members. These new 
variable names are the same as the originals with a 2-digit member number added to the end. In HRS 
1992 there are at most 14 household members, so the variable names go from Vnnnn01 through 
Vnnnn14. For instance, if there are 3 household members, then member #1's V8301 is stored in created 
variable V830101, member #2's V8301 is stored in created variable V830102, and member #3's V8301 
is stored in created variable V830103. 

As we collapsed the HHlist data, we count the how many members there are for each HRS household. 
This is stored in variable VNHLST. If there are 3 household members, VNHLST will be 3 and variables 
Vnnnn01 through Vnnnn03 will contain valid data. Variables Vnnnn04 through Vnnnn14 will be set to 
the "Inappropriate" missing code. 

The HHList Variables List 

Control Variable Description

VNHLST Number of Household Members

Respondent 
Variables

Description

VHLSTRHP HHIDPN of person who gave Household list information
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VHLSTRSP =1 if R1 gave Household list information 

=2 if R2 gave Household list information

VHLSTRP =1 if respondent gave Household list information 

=2 if spouse/partner gave Household list information

Original 
Variable Names

Variable names collapsed version (on file)

HH Member 
#1

HH Member 
#2

... HH Member #13 HH Member #14

V8301 V830101 V830102 ... V830113 V830114

To To To ... To To

V8310 V831001 V831002 ... V831013 V831014

Errata Flags VE01HL01 VE01HL02 ... VE01HL13 VE01HL14

_V8302 _V830201 _V830202 ... _V830213 _V830214
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HRS 1994: Family Data (collapsed)

HRS 1994: Other Person Data (kids, siblings, parents, household) 

1994 KIDS Data 
1994 SIBLINGS Data 
1994 PARENTS Data 
1994 HH List Data 
  

KIDS Data

●     Relationship of Child to Individual 
●     Quality of Match and Alternative Matches 
●     KIDS Variables in 1994 

Relationship of Child to Individual

We did not recode the relationship of child to individual for 1994 kids.  In 1994 the 
relationship to the family respondent was given in W8003, and could be daughter, step-
daughter, son or step-son.  W8007 gives information on whether the child is a step-child 
of the family respondent's spouse.  However, W8007 indicates "not step-child" more often 
than seems correct.  Most step-children of the spouse from Wave 1 do not appear to be 
step-children in 1994.  We think there may be a problem with the 1994 information, 
enough so, that we did not feel confident using it to recode W8003 into a "relation to self" 
variable. 

Quality of Match and Alternative Matches 

We used gender and age to assess the quality of matched kids.  We did this for kids who 
matched by person number across waves and for selecting the best alternative match 
among kids unmatched by person numbers across waves. The WKMTCHnn variable 
gives the quality of match: 

●     Best: Gender matches and age in 1994 is 2 years older than in 1992 (=1)
●     Almost Best: Gender matches and age in 1994 is 1 or 3 years older than in 1992 

(=2)
●     OK: Gender is missing in either wave or imputed in 1992, and age in 1994 is 2 
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years older than in 1992 (=3)
●     Pretty OK: Gender  is missing in either wave or imputed in 1992, and age in 1994 

is 1 or 3 years older than in 1992 (=4)
●     Not Great: Age is missing in either wave or imputed in 1992, and gender matches 

(=5)
●     No Match: does not match in gender or age (=0)

If a kid was present in 1992 but not in 1994, we look for the best gender and age match for 
the "extra" 1992 kid among "extra" 1994 kids.  We do the same for kids who are present 
in 1994 but not in 1992.  For these kids WKMTCHnn takes on values of 30-35 for "extra" 
1992 kids and 40-45 for "extra" 1994 kids.  The last digit gives the quality of the best 
found match.  A second variable WKMSUBnn gives the Kid # of this match, if there is 
one.  If there's none, WKMSUBnn is set to .Z; if there's more than one with the same 
quality, WKMSUBnn is set to .M.  So, for example, if 12-year old Kid #3 in 1992 did not 
match PN of any 1994 kids, and 14-year old Kid #6 was added in 1994, and both are male, 
we'd set: 

●     WKMTCH03=31, WKMSUB03=6
●     WKMTCH06=41, WKMSUB06=3

For the few children (specified in the Errata dated 10/12/98) as being reported on twice by 
the same Family Respondent we assess the quality of each match to the 1992 kid with the 
same person number.  The one which gets there first is stored in the same "slot" as the 
1992 kid and the second is added as to a new "slot".  This first kid's WKMTCHnn is set to 
10-15, depending on the quality of the gender/age match.  WKMSUBnn is set to the "slot" 
number of the second 1994 kid with the same person number.  The second 1994 kid is 
assigned WKMTCHmm of 20-25, depending on the quality of this kid's age/gender match 
with the 1992 kid, and it's WKMSUBmm is set to the "slot" number of the 1992 kid. 

Generally the quality of match is pretty good.  92% of the children match person number, 
age and gender across waves, and 1% match person number plus age or gender.  About 4 
% of the children are only in one wave and do not have an alternate match. A little over 
3% have an alternate match. 

Note that there are 1994 kids with person number 999.  Many of these seem to match a 
1992 kid by gender and age. 

[Table of WKMTCH values] 

New Variables for Collapsed Kid Information 
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KIDS Variables in 1994 

SIBLINGS Data

●     Relationship of Sibling to Individual 
●     Quality of Match and Alternative Matches 
●     Two Family Respondents 
●     SIBLINGS Variables in 1994 

Relationship of Sibling to Individual 

The variable SIBCODE identifies the sibling as that of the Family Respondent or of the 
Family Respondentís spouse/partner. It has been reassigned to a new variable which 
indicates whether the sibling is that of the individual or his/her spouse/partner. The new 
variable is: 

❍     WRSIBCnn: Sibling of Self or Spouse/Partner
=1 if Own Sibling 
=2 if Spouse/Partnerís Sibling (in-law)

where "nn" is the sibling's "slot".

How this variable is assigned depends on whether the individual is the Family Respondent 
or not: 

Value of WRSIBCnn
If individual is 
Family Respondent

If individual is NOT 
Family Respondent

WRSIBCnn = 1, 
sibling of "self"

when SIBCODE = 1 when SIBCODE = 2

WRSIBCnn = 2, 
sibling of spouse/partner

when SIBCODE = 2 when SIBCODE = 1

We also assigned SIBORDER and SILORDER appropriately, i.e.: 

●     if individual is Family Respondent, WRSIBOnn=SIBORDER and 
WRSILOnn=SILORDER

●     if individual is NOT Family Respondent, WRSIBnn=SILORDER and 
WRSILOnn=SIBORDER
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Quality of Match and Alternative Matches 

We used gender, age, and whose sibling (SIBCODE) to assess the quality of matched 
siblings.  The variable(s) that the results is WSMTCHnn which has these values for 
siblings who matched by person number across waves: 

●     0=does not match in gender or age
●     1=Gender matches, age in 1994 is either equal to or 2 years older than in 1992, and 

sibling belongs to the same side of the family in both waves.
●     2=Gender matches, age is missing in 1994 or 1992, and sibling belongs to the same 

side of the family in both waves.
●     3=Gender matches, age in 1994 is either equal to or 2 years older than in 1992, and 

who the sibling belongs to is missing in either wave.
●     4=Gender  is missing, age in 1994 is either equal to or 2 years older than in 1992, 

and sibling belongs to the same side of the family in both waves.
●     5=Gender matches, age is missing in either wave, and who sibling belongs to is 

missing in either wave
●     6=Gender is missing, age  in 1994 is either equal to or 2 years older than in 1992, 

and who sibling belongs to is missing in either wave
●     7=Gender is missing, age  is missing in either wave, and sibling belongs to the 

same side of the family in both waves.

If a sibling was present in 1992 but not in 1994, we look for the best gender, age, and 
whose-sibling match for the "extra" 1992 sibling among "extra" 1994 siblings.  We do the 
same for siblngs who are present in 1994 but not in 1992.  For these siblings WSMTCHnn 
takes on values of 30-37 for "extra" 1992 siblings and 40-47 for "extra" 1994 siblings.  
The last digit gives the quality of the best found match.  A second variable WSMSUBnn 
gives the Sib # of this match, if there is one.  If there's none, WSMSUBnn is set to .Z; if 
there's more than one with the same quality, WSMSUBnn is set to .M.  So, for example, if 
42-year old Sib #3 in 1992 was not matched by any 1994 sibling person number, and 42-
year old Sib #6 was added in 1994,  both are male and in-laws of the Family Respondent, 
and the FamR is the same for both waves, we'd set: 

●     WSMTCH03=31, WSMSUB03=6
●     WSMTCH06=41, WSMSUB06=3

Twelve siblings given in 1994 have duplicate person numbers which match a 1992 
sibling.  The one which gets there first is stored in the same "slot" as the 1992 sibling and 
the second is added as to a new "slot".  The first sibling's WSMTCHnn is set to 10-17, 
depending on the quality of the gender/age/whose-sibling match.  WSMSUBnn is set to 
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the "slot" number of the second 1994 sibling with the same person number.  The second 
1994 sibling is assigned WSMTCHmm of 20-27, depending on the quality of this sibling's 
age/gender/whose-sibling match with the Wave 1 sibling, and it's WSMSUBmm is set to 
the "slot" number of the 1992 sibling. 

[Table of WSMTCH values] 

Two Family Respondents 

For 10 households there were two family respondents in 1994.  Five of these households 
had any sibling data, and in two of these only one respondent reported on siblings.  In the 
other 3 households with any sibling data, one respondent reported on all siblings, while 
the other reported just on his/her own.   For these 3 households, each individual is 
assigned their self-reported information.  The respondent who only reported on own 
siblings is given the information on siblings-in-law from the other Family Respondent, 
and these siblings-in-law are flagged (WE01SBnn). 

New Variables for Collapsed Sibling Information 

SIBLINGS Variables in Wave 2 

PARENTS Data

●     How Parent Variables are Assigned 
●     Relationship of Parent to Individual and Parent Type 
●     Two Family Respondents 
●     Recoded Parent Marital Status 
●     PARENTS Variables in Wave 2 

How Parent Variables are Assigned 

In 1994 there are 14 types of  parent observations.  They include information about the 
parents and about transfers of time and money between FamR's household and the 
parents.  (NOTE: In 1992, the transfer information was not stored on the PARENTS file, 
but was in Section E data.)  The way we use each type of parent observation depends on 
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the type of observation, on parent marital status, and on whether parents live together.  
The type of parent observation is given by the variable PARCODE. 

PARCODE Values 

Family Respondent's Parents
Family Respondent's Parents 

InLaw

PARCODE Description PARCODE Description

1 Mother 8 Mother-inlaw

2 Father 9 Father-inlaw

3 Parents 10 Parents-inlaw

4
Mother and Step-
father

11
Mother-inlaw and 
Step-father-inlaw

5
Father and Step-
mother

12
Father-inlaw and 
Step-mother-inlaw

6 Step-father 13 Step-father-inlaw

7 Step-mother 14 Step-mother-inlaw

Observations with PARCODES 4-8 and 11-14 only provide data about transfers of time 
and money between FamR's household and the parent(s).  Observations with PARCODES 
1-3 and 8-10 provide information similar to that on the Wave 1 PARENTS data, e.g., alive 
or not, age, and a few health questions as well as data about transfers of time and money.  
For parents that are married to each other, information on home ownership and finances 
comes from observations with PARCODE=3 or 10.  Otherwise information on home 
ownership and finances comes from observations with PARCODES 1, 2, 8, and 9.  For 
parents who are married to each other AND living together, information about their living 
arrangements is also on observations with PARCODE=3 or 10.  For parents who are not 
living together or not married to each other, living arrangement information is on 
observations with PARCODES 1, 2, 8 and 9. 

We assigned data from these various observations to 2 groups of variables.  One set 
applies to time and money transfer data, i.e., variables W8220-W8235, and the other to 
rest of the information (W8201-W8219).  We assigned data from different observations as 
follows: 

●     we determine if the parents are married to each other from W8209. If a parent is 
married on PARCODE=1,2,8,9 then we look at W8209 on PARCODE=3,10. If 
they are married on PARCODE=3,10 then they are married to each other. 
(Recoded Parent Marital Status) 
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●     if they are married to each other, we determine if they are living together from 
W8212 on PARCODE=3,10

●     for all parents we use W8201-W8208 from PARCODE=1, 2, 8, and 9
●     if parents are married and living together we use W8209-W8219 from 

PARCODE=3,10. (NOTE:  In some cases there is a value for who parents live with 
(W8213) on both the parents observation (PARCODE=3,10) and the mother or 
father observation (PARCODE=1,2,8,9) and they do not agree.  In this case the 
value from the parents observation is used, and the other value is saved in 
W18213.)

●     if parents are married to each other but not living together we use W8209-W8212 
from PARCODE=3,10 and W8213-W8219 from PARCODE=1,2,8,9

●     if parents are not married to each other, we use W8209-W8219 from 
PARCODE=1,2,8,9

●     we save the individual PARCODE for 1,2,8,9 with the non-transfer parent data
●     for transfer data, we keep the information from all PARCODEs where there is any 

transfer activity reported.  At most 4 PARCODE observations provided any 
transfer data for any household.  We assigned these data to one of 4 series of 
variables: W8220_1-W8220_4 thru W8235_1-W8235_4, and assigned the 
PARCODE to another series of variables: WPARTR_1-WPARTR_4

[Table of which parent observations provide what data]

Recoded Parent Marital Status

We also create a marital status variable, W8209A: 

●     =1 Married, not to each other
●     =2 Married to each other
●     =5 Not married
●     =8 Don't Know

Relationship of Parent to Individual and Parent Type 

For the non-transfer data, we use PARCODE and whether an individual is the Family 
respondent to determine what parent variables to assign the information to.  There are four 
sets of variables: 

Individual's "own" mother W82nnRM, WPARCDRM

Individual's "own" father W82nnRF,WPARCDRF

Spouse/Partner's mother (individual's 
mother-in-law)

W82nnPM,WPARCDPM
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Spouse/Partner's father (individual's 
father-in-law)

W82nnPF,WPARCDPF

For the transfer data we make self/spouse-partner variables WRPARTR1 thru 
WRPARTR4, that gives the WPARTR_n information in terms of "own" parents or "in-
laws".  I.e., 

●     if R is the family respondent then WRPARTRn=WPARTR_n
●     if R is not the family respondent and WPARTR_n<8 then 

WRPARTRn=WPARTR_n + 7 [in-laws become own parents]
●     if R is not the family respondent and WPARTR_n>7 then 

WRPARTRn=WPARTR_n - 7 [own parents become in-laws]

Two Family Respondents 

For 10 households there were two family respondents in 1994.  Seven of these households 
had any parents data, and in one of these only one respondent reported on parents.  In 5 of 
the other 6 households with any parent data, one respondent reported on parents and in-
laws, while the other reported just on his/her own parents.  In the 6th household, both 
Family Respondents reported only on their own parents.   For these 6 households, each 
individual is assigned their self-reported information.  The respondents who only reported 
on own parents are given the information on parents-in-law from the other Family 
Respondent.  The family respondents who received parents-in-law information from their 
spouses are flagged (WE01PARS=1). 

New Variables for Collapsed Parent Information 

PARENTS Variables in Wave 2 
 

HHLIST Data

Relationship of Household Member to Individual 

The relationship of each household member to the Financial Respondent is given by 
W8301. We did not reassign W8301 into a relationship to "self" variable. 

New Variables for Collapsed HHLIST Information 

HHLIST Variables in 1994
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HRS 1994: Family Data (collapsed) Details

MODULES:     KIDS    SIBLINGS    PARENTS    HHLIST    

KIDS Variables

●     Variable naming conventions for collapsed version 
●     Codes for Errata Flags 
●     Quality of Kid Match Flag 
●     Sample SAS code to use WKMTCH and WKMSUB variables 

Variable naming conventions for collapsed version

When the Kids are collapsed, each Kids variable occurs multiple times. We created new variable names to hold the 
information for multiple Kids. These new variable names are the same as the originals with a 2-digit kid number added to the 
end. There are at most 22 distinct kid person numbers in HRS 1992 & 1994, so the variable names go from Wnnnn01 through 
Wnnnn22. If a Kid was reported in 1992 but not 1994, his/her "slot" is left open, i.e., no 1994 values will be assigned.  If a 
Kid was not reported in 1992 but is in 1994, his/her data is assigned to the next available "slot". 

For instance, if there are 2 kids in 1992 with person numbers 101 and 102 and 2 kids in 1994  with person numbers 101 and 
151, then W8001 for KidPN=101 is stored in created variable W800101, W800102 is set to missing (=.), and W8001 for 
KidPN=151 is stored in W800103. 

We assess the quality of the gender/age match between 1992 and 1994 kids with the same person number.  We also look for 
the best alternative matches among the "extra" 1992 and 1994 kids.  The match flag (WKMTCHnn) and alternative kid 
"slot" (WKMSUBnn) are set for all kids whether in 1992 only or 1994 only or both.  So, in our example above: 

●     WKMTCH01 tells how well gender and age agree between 1992 and 1994 for KidPN=101
●     WKMTCH02 tells how well gender and age match between KidPN=102 in 1992 and KidPN=151 in 1994.  If gender 

or age disagree, WKMSUB02=.Z.  If they agree at all, WKMSUB02=3
●      WKMTCH03 also tells how well gender and age match between KidPN=102 in 1992 and KidPN=151 in 1994.  If 

gender or age disagree, WKMSUB03=.Z.  If they agree at all, WKMSUB03=2

As we collapsed the Kids data, we count the how many kids are in 1994 (WNKIDS) and how many kids in total in both 1992 
and 1994 for each HRS household (WTOTKIDS).  In our example from above, 1992 variable VNKIDS=2, 1994 variable 
WNKIDS=2, and WTOTKIDS=3. (Note that VNKIDS is NOT on the h94f1a data set, only on h92f1b/ha92f1b.) 

To look at 1992 and 1994 kids together, you must merge h92f1b or ha92f1b with h94f1a. Sample SAS code that uses the 
WKMTCH and WKMSUB variables can be found in kidmatch.sas. 

The Kids Variables List 

Control Variable Description
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WNKIDS Number of Kids with data in 1994

WTOTKIDS Total number of Kids (1992 & 2), i.e., Total Number of Kid "slots"

  

Respondent 
Variables

Description

WKID_RHP HHIDPN of person who gave Kid information 1994

WKIDFAMF FAMFLAG from W2KIDS.  
=1 if more than one Family Respondent gave Kid information  
=0 if only one Family Respondent gave Kid information

WE01KIDS Flags Households affected by Errata (codes listed below)

Original Variable 
Names

Variable names collapsed version (on file)

Kid #1 Kid #2 ... Kid #21 Kid #22

W8001 W800101 W800102 ... W800121 W800122

To To To ... To To

W8028 W802801 W802802 ... W802821 W802822

PN WK_PN01 WK_PN02 ... WK_PN21 WK_PN22

KIDORDER WKORD01 WKORD02 ... WKORD21 WKORD22

Match 1992 Variables

Quality of Match 
to a Kid from 
another Wave

WKMTCH01 WKMTCH02 ... WKMTCH21 WKMTCH22

Related Kid Slot 
(possible match)

WKMSUB01 WKMSUB02 ... WKMSUB21 WKMSUB22

Errata Variables

Errata Flags WE01KD01 WE01KD02 ... WE01KD21 WE01KD22

_PN _WK_PN01 _WK_PN02 ... _WK_PN21 _WK_PN22

* Codes for Errata Flags: 

WE01KDnn 
=1 if PN changed for child nn 
=2 if a duplicate child from one FamR 
=3 if child added from other FamR (special  case of 2 FamR) 

WE01KIDS 
=1 if HHold has 1 FamR, 1 Child with 2 PNs 
=2 if HHold has 1 FamR, 2 Children with same PN 
=3 if HHold has 2 FamR 
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=4 if HHold has 1 FamR, 1 Child with 2 PNs AND 2 Children with same PN 
=5 if special case of  HHold with 2 Fam 

Please see description of Errata, dated 10/12/1998.

  

Quality of Kid Match Flag 

WKMTCHnn   
Description and 
Codes

1992 
KIDPN=   
1994 KIDPN

1994 KIDPN 
reported twice  
(WE01KDnn=2)   
First Kid

1994 KIDPN 
reported twice   
(WE01KDnn=2)   
Second Kid 

1992 KIDPN   
not same as any   
1994 KIDPN   
("extra" 1992 kid)

1994 KIDPN   
not same as any   
1992 KIDPN   
("extra" 1994 kid)

What kids are 
compared to set 
WKMTCHnn==>

Compare 1992 
kid to 1994 
kid with same 
PN

Compare 1992 kid 
to 1994 kid with 
same PN

Compare "Second" 
kid to 1992 kid with 
same PN, in 
different 
"slot" ("slot" taken 
by "First" kid.)

Compare "extra" 
1992 kid to all 
"extra" 1994 kids. 
Set to best match 
(lowest of 1-7).

Compare "extra" 
1994 kid to all 
"extra" 1992 kids. 
Set to best match 
(lowest of 1-7).

Either gender or 
age does not 
match

=0
WKMSUBnn=.

Z

=10
WKMSUBnn="slot" 

of Second Kid

=20
WKMSUBnn="slot" 

of First Kid/1992 
Kid

=30
WKMSUBnn=.Z

=40
WKMSUBnn=.Z

Best match:  
Gender matches 
and 1994 age =  

2 + 1992 age

=1
WKMSUBnn=.

Z

=11
WKMSUBnn="slot" 

of Second Kid

=21
WKMSUBnn="slot" 

of First Kid/1992 
Kid

=31
WKMSUBnn="slot" 

of 1994 Kid with 
best match, or .M if 
more than one 1994 
kid with best match

=41
WKMSUBnn="slot" 

of 1992 Kid with 
best match, or .M if 
more than one 1992 
kid with best match

Pretty good 
match:  
Gender matches 
and  
1994 age =  
1 + 1992 age or  
3 + 1992 age 

=2
WKMSUBnn=.

Z

=12
WKMSUBnn="slot" 

of Second Kid

=22
WKMSUBnn=same 

as for 
WKMTCHnn=21

=32
WKMSUBnn=same 

as for 
WKMTCHnn=31

=42
WKMSUBnn=same 

as for 
WKMTCHnn=41

Only Age 
matches:  
Gender missing 
and  
1994 age =  
2 + 1992 age

=3
WKMSUBnn=.

Z

=13
WKMSUBnn="slot" 

of Second Kid

=23
WKMSUBnn=same 

as for 
WKMTCHnn=21

=33
WKMSUBnn="slot" 

of 1994 Kid with 
best match, or .M if 
more than one 1994 
kid with best match

=43
WKMSUBnn="slot" 

of 1992 Kid with 
best match, or .M if 
more than one 1992 
kid with best match
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Only Age 
matches:  
Gender missing 
and  
1994 age =  
1 + 1992 age or  
3 + 1992 age

=4
WKMSUBnn=.

Z

=14
WKMSUBnn="slot" 

of Second Kid

=24
WKMSUBnn=same 

as for 
WKMTCHnn=21

=34
WKMSUBnn="slot" 

of 1994 Kid with 
best match, or .M if 
more than one 1994 
kid with best match

=44
WKMSUBnn="slot" 

of 1992 Kid with 
best match, or .M if 
more than one 1992 
kid with best match

Only Gender 
matches:  
Gender matches 
and  
age in either 
1992 or 2 is 
missing.

=5
WKMSUBnn=.

Z

=15
WKMSUBnn="slot" 

of Second Kid

=25
WKMSUBnn=same 

as for 
WKMTCHnn=21

=35
WKMSUBnn="slot" 

of 1994 Kid with 
best match, or .M if 
more than one 1994 
kid with best match

=45
WKMSUBnn="slot" 

of 1992 Kid with 
best match, or .M if 
more than one 1992 
kid with best match

Nothing to 
compare:  
Gender is 
missing in either 
1992 or 2 and 
age is missing in 
either 1992 or 2

=6
[Never 

Happens]

=16
[Never Happens]

=26
[Never Happens]

=36
[Never Happens]

=46
[Never Happens]

Sample SAS code to use WKMTCH and WKMSUB variables can be found in kidmatch.sas. 

SIBLINGS Variables

●     Variable naming conventions for the collapsed version 
●     The Siblings Variables List 
●     Codes for Problem Flags 
●     Quality of Sibling Match Flag 

Variable naming conventions for collapsed version

When the Siblings are collapsed, each Siblings variable occurs multiple times. We created new variable names to hold the 
information for multiple Siblings. These new variable names are the same as the originals with a 2-digit sibling number added 
to the end. There are at most 25 distinct sibling person numbers in HRS 1992&1994, so the variable names go from Wnnnn01 
through Wnnnn25. If a sibling was reported in 1992 but not 1994, his/her "slot" is left open, i.e., no 1994 values will be 
assigned.  If a sibling was not reported in 1992 but is in 1994, his/her data is assigned to the next available "slot". 

For instance, if there are 2 siblings in 1992 with person numbers 501 and 502 and 2 siblings in 1994  with person numbers 
501 and 551, then W8101 for SibPN=501 is stored in created variable W810101, W810102 is set to missing (=.), and W8101 
for SibPN=551 is stored in W810103. 

We assess the quality of the gender-age-whose-sib match between 1992 and 1994 siblings with the same person number.  We 
also look for the best alternative matches among the "extra" 1992 and 1994 siblings.  The match flag (WSMTCHnn) and 
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alternative sibling "slot" (WSMSUBnn) are set for all siblings whether in 1992 only or 1994 only or both.  Note that age is 
missing for most siblings in 1994 data, and when not missing, is frequently the same as was reported in 1992. So, in our 
example above: 

●     WSMTCH01 tells how well gender, age and type of sibling agree between 1992 and 1994 for SibPN=501
●     WSMTCH02 tells how well gender, age, and type of sibling match between SibPN=502 in 1992 and SibPN=551 in 

1994.  If gender, age, or type of sibling disagree, WSMSUB02=.Z.  If they agree at all, WSMSUB02=3
●      WSMTCH03 also tells how well gender, age and type of sibling match between SibPN=502 in 1992 and SibPN=551 

in 1994.  If gender, age or type of sibling disagree, WSMSUB03=.Z.  If they agree at all, WSMSUB03=2

As we collapsed the Siblings data, we count the how many siblings there are in 1994 (WNSIBS) and how many siblings in 
total both in 1992 and 1994 for each HRS household (WTOTSIBS).  In our example from above, 1992 variable VNSIBS=2, 
1994 variable WNSIBS=2, and WTOTSIBS=3.  Note that VNSIBS is NOT on the h94f1a data set, only on h92f1b/ha92f1b. 

To look at 1992 and 1994 siblings together, you must merge h92f1b or ha92f1b with h94f1a. 

The Siblings Variables List 

Control Variable Description

WNSIBS Number of Siblings with data in 1994

WTOTSIBS Total number of Siblings (1992 & 2), i.e., Total number of Sibling "slots"

  

Respondent 
Variables

Description

WSIB_RHP HHIDPN of person who gave Sibling information

WSIBFAMF FAMFLAG from W2SIBS 
=1 if more than one Family Respondent gave Sibling information 
=0 if only one Family Respondent gave Sibling information

WE01SIBS =1 if any sibling was duplicate PN in 1994, matching a 1992 PN 
=2 if spouse/partner gave Sibling-in-law information, and R gave own sibling 
information

Original 
Variable Names

Variable names collapsed version (on file)

Sibling #1 Sibling #2 ... Sibling #24 Sibling #25

PN WS_PN01 WS_PN02 ... WS_PN24 WS_PN25

W8101 W810101 W810102 ... W810124 W810125

To To To ... To To

W8144 W814401 W814402 ... W814424 W814425

SIBCODE WSIBCD01 WSIBCD02 ... WSIBCD24 WSIBCD25

SIBORDER WSIBOR01 WSIBOR02 ... WSIBOR24 WSIBOR25

SILORDER WSILOR01 WSILOR02 ... WSILOR24 WSILOR25
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HRS 1994: Family Data (collapsed) Details

Match 1992 
Variables

Quality of Match 
to a Sibling from 

another Wave
WSMTCH01 WMTCH02 ... WSMTCH24 WSMTCH25

Related Sibling 
Slot (possible 

match)
WSMSUB01 WSMSUB02 ... WSMSUB24 WSMSUB25

Relationship Variable (see NOTE below)

Whose Sibling
=1 if own

=2 if in-law

WRSIBC01 WRSIBC02 ... WRSIBC24 WRSIBC25

Sibling order WRSIBO01 WRSIBO02 ... WRSIBO24 WRSIBO25

Sibling-in-law 
order

WRSILO01 WRSILO02 ... WRSILO24 WRSILO25

Problem 
Variables

Duplicate or In-
laws from other 
Family 
Respondent Flag

WE01SB01 WE01SB02 ... WE01SB24 WE01SB25

NOTE: The variables that give information about time and money transfers between siblings and parents have NOT been 
reassigned for self/spouse. So, for instance, W8117 tells which sibling of the Family Respondent helped FamR's mother the 
most by giving the SIBORDER number.  If R is not the Family Respondent, then W8117 tells which sibling-in-law of R 
helped R's mother-in-law.  You should use WSIBORnn to find the matching sibling in either case. 

* Codes for Problem Flags 

WE01SBnn 
=1 if duplicate 1994 sibling person number that matches a 1992 sibling PN 
=2 if sibling-in-law whose information was provided by other Family Respondent (and R is also a Family 
Respondent) 

WE01SIBS 
=1 if any WE01SBnn flag=1 
=2 if any WE01SBnn flag=2

Quality of Sibling Match Flag 
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HRS 1994: Family Data (collapsed) Details

WSMTCHnn   
Description and 
Codes

1992 
SIBPN=   
1994 SIBPN

1994 SIBPN 
reported twice  
(WE01SBnn=1)   
First Sibling

1994 SIBPN 
reported twice   
(WE01SBnn=1)   
Second Sibling 

1992 SIBPN   
not same as any   
1994 SIBPN   
("extra" 1992 
Sibling)

1994 SIBPN   
not same as any   
1992 SIBPN   
("extra" 1994 
Sibling)

What siblings 
are compared to 
set 
WSMTCHnn==>

Compare 1992 
sibling to 1994 
sibling with 
same PN

Compare 1992 
sibling to 1994 
sibling with same PN

Compare "Second" 
sibling to 1992 
sibling with same 
PN, in different 
"slot" ("slot" taken 
by "First" sibling.)

Compare "extra" 
1992 sibling to all 
"extra" 1994 
siblings. Set to best 
match (lowest of 1-
7).

Compare "extra" 
1994 sibling to all 
"extra" 1992 
siblings. Set to best 
match (lowest of 1-
7).

Either gender or 
age or type of 
sibling does not 
match

=0
WSMSUBnn=.

Z

=10
WSMSUBnn="slot" 

of Second sibling

=20
WSMSUBnn="slot" 
of First sibling/1992 

sibling

=30
WSMSUBnn=.Z

=40
WSMSUBnn=.Z

Best match:  
Gender matches, 
type of Sibling 
matches, and 
1994 age=  

1992 age
OR

1992 age + 2

=1
WSMSUBnn=.

Z

=11
WSMSUBnn="slot" 

of Second sibling

=21
WSMSUBnn=same 

as for 
WSMTCHnn=20

=31
WSMSUBnn="slot" 
of 1994 sibling with 
best match, or .M if 
more than one 1994 

sibling with best 
match

=41
WSMSUBnn="slot" 
of 1992 sibling with 
best match, or .M if 
more than one 1992 

sibling with best 
match

OK match:  
Gender and type 
of sibling match, 
age is missing 

=2
WSMSUBnn=.

Z

=12
WSMSUBnn="slot" 

of Second sibling

=22
WSMSUBnn=same 

as for 
WSMTCHnn=20

=32
WSMSUBnn=same 

as for 
WSMTCHnn=31

=42
WSMSUBnn=same 

as for 
WSMTCHnn=41

OK match:  
Gender and age 
match, type of 
sibling is 
missing in either 
1992 or 2 

=3
WSMSUBnn=.

Z

=13
WSMSUBnn="slot" 

of Second sibling

=23
WSMSUBnn=same 

as for 
WSMTCHnn=20

=33
WSMSUBnn=same 

as for 
WSMTCHnn=31

=43
WSMSUBnn=same 

as for 
WSMTCHnn=41

OK match: 
Age and Type of 
sibling match; 
Gender missing 
in either 1992 or 
2 

=4
WSMSUBnn=.

Z

=14
WSMSUBnn="slot" 

of Second sibling

=24
WSMSUBnn=same 

as for 
WSMTCHnn=20

=34
WSMSUBnn=same 

as for 
WSMTCHnn=31

=44
WSMSUBnn=same 

as for 
WSMTCHnn=41

Only Gender 
matches: 
Missing age in 
either 1992 or 2 
and missing type 
of sibling in 
either 1992 or 2

=5
WSMSUBnn=.

Z

=15
WSMSUBnn="slot" 

of Second sibling

=25
WSMSUBnn=same 

as for 
WSMTCHnn=20

=35
WSMSUBnn=same 

as for 
WSMTCHnn=31

=45
WSMSUBnn=same 

as for 
WSMTCHnn=41
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HRS 1994: Family Data (collapsed) Details

Only Age 
matches: 
Gender missing 
in 1992 or 2 and 
type of sibling 
missing in 1992 
or 2 

=6
WSMSUBnn=.

Z

=16
WSMSUBnn="slot" 

of Second sibling

=26
WSMSUBnn=same 

as for 
WSMTCHnn=20

=36
WSMSUBnn=same 

as for 
WSMTCHnn=31

=46
WSMSUBnn=same 

as for 
WSMTCHnn=41

Only Type of 
sibling matches: 
Gender missing 
in either 1992 or 
2 and age 
missing in either 
1992 or 2; 

=7
WSMSUBnn=.

Z

=17
WSMSUBnn="slot" 

of Second sibling

=27
WSMSUBnn=same 

as for 
WSMTCHnn=20

=37
WSMSUBnn=same 

as for 
WSMTCHnn=31

=47
WSMSUBnn=same 

as for 
WSMTCHnn=41

Nothing to 
compare: 
Gender is 
missing in either 
1992 or 2, age is 
missing in either 
1992 or 2, and 
type of sibling is 
missing in either 
1992 or 2

=8
[Never 

Happens]

=18
[Never Happens]

=28
[Never Happens]

=38
[Never Happens]

=48
[Never Happens]

PARENTS Variables

There are 2 different types of parent information: transfer data and non-transfer data. Time and money transfer information is 
stored in one set of variables (up to 4 per household), and non-transfer information such as parent health, living situation and 
finances are stored in variables specific to a type of parent (i.e., mother, father, mother-in-law, father-in-law). The non-
transfer data, variables W8201 to W8219, are about a particular parent and are only asked about the Family respondent's 
parents and parents-in-law. Variables W8220 to W8235 are about transfers, and can be about step-parents as well. 

Parent Variables List 

Recoded Parent Marital Status 

Which variables are used from what W2PARS observations 

The Parents Variables List 

Control Variable Description

WNPARS Number of Parents with non-transfer data

WNTPAR Number of Parent Transfers reported
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HRS 1994: Family Data (collapsed) Details

Respondent 
Variable

Description

WPAR_RHP HHIDPN of person who gave Parent information

WPARFAMF

FAMFLAG from W2PARS. 
=1 if more than one Family Respondent gave Parent information 
=0 if only one Family Respondent gave Parent information

WE01PARS =1 if parent-in-law information came from other Family Respondent 

Non-transfer Data
Original

Variable Names

Variable names collapsed version (on file)

R's Father R's Mother
Spouse/ Partner's 

Father
Spouse/ Partner's 

Mother

W8201 W8201RF W8201RM W8201PF W8201PM

To To To To To

W8219 W8219RF W8219RM W8219PF W8219PM

W8209A
(codes)

W8209ARF W8209ARM W8209APF W8209APM

W18213 Never 
happens

W18213RM Never happens W18213PM

Parent Transfer 
Data

Original
Variable Names

Variable names collapsed version (on file)

First transfer
Second 
transfer Third transfer Fourth transfer

W8220 W8220_1 W8220_2 W8220_3 W8220_4

To To To To To

W8235 W8235_1 W8235_2 W8235_3 W8235_4

PARCODE WPARTR_1 WPARTR_2 WPARTR_3 WPARTR_4

Relationship Variable

Relationship to 
Self

Same codes as 
PARCODE

WRPARTR1 WRPARTR2 WRPARTR3 WRPARTR4

Recoded Parent Marital Status: W8209A Codes 

●     =1 Married, not to each other
●     =2 Married to each other
●     =5 Not married
●     =8 Don't Know

Which Parent Variables are Used from Which W2PARS Observations
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HRS 1994: Family Data (collapsed) Details

Type of observation 
(PARCODE)

Source of Parent information

Parents married to each other 
(W8209=1 on PARCODE=3,10)

Parents not married 
to each other 
(W8209=5 on 
PARCODE=1,2,8,9 
or on 
PARCODE=3,10)

Family 
Respondent's 
Parents

Family 
Respondent's 
In-laws

Parents living 
together 
(W8212=1 on 
PARCODE=3,10)

Parents not living 
together 
(W8212 not =1 on 
PARCODE=3,10)

1=FamR's 
mother

8=FamR's 
mother-inlaw

W8201-W8208, 
W18213 (from 
W8213) 
Transfer data

W8201-W8208, 
W8213-W8219 
Transfer data

W8201-W8219, 
Transfer data

2=FamR's 
father

9=FamR's 
father-inlaw

W8201-W8208 
Transfer data

W8201-W8208, 
W8213-W8219 
Transfer data

W8201-W8219, 
Transfer data

3=FamR's 
parents

10=FamR's 
parents-inlaw

W8209-W8219 
Transfer data

W8209-W8212 
Transfer data

Transfer data

4=FamR's 
mother and 
step-father

11=FamR's 
mother-inlaw 
and step-father-
inlaw

Transfer data only Transfer data only Transfer data only

5=FamR's 
father and step-
mother

12=FamR's 
father-inlaw 
and step-
mother-inlaw

Transfer data only Transfer data only Transfer data only

6=FamR's step-
father

13=FamR's 
step-father-
inlaw

Transfer data only Transfer data only Transfer data only

7=FamR's step-
mother

14=FamR's 
step-mother-
inlaw

Transfer data only Transfer data only Transfer data only

HHLIST Variables

Variable naming conventions for collapsed version

When the household members in HHList are collapsed, each HHlist variable occurs multiple times. We created new variable 
names to hold the information for multiple household members. These new variable names are the same as the originals with 
a 2-digit member number added to the end. In HRS 1994 there are at most 15 household members, so the variable names go 
from Wnnnn01 through Wnnnn15. For instance, if there are 3 household members, then member #1's W8301 is stored in 
created variable W830101, member #2's W8301 is stored in created variable W830102, and member #3's W8301 is stored in 
created variable W830103. 

As we collapsed the HHlist data, we count the how many members there are for each HRS household. This is stored in 
variable WNHLST. If there are 3 household members, WNHLST will be 3 and variables Wnnnn01 through Wnnnn03 will 
contain valid data. Variables Wnnnn04 through Wnnnn15 will be set to the missing (=.) 

The HHList Variables List 
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HRS 1994: Family Data (collapsed) Details

Control Variable Description

WNHLST Number of Household Members 1994

  

Respondent 
Variables

Description

WHLSTIHP HHIDPN of person who gave Household list information

Original 
Variable Names

Variable names collapsed version (on file)

HH Member 
#1

HH Member 
#2

... HH Member #14 HH Member #15

PN WH_PN01 WH_PN02 ... WH_PN14 WH_PN15

W8301 W830101 W830102 ... W830114 W830115

To To To ... To To

W8310 W831001 W831002 ... W831014 W831015

HHORDER WHORD01 WHORD02 ... WHORD14 WHORD15
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HRS: Financial Variables Added

HRS: Assignment of Financial Variables to "Self" and "Spouse" Variables 
for the Individual

In a couple household, only the Financial Respondent (FinR, called R1 in HRS 1992) provides 
information about all the household finances. In this file, the household finance data are merged to the 
respondent level. The FinR provides some income information, such as earnings, for both FinR (self) 
and then non-FinR (FinR's spouse, called R2 in HRS 1992). These are assigned to new variables clarify 
to whom the data apply. 

For instance the financial respondent provides earnings information for both him/herself and his/her 
spouse or partner. In the raw data the respondent earnings data apply to FinR and the spouse/partner 
earnings data apply to FinR's spouse. In this data set these types of variables are assigned to additional 
"self" and "spouse/partner" variables for both FinR and spouse. 

These variables take on the numeric portion of the FinR variable name, with the following prefixes: 
  

Variable Name assignments

HRS 1992 HRS 1994

Original 
Variable

Reassigned 
Variable

Original 
Variable

Reassigned 
Variable

FinR
Finr's 
Spouse

Self
Spouse/
Partner

FinR
Finr's 
Spouse

Self
Spouse/
Partner

Vnnnn Vpppp VRnnnn VPnnnn Wnnnn Wpppp WRnnnn WPnnnn

  
For example, V5403 is FinR's salary or wages and V5405 is the non-FinR's salary or wages. In FinR's 
data on the RAND HRS file, VR5403 would come from V5403 and VP5403 would come from V5405. 
In the non-FinR's data, VR5403 would come from V5405 and VP5403 would come from V5403. 

1992: 
Financial variable reassignments for HRS 1992, from Section N of the Questionnaire 

Insurance variable reassignments for HRS 1992 from Section R of the Questionnaire 

Social Security Income Variables Reassigned 

Employer-Provided Health Insurance 
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HRS: Financial Variables Added

1994: 
Financial variable reassignments for HRS 1994 from Section N of the Questionnaire 
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HRS 1992: Financial Variables Added

Financial Variables For "Self" and "Spouse / Partner"

Financial Variables 

Variable Labels 

R1 Variable Assign R1 
variable to 

"Self" Variable

IF 
INDIVIDUAL 

IS R1

Assign R1 
variable to 
"Spouse/ 
Partner" 
Variable

IF 
INDIVIDUAL 

IS R2

R2 Variable Assign R2 
variable to 
"Spouse/ 
Partner" 
Variable

IF 
INDIVIDUAL 

IS R1

Assign R2 
variable to 

"Self" Variable

IF 
INDIVIDUAL 

IS R2

N2A:N4A:91:-PAY/SA:IMP V5402 VR5402 VP5402 V5404 VP5402 VR5402

N3:N5:91:-GROS $AM:IMP V5403 VR5403 VP5403 V5405 VP5403 VR5403

N2B:N4B:91:-BONUS/:IMP V5406 VR5406 VP5406 V5408 VP5406 VR5406

N3:N5:91:-GROS $AM:IMP V5407 VR5407 VP5407 V5409 VP5407 VR5407

N2C:N4C:91:-PRO IN:IMP V5410 VR5410 VP5410 V5412 VP5410 VR5410

N3:N5:91:-GROS $AM:IMP V5411 VR5411 VP5411 V5413 VP5411 VR5411

N2D:N4D:91:-OTH IN:IMP V5414 VR5414 VP5414 V5416 VP5414 VR5414

N3:N5:91:-GROS $AM:IMP V5415 VR5415 VP5415 V5417 VP5415 VR5415

N9:UNEMP COMP:$AMT R:IMP V5503 VR5503 VP5503 V5523 VP5503 VR5503

N10:UNEMP CMP: REC JAN V5505 VR5505 VP5505 V5525 VP5505 VR5505

N10:UNEMP CMP: REC FEB V5506 VR5506 VP5506 V5526 VP5506 VR5506

N10:UNEMP CMP: REC MAR V5507 VR5507 VP5507 V5527 VP5507 VR5507

N10:UNEMP CMP: REC APR V5508 VR5508 VP5508 V5528 VP5508 VR5508

N10:UNEMP CMP: REC MAY V5509 VR5509 VP5509 V5529 VP5509 VR5509

N10:UNEMP CMP: REC JUN V5510 VR5510 VP5510 V5530 VP5510 VR5510

N10:UNEMP CMP: REC JUL V5511 VR5511 VP5511 V5531 VP5511 VR5511

N10:UNEMP CMP: REC AUG V5512 VR5512 VP5512 V5532 VP5512 VR5512

N10:UNEMP CMP: REC SEP V5513 VR5513 VP5513 V5533 VP5513 VR5513

N10:UNEMP CMP: REC OCT V5514 VR5514 VP5514 V5534 VP5514 VR5514

N10:UNEMP CMP: REC NOV V5515 VR5515 VP5515 V5535 VP5515 VR5515

N10:UNEMP CMP: REC DEC V5516 VR5516 VP5516 V5536 VP5516 VR5516

N10A:UNMP CMP:BEGAN MO V5517 VR5517 VP5517 V5537 VP5517 VR5517

N10A:UNMP CMP:BEGAN YR V5518 VR5518 VP5518 V5538 VP5518 VR5518

N10B:C:UNMP CMP:RECV NOW V5519 VR5519 VP5519 V5539 VP5519 VR5519

N10B:C:UNMP CMP:ENDNG MO V5520 VR5520 VP5520 V5540 VP5520 VR5520

N14:WRKRS COMP:$AMT :IMP V5603 VR5603 VP5603 V5623 VP5603 VR5603

N15:WRK CMP:REC IN JAN V5605 VR5605 VP5605 V5625 VP5605 VR5605
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HRS 1992: Financial Variables Added

N15:WRK CMP:REC IN FEB V5606 VR5606 VP5606 V5626 VP5606 VR5606

N15:WRK CMP:REC IN MAR V5607 VR5607 VP5607 V5627 VP5607 VR5607

N15:WRK CMP:REC IN APR V5608 VR5608 VP5608 V5628 VP5608 VR5608

N15:WRK CMP:REC IN MAY V5609 VR5609 VP5609 V5629 VP5609 VR5609

N15:WRK CMP:REC IN JUN V5610 VR5610 VP5610 V5630 VP5610 VR5610

N15:WRK CMP:REC IN JUL V5611 VR5611 VP5611 V5631 VP5611 VR5611

N15:WRK CMP:REC IN AUG V5612 VR5612 VP5612 V5632 VP5612 VR5612

N15:WRK CMP:REC IN SEP V5613 VR5613 VP5613 V5633 VP5613 VR5613

N15:WRK CMP:REC IN OCT V5614 VR5614 VP5614 V5634 VP5614 VR5614

N15:WRK CMP:REC IN NOV V5615 VR5615 VP5615 V5635 VP5615 VR5615

N15:WRK CMP:REC IN DEC V5616 VR5616 VP5616 V5636 VP5616 VR5616

N15A:WRK CMP:BEGAN MO V5617 VR5617 VP5617 V5637 VP5617 VR5617

N15A:WRK CMP:BEGAN YR V5618 VR5618 VP5618 V5638 VP5618 VR5618

N15B:C:WRK CMP:RECV NOW V5619 VR5619 VP5619 V5639 VP5619 VR5619

N15D:WRK CMP:PAY END MO V5620 VR5620 VP5620 V5640 VP5620 VR5620

N19:VET BN:TYPE OF BEN V5703 VR5703 VP5703 V5708 VP5703 VR5703

N20:VET BN:$AMT RE:IMP V5704 VR5704 VP5704 V5709 VP5704 VR5704

N20:VET BN:PAY PER:IMP V5705 VR5705 VP5705 V5710 VP5705 VR5705

N21:VET BN:PAY BGAN MO V5706 VR5706 VP5706 V5711 VP5706 VR5706

N21:VET BN:PAY BGAN YR V5707 VR5707 VP5707 V5712 VP5707 VR5707

N26:RET PEN:TYPE R:IMP V5715 VR5715 VP5715 V5724 VP5715 VR5715

N26A:RET PN:$AMT R:IMP V5716 VR5716 VP5716 V5725 VP5716 VR5716

N26A:RET PN:RECVD :IMP V5717 VR5717 VP5717 V5726 VP5717 VR5717

N26B:RET PN:BEGAN MO V5718 VR5718 VP5718 V5727 VP5718 VR5718

N26B:RET PN:BEGAN YR V5719 VR5719 VP5719 V5728 VP5719 VR5719

N26C:ANNUIT:$AMT R:IMP V5720 VR5720 VP5720 V5729 VP5720 VR5720

N26C:ANNUIT:RECVD :IMP V5721 VR5721 VP5721 V5730 VP5721 VR5721

N26D:ANNUIT:BEGAN MO V5722 VR5722 VP5722 V5731 VP5722 VR5722

N26D:ANNUIT:BEGAN YR V5723 VR5723 VP5723 V5732 VP5723 VR5723

N29:SSI:$AMT RECV :IMP V5803 VR5803 VP5803 V5823 VP5803 VR5803

N29:SSI:RECEIVED P:IMP V5804 VR5804 VP5804 V5824 VP5804 VR5804

N30:SSI:RECEIV IN JAN V5805 VR5805 VP5805 V5825 VP5805 VR5805

N30:SSI:RECEIV IN FEB V5806 VR5806 VP5806 V5826 VP5806 VR5806

N30:SSI:RECEIV IN MAR V5807 VR5807 VP5807 V5827 VP5807 VR5807

N30:SSI:RECEIV IN APR V5808 VR5808 VP5808 V5828 VP5808 VR5808

N30:SSI:RECEIV IN MAY V5809 VR5809 VP5809 V5829 VP5809 VR5809

N30:SSI:RECEIV IN JUNE V5810 VR5810 VP5810 V5830 VP5810 VR5810
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HRS 1992: Financial Variables Added

N30:SSI:RECEIV IN JULY V5811 VR5811 VP5811 V5831 VP5811 VR5811

N30:SSI:RECEIV IN AUG V5812 VR5812 VP5812 V5832 VP5812 VR5812

N30:SSI:RECEIV IN SEPT V5813 VR5813 VP5813 V5833 VP5813 VR5813

N30:SSI:RECEIV IN OCT V5814 VR5814 VP5814 V5834 VP5814 VR5814

N30:SSI:RECEIV IN NOV V5815 VR5815 VP5815 V5835 VP5815 VR5815

N30:SSI:RECEIV IN DEC V5816 VR5816 VP5816 V5836 VP5816 VR5816

N30A:SSI:BEGINNING MO V5817 VR5817 VP5817 V5837 VP5817 VR5817

N30A:SSI:BEGINNING YR V5818 VR5818 VP5818 V5838 VP5818 VR5818

N30C:SSI:RECV SSI NOW V5819 VR5819 VP5819 V5839 VP5819 VR5819

N30D:SSI:LAST MO RECVD V5820 VR5820 VP5820 V5840 VP5820 VR5820

N31:SSI:EVR REC SSI B4 V5821 VR5821 VP5821 V5841 VP5821 VR5821

N2A:N4A:91:-PAY/SA:IND V15402 VR15402 VP15402 V15404 VP15402 VR15402

N3:N5:91--GROSS AM:IND V15403 VR15403 VP15403 V15405 VP15403 VR15403

N2B:N4B:91:-BONUS/:IND V15406 VR15406 VP15406 V15408 VP15406 VR15406

N3:N5:91--GROSS AM:IND V15407 VR15407 VP15407 V15409 VP15407 VR15407

N2C:N4C:91:-PRO IN:IND V15410 VR15410 VP15410 V15412 VP15410 VR15410

N3:N5:91--GROSS AM:IND V15411 VR15411 VP15411 V15413 VP15411 VR15411

N2D:N4D:91:-OTH IN:IND V15414 VR15414 VP15414 V15416 VP15414 VR15414

N3:N5:91--GROSS AM:IND V15415 VR15415 VP15415 V15417 VP15415 VR15415

N9:UNEMP COMP: AMTRE:IND V15503 VR15503 VP15503 V15523 VP15503 VR15503

N16 WORK COMP: AMTRE:IND V15603 VR15603 VP15603 V15623 VP15603 VR15603

N20:VET BN: REC91I:IND V15704 VR15704 VP15704 V15709 VP15704 VR15704

N20:VET BN:91PER I:IND V15705 VR15705 VP15705 V15710 VP15705 VR15705

N26:RET PN:TYPE IN:IND V15715 VR15715 VP15715 V15724 VP15715 VR15715

N26A RET PEN: AMTI:IND V15716 VR15716 VP15716 V15725 VP15716 VR15716

N26A RET PEN::PERI:IND V15717 VR15717 VP15717 V15726 VP15717 VR15717

N26C:ANNUIT: RECIN:IND V15720 VR15720 VP15720 V15729 VP15720 VR15720

N26C:ANNUIT::PERIN:IND V15721 VR15721 VP15721 V15730 VP15721 VR15721

N29 SSI: REC91IND :IND V15803 VR15803 VP15803 V15823 VP15803 VR15803

N29 SSI:91PER IND :IND V15804 VR15804 VP15804 V15824 VP15804 VR15804

Insurance Variables For "Self" and "Spouse / Partner"
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Insurance Variables 

Variable Labels 

R1 Variable Assign R1 
variable to 

"Self" Variable

IF 
INDIVIDUAL 

IS R1

Assign R1 
variable to 
"Spouse/ 
Partner" 
Variable

IF 
INDIVIDUAL 

IS R2

R2 Variable Assign R2 
variable to 
"Spouse/ 
Partner" 
Variable

IF 
INDIVIDUAL 

IS R1

Assign R2 
variable to 

"Self" Variable

IF 
INDIVIDUAL 

IS R2

R2:R:FEDRL HLTH INS PRGM V6602 VR6602 VP6602 V6802 VP6602 VR6602

R2aA:R:GOVT:MEDICARE V6603 VR6603 VP6603 V6803 VP6603 VR6603

R2aB:R:GOVT:MEDICAID V6604 VR6604 VP6604 V6804 VP6604 VR6604

R2aC:R:GOVT:VA/CHAMPUS V6605 VR6605 VP6605 V6805 VP6605 VR6605

R2aD:R:GOVT:OTHER V6606 VR6606 VP6606 V6806 VP6606 VR6606

R14:COV FRM INS CO:IMP V6632 VR6632 VP6632 V6832 VP6632 VR6632

R14aA:CO/ORG:BASC HLTH V6633 VR6633 VP6633 V6833 VP6633 VR6633

R14aB:CO/ORG:MEDIGAP V6634 VR6634 VP6634 V6834 VP6634 VR6634

R14aC:CO/ORG:SUPPLMNTL V6635 VR6635 VP6635 V6835 VP6635 VR6635

R14aD:CO/ORG:LN-TRM CR V6636 VR6636 VP6636 V6836 VP6636 VR6636

R14aE:CO/ORG:OTHER V6637 VR6637 VP6637 V6837 VP6637 VR6637

R14B:CO/ORG:$ PLN :IMP V6638 VR6638 VP6638 V6838 VP6638 VR6638

R14B:CO/ORG:COST P:IMP V6639 VR6639 VP6639 V6839 VP6639 VR6639

R15:HLTH INS APP DNIED V6640 VR6640 VP6640 V6840 VP6640 VR6640

R15A:WHY TURNED DOWN V6641 VR6641 VP6641 V6841 VP6641 VR6641

R16:HAVE LIFE INSURANC V6701 VR6701 VP6701 V6901 VP6701 VR6701

R17:TERM INS POLICIES V6702 VR6702 VP6702 V6902 VP6702 VR6702

R17A:TRM INS:#OF POLIC V6703 VR6703 VP6703 V6903 VP6703 VR6703

R17B:TRM IN:GROUP/INDV V6704 VR6704 VP6704 V6904 VP6704 VR6704

R17C:TRM IN:$ INS COST V6705 VR6705 VP6705 V6905 VP6705 VR6705

R17C:TRM IN:PAY MO/YR V6706 VR6706 VP6706 V6906 VP6706 VR6706

R17D:TRM IN:FACE $ VAL V6707 VR6707 VP6707 V6907 VP6707 VR6707

R17eA:TRM IN:BENF:SP V6708 VR6708 VP6708 V6908 VP6708 VR6708

R17eB:TRM IN:BENF:KIDS V6709 VR6709 VP6709 V6909 VP6709 VR6709

R17eC:TRM IN:BENF:OTHR V6710 VR6710 VP6710 V6910 VP6710 VR6710

R18:BUILD*CASH VAL*POL V6711 VR6711 VP6711 V6911 VP6711 VR6711

R18A:*CV:# CV POLICIES V6712 VR6712 VP6712 V6912 VP6712 VR6712

R18B:*CV:FACE VALUE:$ V6713 VR6713 VP6713 V6913 VP6713 VR6713

R18C:*CV1:$ PREMIUMS V6714 VR6714 VP6714 V6914 VP6714 VR6714

R18C:*CV1:MTHLY/ANNLY V6715 VR6715 VP6715 V6915 VP6715 VR6715

R18C:*CV2:$ PREMIUMS V6716 VR6716 VP6716 V6916 VP6716 VR6716
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R18C:*CV2:MTHLY/ANNLY V6717 VR6717 VP6717 V6917 VP6717 VR6717

R18D:*CV1:#YRS HAD POL V6718 VR6718 VP6718 V6918 VP6718 VR6718

R18eA:*CV1:BENFC:SPOUS V6719 VR6719 VP6719 V6919 VP6719 VR6719

R18eB:*CV1:BENFC:CHILD V6720 VR6720 VP6720 V6920 VP6720 VR6720

R18eC:*CV1:BENFC:OTHER V6721 VR6721 VP6721 V6921 VP6721 VR6721

R18D:*CV2:#YRS HAD POL V6722 VR6722 VP6722 V6922 VP6722 VR6722

R18eA:*CV2:BENFC:SPOUS V6723 VR6723 VP6723 V6923 VP6723 VR6723

R18eB:*CV2:BENFC:CHILD V6724 VR6724 VP6724 V6924 VP6724 VR6724

R18eC:*CV2:BENFC:OTHER V6725 VR6725 VP6725 V6925 VP6725 VR6725

R14:_HV_HEALTH_INS:IND V16632 VR16632 VP16632 V16832 VP16632 VR16632

R14B:COST_OF_INSURAN:IND V16638 VR16638 VP16638 V16838 VP16638 VR16638

R14B:PAY_PER_?_ :IND V16639 VR16639 VP16639 V16839 VP16639 VR16639
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HRS 1992: Social Security Income Variables Reassigned

HRS 1992: Social Security Income Variables Reassigned

HRS 1992 Social Security Income Variables Reassigned

This document maps out the logic of the Social Security skip pattern found in Section N. The variables 
found in this section can be grouped into two sets of questions. Namely, 

1.  questions pertaining to the current receipt of Social Security benefits, whether in one or two 
checks; and 

2.  questions pertaining to the future receipt of Social Security benefits, given the respondent is not 
receiving Social Security benefits now. 

Tables 1 and 2 lists the variables in each set of questions. Although the same question appears in the 
survey 4-5 times, as indicated by the 4-5 columns of variable names, each column pertains to a different 
response situation for R1 and/or R2 (e.g., when R1 and R2 receive a joint check versus a separate check 
for Social Security). A discussion about the different response situations for R1 and R2 and their 
associated Social Security variables follows. 

Table 1. Variables Pertaining to the Current Receipt of Social Security Benefits

Table 2. Variables Pertaining to the Future Receipt of Social Security Benefits

V6000: Who receives Social Security Income (R1, R2, or both)

Table 3. Social Security Variables Identified for Each Response Situation

VR6000: Who receives Social Security Income (self, spouse or both)

Table 4. Sources of Information for VR and VP Variables When R1 is the Key Respondent

Table 5. Sources of Information for VR and VP Variables When R2 is the Key Respondent

Table 1. Variables Pertaining to the Current Receipt of Social Security Benefits

Variable Names for Respondents Questions/Labels

R1/R2 R1 R2 R1 R2
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HRS 1992: Social Security Income Variables Reassigned

V6006 V6015 V6024 V6101 Was (your/his/her) check: -- RETIREMENT?

V6007 V6016 V6025 V6102 -- DISABILITY?

V6008 V6017 V6026 V6103 -- SURVIVOR'S BENEFITS; DEPENDENT OF 
DECEASED?

V6009 V6018 V6027 V6104 -- DEPENDENT OF DISABLED?

V6010 V6019 V6028 V6105 -- DEPENDENT OF RETIRED?

V6011 V6020 V6029 V6106 -- OTHER (SPECIFY)?

V6003 V6012 V6021 V6030 V6107 How much did (you/he/she) receive in 1991?

V6004 V6013 V6022 V6031 V6108 In what month and year did (you/he/she) first begin to receive 
these benefits? -- MONTH

V6005 V6014 V6023 V6032 V6109 In what month and year did (you/he/she) first begin to receive 
these benefits? -- YEAR

Back to Top 

Table 2. Variables Pertaining to the Future Receipt of Social Security Benefits

Variable Names for 
Respondents

Questions/Labels

R2 R1 R1 R2

V6034 V6110 V6115 V6121 Do you/Does your (husband/wife/partner) expect to receive Social 
Security benefits at some time in the future?

V6035 V6111 V6116 V6122 At what age does (he/she) expect to start collecting these benefits?

V6036 V6112 V6117 V6123 (If (he/she) starts collecting Social Security then,) About how much do 
you expect the payments to be in today's dollars?

V6037 V6113 V6118 V6124 -- PER

V6038 V6114 V6119 V6125 Has he/she ever had the Social Security Administration calculate what 
his/her Social Security retirement benefit will be?

Back to Top 
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HRS 1992: Social Security Income Variables Reassigned

V6000: Who receives Social Security Income (R1, R2, or both) 

The variable V6000 was created by combining the information found in variables V6001 and V6002, 
which addresses the different ways R1 and/or R2 currently receive their Social Security benefits. The 
possible values for V6000 are:

V6000 = 

1, Both R1 and R2 (i.e., husband/wife/partner) receive Social Security in one joint check now

2, Both R1 and R2 receive Social Security in two separate checks now

3, Only R1 receives a Social Security check now

4, Only R2 receives a Social Security check now

5, Neither R1 nor R2 receive Social Security now

Back to Top

Table 3 shows the Social Security variables that correspond to each of the five response situations coded 
in V6000 listed above. 

Table 3. Social Security Variables Identified for Each Response Situation

 Current Receipt of Social Security Future Receipt of Social Security

V6000 R1/R2 R1 R2 R1 R2

1 V6003-V6005     

2  V6006-V6014 V6015-V6023  

3*  V6024-V6032   V6034-V6038

4   V6101-V6109 V6110-V6114  

5*    V6115-V6119 V6121-V6125

*If R1 is single, then R2 information is inappropriate. Otherwise, for partnered R1 pick up information in R1 and 
R2 cells. 
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HRS 1992: Social Security Income Variables Reassigned

Note: There are ~6 cases where single R1 has R2 data (e.g., when R1 is widowed or divorced).

Back to Top 

VR6000: Who receives Social Security Income (self, spouse, or both) 

In the RAND version of the dataset, the variable VR6000 serves the same purpose as the variable 
V6000. They both contain information about the different ways R1 and/or R2 currently receive Social 
Security benefits. However, the two variables differ in their assumption about who is the principal 
respondent. Whereas V6000 assumes R1 is the principal respondent (namely, R1 = "Self" and R2 = 
"Spouse/Partner"), VR6000 allows for either R1 or R2 to be the principal respondent. Therefore, with 
VR6000 the label "Self" is applied to whichever respondent is answering the survey questions. 
Specifically, the values of VR6000 are: 

VR6000 =

1, Both self and spouse/partner receive Social Security in one joint check now

2, Both self and spouse/partner receive Social Security in two separate checks now

3, Self receives Social Security now, but spouse/partner does not

4, Self does not receive Social Security now, but spouse/partner does

5, Neither self nor spouse/partner receives Social Security now.

Given VR6000's dependence upon who is answering the survey questions, the VR and VP variables are 
presented in two separate tables. Table 4 shows the information sources for the VR and VP variables 
when R1 is the key respondent, and Table 5 shows the information sources for the VR and VP variables 
when R2 is the key respondent. 

Back to Top

Table 4. Sources of Information for VR and VP Variables When R1 is the Key Respondent
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Current Receipt of Social Security Future Receipt of Social 
Security

R1/R2 R1 R2 R1 R2

V6000 VR6000 VR6003-
VR6005

VR6006-
VR6014

VP6006-
VP6014

VR6110-
VR6114

VP6110-VP6114

1 1 V6003-V6005     

2 2  V6006-V6014 V6015-V6023   

3* 3  V6024-V6032   V6034-V6038

4 4   V6101-V6109 V6110-V6114  

5* 5    V6115-V6119 V6121-V6125

*If R1 is single, then R2 information is inappropriate. Otherwise, for partnered R1 pick up information in R1 and 
R2 cells. 
Note: There are ~6 cases where single R1 has R2 data (e.g., when R1 is widowed or divorced). 

Back to Top

Table 5. Sources of Information for VR and VP Variables When R2 is the Key Respondent

 

 

Current Receipt of Social Security Future Receipt of Social 
Security

R1/R2 R1 R2 R1 R2

V6000 VR6000 VR6003-
VR6005

VR6006-
VR6014

VP6006-
VP6014

VR6110-
VR6114

VP6110-
VP6114

1 1 V6003-V6005     

2 2  V6015-V6023 V6006-V6014   

3* 4  V6101-V6109   V6110-V6114

4 3   V6024-V6032 V6034-V6038  

5* 5    V6121-V6125 V6115-V6119

*If R1 is single, then R2 information is inappropriate. Otherwise, for partnered R1 pick up information in R1 and 
R2 cells. 
Note: There are ~6 cases where single R1 has R2 data (e.g., when R1 is widowed or divorced).
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HRS 1992: Employer Provided Health Insurance

Employer-Provided Health Insurance in HRS 1992

Variable reassignments 

In Section R of the HRS 1992 questionnaire, R1 is asked about employer-provided health insurance coverage for both 
him/herself and for his/her spouse. Variables V6614 through V6631 give information about health plans that cover R1. 
Variables V6807 through V6812 give information about whether R2 is also covered by R1 health plans. And V6813 
through V6831 give information about other health plans that cover R2. 

Why reassign variables? 

Because the skip patterns and question structure are complex, the researcher must use many variables to determine the 
number of plans we actually have information about, and whom they cover. In reassigning variables we have tried to 
clarify the number of plans described and whom they cover. We also investigated and made decisions for cases that 
were missing information for coverage questions or had unexpected skip patterns. 

We also assigned some variables with respect to "self" and "spouse/partner". For instance, there is a variable that 
tells if the individual is covered by a particular plan and another that tells if the individual's spouse is covered by the plan. 

What information is gathered?

Which R1 plans cover R2?

How many plans cover R1 or R2?

Who is covered by which plans?

"Self" and "Spouse/Partner" Variables

Missing Values and Unexpected Skip Patterns

What information is gathered?

If R1 is covered by any employer- or union-provided health insurance, then information is obtained about the plan, or 
about 2 plans if R1 is covered by more than one. Information is obtained about up to two R2 plans as well, if R2 is 
covered by health plans besides the R1 plan(s) for which information is gathered. 

The first table below shows the variables that ask about R1 and R2 employer-provided health insurance plans. The 
second table shows the variables that tell us which R1 plans also cover R2. 

Employer-provided Health Insurance Coverage and Plan Information 
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HRS 1992: Employer Provided Health Insurance

Question Text Variable Names

R1 R2

Do you (does he/she) have any type of 
health insurance coverage obtained through 
an employer, former employer or union?

V6614 V6813 or V6814

How many such health plans do you (does he/
she) have?

V6615 V6815

If 
V6615=1

If 
V6615=>2

If 
V6815=1

If 
V6815=>2

R1/Plan 
#1

R1/Plan 
#2

R2/Plan 
#1

R2/Plan 
#2

How is this coverage obtained? V6616 V6624 V6816 V6824

How is this coverage paid for? (I.e., paid 
for by whom?)

V6617 V6625 V6817 V6825

Is this health insurance plan available to 
people who retire?

V6618 V6626 V6818 V6826

Does the organization have any health 
insurance plan available to retirees?

V6619 V6627 V6819 V6827

For retirees, does the employer/union any 
all, some or none of the costs of health 
insurance?

V6620 V6628 V6820 V6828

Do retired employees pay higher, lower, or 
the same health insurance costs as other 
employees?

V6621 V6629 V6821 V6829

Can the spouses of retired employees be 
covered under this plan?

V6622 V6630 V6822 V6830

Compared to employees who are still 
working, do retired employees pay more, 
less or the same amount for their spouse's 
health insurance?

V6623 V6631 V6823 V6831

Which R1 plans cover R2? 

If the household is a partnered R1/R2 household, then the variables V6807 through V6812 tell us which (if any) R1 
employer-provided health plans also cover R2. 

Description of variables to 
determine if R2 covered by 

R1 Plans #1 and/or #2

Variable 
Name

Values

Whether R1 has any employer-
provided health insurance 
plans

V6807 =1, Yes =5, 
No
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HRS 1992: Employer Provided Health Insurance

Whether any R1 health plan 
covers R2

V6808 =1, Yes =5, 
No

Inap.

Whether only one R1 health 
plan

V6809 =1 
if 1 
plan

=2 if R1 has >1 plan

Inap.

Of R1 plans, if R2 covered 
byÖ.

Inap.

Plan 1 
only

Plan 2 
only

Both 
plans

Whether R2 covered by only 
plan #1 of R1 plans

V6810 =1, Yes =5, No =5, No

Whether R2 covered by only 
plan #2 of R1 plans

V6811 =5, No =1, Yes =5, No

Whether R2 covered by both 
plan #1 and #2 of R1 plans

V6812 =5, No =5, No =1, Yes

WHICH R1 PLANS R2 IS COVERED 
BY:

#1 #1 #2 #1 & #2 None None

How many plans cover R1 or R2? 

We created a variable called V66NPLN that is set to the total number of employer-provided health plans described in the 
data. There can be information about at most 4 plans, two for R1 and two for R2. We created 4 sets of variables for plan 
information. We reassigned plan information to these variables only if the plan actually covers someone, i.e., only if 
questions were actually asked about it. For example, V6616_1, V6616_2, V6616_3, and V6616_4 are assigned the 
information on how coverage is obtained, e.g., through R1's employer. If R1 was covered by 1 plan (V6615=1) and R2 
was covered by a single different plan (V6815=1), then we set V66NPLN to 2, and assigned the R1 source-of-coverage 
to V6616_1 and the R2 source-of-coverage to V6616_2. 

The table below shows the combinations of R1 and R2 health plans with the values assigned to V66NPLN, and the 
variables assigned to V66nn_1 to V66nn_4. 

V66NPLN: Total # of Employer-Provided Health Plans that we have information on 

# R1 
plans 

and # R2 
plans=è

R1 has 
no 

plans, 
R2 has 
no plans

R1 has 
one 

plan, 
R2 has 
no plans

R1 has 
two 

plans, 
R2 has 
no plans

R1 has 
no 

plans, 
R2 has 
one plan

R1 has 
one 

plan, 
R2 has 
one plan

R1 has 
two 

plans, 
R2 has 
one plan

R1 has 
no 

plans, 
R2 has 
two 
plans

R1 has 
one 

plan, 
R2 has 
two 
plans

V66NPLN 0 1 2 1 2 3 2 3

V6616_1 
to 
V6623_1

Inap V6616 
to V6623

V6616 
to V6623

V6816 
to V6823

V6616 
to V6623

V6616 
to V6623

V6816 
to V6823

V6616 
to V6623
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HRS 1992: Employer Provided Health Insurance

V6616_2 
to 
V6623_2

Inap Inap V6624 
to V6631

Inap V6816 
to V6823

V6624 
to V6631

V6824 
to V6831

V6816 
to V6823

V6616_3 
to 
V6623_3

Inap Inap Inap Inap Inap V6816 
to V6823

Inap V6824 
to V6831

V6616_4 
to 
V6623_4

Inap Inap Inap Inap Inap Inap Inap Inap

Who is covered by which plans? 

We created 4 variables, V66WHO1 through V66WHO4, to describe who is covered by each plan. These variables have 
the following codes: 

V66WHOn 
1 = Plan #n only covers R1 
2 = Plan #n covers both R1 and R2 
3 = Plan #n only covers R2 
.Z= Inappropriate (V66NPLN < n) 

# R1 plans and # R2 
plans=è

R1 has 
no 
plans, 
R2 has 
no 
plans

R1 has 
one 
plan, 
R2 has 
no 
plans

R1 has 
two 
plans, 
R2 has 
no 
plans

R1 has 
no 
plans, 
R2 has 
one 
plan

R1 has 
one 
plan, 
R2 has 
one 
plan

R1 has 
two 
plans, 
R2 has 
one 
plan

R1 has 
no 
plans, 
R2 has 
two 
plans

R1 has 
one 
plan, 
R2 has 
two 
plans

R1 has 
two 
plans, 
R2 has 
two 
plans

V66NPLN= 0 1 2 1 2 3 2 3 4

V66WHOn: 
Who is 

covered 
by the n-

th plan

R2 covered by Ö 
(which R1 plans)

V66WHO1 Öno R1 plan Inap 1 1 3 1 1 3 1 1

ÖR1 plan #1 only 2 2

NA

2 2

NA

2 2

ÖR1 plan #2 only NA 1
NA

1
NA

1

ÖR1 plan #1 & #2 2 2 2

V66WHO2 Öno R1 plan Inap Inap 1 Inap 3 1 3 3 1

ÖR1 plan #1 only 1

NA

1

NA NA

1

ÖR1 plan #2 only 2 2 2

ÖR1 plan #1 & #2 2 2 2

V66WHO3 Inap Inap Inap Inap Inap 3 Inap 3 3

V66WHO4 Inap Inap Inap Inap Inap Inap Inap Inap 3
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HRS 1992: Employer Provided Health Insurance

"Self" and "Spouse/Partner" Variables 

We reassigned and created the following variables to reflect the employer-provided health coverage for the individual 
("self") and his/her spouse or partner ("spouse/partner"). 

How assigned

Variable If R1 If R2

Whether Self covered by 
any employer- or union-
provided health insurance

VR6614 V6614 If R2 covered by own emp-provided 
insurance, I.e., if V6813 or V6814 =1 
for yes, then V6813 or V6814. If neither 
V6813 or V6814 = 1 and R2 covered by an 
R1 plan, then V6614. Otherwise, R2 not 
covered by any plan, set to V6813 or 
V6814 whichever is not skipped.

Whether Spouse/Partner 
covered by any employer- 
or union-provided health 
insurance

VP6614 like VR6614 
under "If R2"

V6614

Total # of plans Self is 
covered by

VR6615 V6615 V6815 plus the number of R1 plans that 
also cover R2

Total # of plans Spouse/
Partner is covered by

VP6615 like VR6615 
under "If R2"

V6615

# of plans covering Self 
that we have information 
about

VR66NCOV Minimum (V6615, 
2)

Minimum (V6815, 2) plus the number of R1 
plans that also cover R2

# of plans covering 
spouse/ partner that we 
have information about

VP66NCOV like VR66NCOV 
under "If R2"

Minimum (V6615, 2)

And for each plan: 
Values If R1 If R2

Whether Self or 
Spouse/ Partner or 
both are covered by 
the n-th plan

VR66WHO1 - 
VR66WHO4

1=Only Self 
covered

V66WHOn = 1, only R1 
covered

V66WHOn = 3, only R2 
covered

2=Both self and 
spouse/ partner 
covered

V66WHOn = 2, both R1/
R2 covered

V66WHOn = 2, both R1/
R2 covered

3=Only spouse / 
partner covered

V66WHOn = 3, only R2 
covered

V66WHOn = 1, only R1 
covered

Whether Self is 
VR66COV1-

1=Yes V66WHOn=1 or 2, only 
R1 or both R1/R2 
covered

V66WHOn=2 or 3, both 
R1/R2 or only R2 
covered
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HRS 1992: Employer Provided Health Insurance

covered by the n-th 
plan

VR66COV4 5=No V66WHOn=3, only R2 
covered

V66WHOn=1, only R1 
covered

.Y=Don't Know V66WHOn=3 and R1 had 
>n plans ** see note 
below

Whether Spouse /
Partner is covered 
by the n-th plan

VP66COV1- 
VP66COV4

1=Yes V66WHOn=2 or 3, both 
R1/R2 or only R2 
covered

V66WHOn=1 or 2, only 
R1 or both R1/R2 
covered

5=No V66WHOn=1, only R1 
covered

V66WHOn=3, only R2 
covered

.Y=Don't Know V66WHOn=3 and R1 had 
>n plans. ** see note 
below

** NOTE: .Y for Donít Know can only be assigned to the 3rd and 4th plans. When R1 reports being covered by more than 
2 plans (V6615= 3 or more), and R2 reports on other plans, we donít know if R1 might be covered by any R2 plan. For 
example, if V66NPLN=4 and R1 has 3 plans, then VR66COV3=.Y, VR66COV4=5. 

Missing Values and Unexpected Skip Patterns 

We made rules to handle missing values in key variables. Generally, if we found a DK or NA response to a "whether 
covered" question, we treated it as a Not covered response. If we had a Yes response to a "whether covered" question, but 
a DK or NA response to how many plans, or covered by which plans, we assumed at least some coverage. 

Missing value rules 

V6614, V6813, V6814 (Whether covered) = DK or NA. 

If this was DK or NA then all plan specific information (including # of plans) was skipped in the data. So 
this was treated as though it were a No. V66NPLN, VR66NCOV, and VP66NCOV were not incremented 
in any way.

V6615, V6815 (# of plans covered by) = DK or NA. 

In these cases, neither the 1st and 2nd plan information was skipped in the data, but the 2nd plan 
information was ALWAYS all missing (DK). So we treated a missing in these fields as ones (1 plan). 
NOTE: only one case had any non-missing data for plan 1. 

For example, in a single R1 household, if V6615 was DK, then V66NPLN was set to 1, and V6616 through 
V6623 was assigned to V6616_1 through V6623_1.

V6808 (whether R2 is covered by any R1 plan) = DK or NA 

DK or NA in this variable caused the questions about which R1 plans cover R2 to be skipped. So we 
treated this as we did V6614, as a No. I.e., if V6808 = DK or NA, we assumed R2 was not covered by any 
R1 plan.

V6809-V6812 (how many R1 plans, and which cover R2) = DK or NA 

If all these fields were DK or NA, or enough of them that we could not determine which R1 plans covered 
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HRS 1992: Employer Provided Health Insurance

R2, we assumed R2 was covered by all R1 plans. If R1 had one plan, we assumed R2 was covered by it. If 
R1 had 2 plans, we assumed R2 was covered by both. 

Unexpected Skip Patterns 

There were 19 cases in 10 households that had some type of unexpected skip pattern. 

Some cases seemed to have a stray value in a source-of-coverage variable, i.e., in V6616, V6624, V6816, or V6824. For 
example, number of plans (V6815) is skipped because R2 not covered by other health plans, but source of coverage 
(V6816) is not skipped, or number of R1 plans (V6615) is 1 but source of coverage for the 2nd plan (V6624) is not 
skipped. In all but 1 case these stray values are ignored. The stray value was the only information given about the plan, 
the rest of the variables pertaining to the plan were properly skipped. HHIDs=20636, 24240, 47855, 54098, 84317. 

One case, HHID=82909, was treated differently. In this case, V6615 = 1 but all information was given for R1 plan #2 
(V6624 ñ V6631). Also, the variables about whether R2 is covered by R1 plans show R2 being covered by BOTH R1 
plans (V6812=1). For this household, we assumed V6615 to be in error, and assigned 2 to VR6615 for R1, and to 
VP6615 for R2. 

There were 3 households where both V6813 and V6814 (whether R2 is covered by employer-provided health plans, 
besides R1 plans) have answers. Only one of these questions should have been asked; the other should have been 
skipped. For one of these households (HHID=47163), the answers were both No, but for the others (HHID=76793 and 
76637), the answers conflicted, i.e., one variable indicates Yes and the other No. For the latter, the number of plans 
(V6815) was one and there was R2 plan #1 information given. We assumed the Yes answer among V6813 and V6814 
was correct, and ignored the No for HHID=76793 and 76637. 

In another household (HHID=12512), V6813=5, R2 not covered by his/her own employer-provided health plan, but the 
number of plans is given as 1 and information is given about one plan. In this case we ignored the value for V6813 and 
kept the information about the R2 health plan. 
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HRS 1994: Financial Variables Added 
Assignment of Income Variables to Self/Spouse-Partner Variables (WR/WP)

The Financial Respondent (FinR) provides some income information about himself or herself, and about his 
or her spouse. We assigned these data to "self" and "spouse/partner" variables for both respondents to clarify 
to whom the information applies. Variables that begin with WR apply to "self" while variables that begin with 
WP apply to "spouse/partner". Generally, if an individual is the FinR, then the Wnnnn variables for FinR are 
assigned to WRnnnn and the Wpppp variables for FinR’s spouse are assigned to WPnnnn. And if an 
individual is the spouse/partner of the FinR then the Wnnnn variables for FinR are assigned to WPnnnn and 
the Wpppp variables for FinR’s spouse are assigned to WRnnnn. 

●     Self-Employment Income 
●     Earned Income (other than Self-Employed) 
●     Who receives types of transfer income? 
●     Income Variables Assigned to Self/Spouse-Partner Variables (WR/WP) 

Self-Employment Income 

If FinR reported being self-employed in Section F, then he/she is asked about whether and how much 
income was received from that business, and then about any other income from "privately-held 
businesses, farms, professional practices, or partnerships owned or shared" by him/her and spouse. 

If FinR did not report being self-employed in Section F, then just the latter question is asked. 

We assign FinR's individual income from self-employment to WRnnnn or WPnnnn, as appropriate; the 
variable not assigned is left missing (=.). We do not assign the variables about joint self-employment 
income to WR/WP variables. 

Earned income (other than self-employment) 

Variables W5912 thru W5932 and W5936 thru W5974 for Financial R, W5942 thru W5980 for spouse 
of Financial R: 

There were two series of variables for earned income for the Financial Respondent. Only one of these 
series of variables was asked for each household. The first series (W5912 thru W5932) was asked of 
"single FinRs" and the second (W5936 thru W5974) was asked of "partnered FinRs". If the "single 
FinR" series was asked NO spouse/partner information was asked (i.e., W5942 thru W5980 are 
"Inap"). If the "partnered FinR" series was asked then the spouse/partner series was also asked. 

We select one of the "single FinR" or "partnered FinR" variable series, whichever one was asked. We 
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use this series to be the "FinR" variables, when we assign them to WR/WP variables. Possible 
Problems in Earned Income Variables 

It appears that if FinR was separated, divorced, widowed, or never married (i.e., W200 in section A=3, 
4, 5, or 6), the "single R" series of questions was asked (W5912 thru W5932), except for 1 case (for 
HHID=81511, W2SUBHH=0, which is a single unmarried R household). In some households, a 
partnered FinR reports being separated, divorced, widowed or never married in W200, EVEN WHEN 
there is a partner in the household. For these cases, there is no report of earned income for the partner. 
There are only 23 households like this; 19 that had 2 respondents and 4 where FinR's partner was a 
non-respondent. In these households, the non-self-employment earned income information on FinR's 
partner is not available. (list of problem households) 
 

Who receives types of transfer income? 

Each type of transfer income questions begin with 2 variables: 

A. Was any transfer income of this time received? 
B. If yes, who received it?

We do not assign variables for question A to WR/WP variables. 

Variables that ask question B indicate one of the couple or both. For these, we create a WRnnnn 
version which is recoded to be relative to "self". For example, W5985 indicates whether FinR, FinR's 
spouse, or both received Unemployment Compensation in 1993: 

1=FinR received 
2=Spouse/Partner received 
3=Both received 
8,9=DK, NA

For FinR, WR5985 would be set to W5985 exactly as it is. For FinR's spouse, WR5985 would be set 
to W5985 with the following recoding: 

Set WR5985 to 2, if W5985=1 
Set WR5985 to 1, if W5985=2

In the table below, variables W5985, W6021, W6057, W6072, W6115, W6158, W6254, and W6283 
are recoded in this way when assigned to their WR versions. 

Note that if the answer to the B-question is DK or NA, there is often a variable that asks for the 
combined income (both you and your husband/wife/partner). We do not assign the combined income 
variables to WR/WP versions. 

Income Variables Assigned to Self/Spouse-Partner Variables (WR/WP) 
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SOURCES OF 
INCOME/
VARIABLE 
LABELS

Household 
Level 

(FinR + 
Spouse) 

Variables

Financial 
Respondent 

(FinR) 
Variables

If R is 
FinR, 

 

Assign 
FinR 

variables 
to ...

If R is 
Spouse of 

FinR, 
Assign 
FinR 

variables 
to ...

Financial 
Respondent 

Spouse 
Variables

If R is 
FinR,

Assign 
Spouse 

variables 
to ...

If R is 
Spouse 
of FinR, 
Assign 
Spouse 

variables 
to ...

SELF-EMPLOYMENT

RECEIVED 
INCOME 
FROM ... IN 
1993

W5906
(joint 

question, 
NOT 

assigned to 
a WR or 

WP 
variable)

W5900
(only asked 

of FinR, 
assigned to 
WR or WP 

as 
appropriate)

WR5900 WP5900  WP5900 WR5900

HOW MUCH 
BEFORE 
TAXES

W5907
(see note 

for W5906)

W5901
(see note for 

W5900)

WR5901 WP5901  WP5901 WR5901

HOW MUCH 
BEFORE 
TAXES 
(BRACKETS)

W5908
(see note 

for W5906)

W5902
(see note for 

W5900)

WR5902 WP5902  WP5902 WR5902

ANY JOB

RECEIVED 
INCOME 
FROM ... IN 
1993

 

W5912/
W5936

(only one of 
these 

variables is 
assigned; 

see Earned 
income note 

above)

WR5912 WP5912 W5942 WP5912 WR5912

HOW MUCH 
BEFORE 
TAXES

 

W5913/
W5937

(see note for 
W5912)

WR5913 WP5913 W5943 WP5913 WR5913
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HOW MUCH 
BEFORE 
TAXES 
(BRACKETS)

 

W5914/
W5938

(see note for 
W5912)

WR5914 WP5914 W5944 WP5914 WR5914

PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE OR TRADE

RECEIVED 
INCOME 
FROM ... IN 
1993

 

W5918/
W5948

(see note for 
W5912)

WR5918 WP5918 W5954 WP5918 WR5918

HOW MUCH 
BEFORE 
TAXES

 

W5919/
W5949

(see note for 
W5912)

WR5919 WP5919 W5955 WP5919 WR5919

HOW MUCH 
BEFORE 
TAXES 
(BRACKETS)

 

W5920/
W5950

(see note for 
W5912)

WR5920 WP5920 W5956 WP5920 WR5920

BONUSES, OVERTIME, TIPS, ETC.

RECEIVED 
INCOME 
FROM ... IN 
1993

 

W5924/
W5960

(see note for 
W5912)

WR5924 WP5924 W5966 WP5924 WR5924

HOW MUCH 
BEFORE 
TAXES

 

W5925/
W5961

(see note for 
W5912)

WR5925 WP5925 W5967 WP5925 WR5925

HOW MUCH 
BEFORE 
TAXES 
(BRACKETS)

 

W5926/
W5962

(see note for 
W5912)

WR5926 WP5926 W5968 WP5926 WR5926

2ND JOB OR MILITARY RESERVES

RECEIVED 
INCOME 
FROM ... IN 
1993

 

W5930/
W5972

(see note for 
W5912)

WR5930 WP5930 W5978 WP5930 WR5930

HOW MUCH 
BEFORE 
TAXES

 

W5931/
W5973

(see note for 
W5912)

WR5931 WP5931 W5979 WP5931 WR5931
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HOW MUCH 
BEFORE 
TAXES 
(BRACKETS)

 

W5932/
W5974

(see note for 
W5912)

WR5932 WP5932 W5980 WP5932 WR5932

UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION

RECEIVED 
INCOME 
FROM ... IN 
1993

W5984  

WHO 
RECEIVED ... 

W5985

 

WR5985
(same as 
W5985)

WR5985
(recoded 

as 
described 

above)

 

HOW MUCH IN 
1993

 
W5986 WR5986 WP5986 W6003 WP5986 WR5986

DURING 
WHICH 
MONTHS 

 
W5987-
W5998

WR5987-
WR5998

WP5987-
WP5998

W6004-
W6015

WP5987-
WP5998

WR5987-
WR5998

BEGAN 
(MONTH)

 
W5999 WR5999 WP5999 W6016 WP5999 WR5999

BEGAN (YEAR)  W6000 WR6000 WP6000 W6017 WP6000 WR6000

ARE YOU 
CURRENTLY 
RECEIVING

 
W6001 WR6001 WP6001 W6018 WP6001 WR6001

MONTH LAST 
RECEIVED 

 
W6002 WR6002 WP6002 W6019 WP6002 WR6002

WORKERS' COMPENSATION

RECEIVED 
INCOME 
FROM ... IN 
1993

W6020  

WHO 
RECEIVED ... 

W6021

 

WR6021
(same as 
W6021)

WR6021
(recoded 

as 
described 

above)

 

HOW MUCH IN 
1993

 
W6022 WR6022 WP6022 W6039 WP6022 WR6022
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DURING 
WHICH 
MONTHS 

 
W6023-
W6034

WR6023-
WR6034

WP6023-
WP6034

W6040-
W6051

WP6023-
WP6034

WR6023-
WR6034

BEGAN 
(MONTH)

 
W6035 WR6035 WP6035 W6052 WP6035 WR6035

BEGAN (YEAR)  W6036 WR6036 WP6036 W6053 WP6036 WR6036

CURRENTLY 
RECEIVING

 
W6037 WR6037 WP6037 W6054 WP6037 WR6037

MONTH LAST 
RECEIVED

 
W6038 WR6038 WP6038 W6055 WP6038 WR6038

VETERANS BENEFITS

CURRENTLY 
RECEIVING 
INCOME 
FROM ... 

W6056  

WHO 
RECEIVES ... 

W6057

 

WR6057
(same as 
W6057)

WR6057
(recoded 

as 
described 

above)

 

TYPE OF 
BENEFIT

 
W6062 WR6062 WP6062 W6066 WP6062 WR6062

HOW MUCH  W6063 WR6063 WP6063 W6067 WP6063 WR6063

BEGAN 
(MONTH)

 
W6064 WR6064 WP6064 W6068 WP6064 WR6064

BEGAN (YEAR)  W6065 WR6065 WP6065 W6069 WP6065 WR6065

HOW MUCH 
LAST MONTH

W6070  

RETIREMENT PENSIONS

CURRENTLY 
RECEIVING 
INCOME 
FROM ... 

W6071  

WHO 
RECEIVES ... 

W6072

 

WR6072
(same as 
W6072)

WR6072
(recoded 

as 
described 

above)

 

> 1 PENSION  W6073 WR6073 WP6073 W6093 WP6073 WR6073
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HOW MANY 
PENSIONS

 
W6074 WR6074 WP6074 W6094 WP6074 WR6074

RECEIVED 
HOW MUCH 
FROM 
LARGEST

 

W6075 WR6075 WP6075 W6095 WP6075 WR6075

WERE TAXES 
WITHHELD ON 
LARGEST 

 
W6076 WR6076 WP6076 W6096 WP6076 WR6076

BEGAN 
(MONTH)

 
W6077 WR6077 WP6077 W6097 WP6077 WR6077

BEGAN (YEAR)  W6078 WR6078 WP6078 W6098 WP6078 WR6078

ADJUSTED 
FOR COST OF 
LIVING

 
W6079 WR6079 WP6079 W6099 WP6079 WR6079

CONTINUE 
THROUGHOUT 
LIFE

 
W6080 WR6080 WP6080 W6100 WP6080 WR6080

FOR HOW 
LONG 

 
V6081 V6081 V6081 W6101 V6081 V6081

UPON DEATH, 
PAYMENT 
WOULD ... 

 
V6082 V6082 V6082 W6102 V6082 V6082

RECEIVED 
HOW MUCH 
FROM 2ND 
LARGEST

 

W6083 WR6083 WP6083 W6103 WP6083 WR6083

WERE TAXES 
WITHHELD ON 
2ND LARGEST 

 
W6084 WR6084 WP6084 W6104 WP6084 WR6084

BEGAN 
(MONTH)

 
W6085 WR6085 WP6085 W6105 WP6085 WR6085

BEGAN (YEAR)  W8086 WR8086 WP8086 W6106 WP8086 WR8086

ADJUSTED 
FOR COST OF 
LIVING 

 
W6087 WR6087 WP6087 W6107 WP6087 WR6087

CONTINUE 
THROUGHOUT 
LIFE

 
W6088 WR6088 WP6088 W6108 WP6088 WR6088
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FOR HOW 
LONG 

 
W6089 WR6089 WP6089 W6109 WP6089 WR6089

UPON DEATH, 
PAYMENT 
WOULD ... 

 
W6090 WR6090 WP6090 W6110 WP6090 WR6090

TOTAL FROM 
OTHER 
PENSIONS

 
W6091 WR6091 WP6091 W6111 WP6091 WR6091

ARE TAXES 
WITHHELD ON 
THE OTHERS 

 
W6092 WR6092 WP6092 W6112 WP6092 WR6092

TOTAL FROM 
PENSIONS 
LAST MONTH

W6113
 

ANNUITIES

CURRENTLY 
RECEIVING 
INCOME 
FROM ...

W6114

 

WHO 
RECEIVES ... 

W6115

 

WR6115
(same as 
W6115)

WR6115
(recoded 

as 
described 

above)

 

> 1 ANNUITY  W6116 WR6116 WP6116 W6136 WP6116 WR6116

HOW MANY 
ANNUNITIES

 
W6117 WR6117 WP6117 W6137 WP6117 WR6117

RECEIVED 
HOW MUCH 
FROM 
LARGEST

 

W6118 WR6118 WP6118 W6138 WP6118 WR6118

WERE TAXES 
WITHHELD ON 
LARGEST

 
W6119 WR6119 WP6119 W6139 WP6119 WR6119

BEGAN 
(MONTH)

 
W6120 WR6120 WP6120 W6140 WP6120 WR6120

BEGAN (YEAR)  W6121 WR6121 WP6121 W6141 WP6121 WR6121

ADJUSTED 
FOR COST OF 
LIVING

 
W6122 WR6122 WP6122 W6142 WP6122 WR6122
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CONTINUE 
THROUGHOUT 
LIFE

 
W6123 WR6123 WP6123 W6143 WP6123 WR6123

FOR HOW 
LONG 

 
W6124 WR6124 WP6124 W6144 WP6124 WR6124

UPON DEATH, 
PAYMENT 
WOULD ... 

 
W6125 WR6125 WP6125 W6145 WP6125 WR6125

RECEIVED 
HOW MUCH 
FROM 2ND 
LARGEST 

 

W6126 WR6126 WP6126 W6146 WP6126 WR6126

WERE TAXES 
WITHHELD ON 
2ND LARGEST 

 
W6127 WR6127 WP6127 W6147 WP6127 WR6127

BEGAN 
(MONTH)

 
W6128 WR6128 WP6128 W6148 WP6128 WR6128

BEGAN (YEAR)  W6129 WR6129 WP6129 W6149 WP6129 WR6129

ADJUSTED 
FOR COST OF 
LIVING

 
W6130 WR6130 WP6130 W6150 WP6130 WR6130

CONTINUE 
THROUGHOUT 
LIFE

 
W6131 WR6131 WP6131 W6151 WP6131 WR6131

FOR HOW 
LONG 

 
W6132 WR6132 WP6132 W6152 WP6132 WR6132

UPON DEATH, 
PAYMENT 
WOULD ... 

 
W6133 WR6133 WP6133 W6153 WP6133 WR6133

TOTAL FROM 
OTHER 
ANNUITIES

 
W6134 WR6134 WP6134 W6154 WP6134 WR6134

ARE TAXES 
WITHHELD ON 
THE OTHERS 

 
W6135 WR6135 WP6135 W6155 WP6135 WR6135

TOTAL FROM 
ANNUITIES 
LAST MONTH

W6156
 

SOCIAL SECURITY SUPPLEMENTAL INCOME
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HRS 1994: Financial Variables Added

RECEIVED 
INCOME 
FROM ...SINCE 
WAVE 1

W6157

 

WHO 
RECEIVED ... 

W6158

 

WR6158
(same as 
W6115)

WR6158
(recoded 

as 
described 

above)

 

IN WHICH 
MONTHS 
SINCE WAVE 1

W6159

(This 
variable 
applies to 
FinR if 
W6158=1 
or 3 and to 
FinR 
spouse if 
W6158=2)

 

WR6159
ONLY IF 

W6158=1,3 
WP6159

ONLY IF 
W6158=2

WR6159
ONLY IF 
W6158=2 

 
WP6159

ONLY IF 
W6158=1,3

W6206 WP6159
ONLY 

IF 
W6158=3

WR6159
ONLY 

IF 
W6158=3

MONTH 
STARTED/
STOPPED 

(If W6159/
W6206=2 then 
STARTED, 

If W6159/
W6206=3 then 
STOPPED) 

W6160

(see note 
for W6159)

 

WR6160
ONLY IF 

W6158=1,3 
WP6160

ONLY IF 
W6158=2

WR6160
ONLY IF 
W6158=2 

 
WP6160

ONLY IF 
W6158=1,3

W6207 WP6160
ONLY 

IF 
W6158=3

WR6160
ONLY 

IF 
W6158=3

YEAR 
STARTED/
STOPPED 

(see note for 
MONTH)

W6161

(see note 
for W6159)  

WR6161
ONLY IF 

W6158=1,3 
WP6161

ONLY IF 
W6158=2

WR6161
ONLY IF 
W6158=2 

 
WP6161

ONLY IF 
W6158=1,3

W6208 WP6161
ONLY 

IF 
W6158=3

WR6161
ONLY 

IF 
W6158=3
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HRS 1994: Financial Variables Added

DURING 
WHICH 
MONTHS

W6162-
W6203

(see note 
for W6159)  

WR6162-
WR6203

ONLY IF 
W6158=1,3 

WP6162-
WP6203

ONLY IF 
W6158=2

WR6162-
WR6203

ONLY IF 
W6158=2 

 
WP6162-
WP6203

ONLY IF 
W6158=1,3

W6209-
W6250

WP6162-
WP6203
ONLY 

IF 
W6158=3

WR6162-
WR6203

ONLY 
IF 

W6158=3

HOW MUCH 
LAST MONTH

W6204

(see note 
for W6159)  

WR6204
ONLY IF 

W6158=1,3 
WP6204

ONLY IF 
W6158=2

WR6204
ONLY IF 
W6158=2 

 
WP6204

ONLY IF 
W6158=1,3

W6251 WP6204
ONLY 

IF 
W6158=3

WR6204
ONLY 

IF 
W6158=3

HOW MUCH 
THE LAST 
MONTH 
RECVD

W6205

(see note 
for W6159)  

WR6205
ONLY IF 

W6158=1,3 
WP6205

ONLY IF 
W6158=2

WR6205
ONLY IF 
W6158=2 

 
WP6205

ONLY IF 
W6158=1,3

W6252 WP6205
ONLY 

IF 
W6158=3

WR6205
ONLY 

IF 
W6158=3

SOCIAL SECURITY (SS)

CURRENTLY 
RECEIVING 
INCOME 
FROM ... 

W6253

 

WHO 
RECEIVES ... 

W6254

 

WR6254
(same as 
W6254)

WR6254
(recoded 

as 
described 

above)

 

SS FOR 
RETIREMENT, 
DISABILITY, ...1

 
W6255-
W6259

WR6255-
WR6259

WP6255-
WP6259

W6263-
W6267

WP6255-
WP6259

WR6255-
WR6259

RECEIVED 
HOW MUCH 
LAST MONTH

 
W6260 WR6260 WP6260 W6268 WP6260 WR6260

BEGAN 
(MONTH)

 
W6261 WR6261 WP6261 W6269 WP6261 WR6261
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HRS 1994: Financial Variables Added

BEGAN (YEAR)  W6262 WR6262 WP6262 W6270 WP6262 WR6262

HOW MUCH 
RECEIVED 
LAST MONTH

W6271
 

EXPECT SS IN 
FUTURE

 
W6272 WR6272 WP6272 W6277 WP6272 WR6272

AT WHAT AGE  W6273 WR6273 WP6273 W6278 WP6273 WR6273

HOW MUCH IS 
EXPECTED

 
W6274 WR6274 WP6274 W6279 WP6274 WR6274

PER?  W6275 WR6275 WP6275 W6280 WP6275 WR6275

HAS SSA EVER 
CALCULATED 
BENEFIT?

 
W6276 WR6276 WP6276 W6281 WP6276 WR6276

WELFARE

RECEIVED 
INCOME 
FROM ... IN 
1993

W6282

 

WHO 
RECEIVED ... 

W6283

 

WR6283
(same as 
W6283)

WR6283
(recoded 

as 
described 

above)

 

HOW MUCH  W6284 WR6284 WP6284 W6285 WP6284 WR6284

HOW MUCH 
TOGETHER

W6286
 

1 Up to 5 types of SS were allowed for questions N23b and N23f, but no respondent selected more than two. 

List of Households with no Earned Income for Partner and One Unmarried Single R with Earned 
Income for Partner 

Financial Respondents in Households with 2 potential respondents 
Marital status not Married or Partnered 

No partner income information

HHID W2SUBHH FinR HHIDPN W_HHTYP W200 (marstat)

11626 0 11626010 Two Rs, one=NR 5

12922 0 12922010 Two Rs, both R 5
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HRS 1994: Financial Variables Added

17423 0 17423010 Two Rs, both R 3

20093 0 20093010 Two Rs, both R 3

23264 0 23264010 Two Rs, both R 3

30201 0 30201010 Two Rs, both R 4

33643 0 33643010 Two Rs, both R 3

33649 0 33649010 Two Rs, both R 4

35863 0 35863010 Two Rs, both R 6

41403 0 41403010 Two Rs, both R 3

41590 0 41590010 Two Rs, both R 6

44192 2 44192010 Two Rs, both R 3

45029 0 45029030 Two Rs, both R 4

48482 0 48482010 Two Rs, both R 3

50125 1 50125020 Two Rs, both R 5

52037 0 52037010 Two Rs, both R 5

56675 0 56675010 Two Rs, one=NR 4

57246 0 57246010 Two Rs, one=NR 5

59279 0 59279010 Two Rs, both R 3

61302 0 61302030 Two Rs, both R 6

73541 0 73541010 Two Rs, both R 4

77441 0 77441010 Two Rs, both R 4

86480 0 86480010 Two Rs, one=NR 3

Respondent is only one in HHld, marital status=3 but reports spouse earnings

HHID W2SUBHH HHIDPN W_HHTYP W200 (marstat)

81511 0 81511010 One R 3
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HRS 1992 and 1994: Notes on Skip Patterns and Data Discrepancies

HRS 1992 and 1994: Notes on Skip Patterns and Data Discrepancies

In processing the public use HRS data to make the RAND versions we have done some checking for 
discrepancies in the data and worked through some of the skip patterns. We've documented what we've 
found in notes and descriptions of variable derivations. In some cases we've created variables to help 
identify possible discrepancies or to clarify skip patterns. 

HRS 1992 - Wave 1 (h92f1b and ha92f1b)

●     HRS 1992 Incorporated Errata 
●     Alternate Version of HRS 1992 Data with AHEAD IDs for HRS/AHEAD Overlap 

Cases 
●     Missing Values and Unexpected Skip Patterns in Employer Provided Health 

Insurance 

HRS 1994 - Wave 2 (h94f1a)

●     HRS 1994 Incorporated Errata 
●     Proxy Interviews for the Deceased in HRS 1994 
●     Two Family Respondents in 1994 
●     Relationship of Child to Individual-problems identifying step-children 
●     Codes for Problem Flags (Sibling Data) 
●     Possible Problems in Earned Income Variables 

Please contact Patricia St. Clair, stclair@rand.org with questions or suggestions for additional notes. 
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/* kidmatch.sas 
    The following sample code checks the quality of match for  
    kids who were present in Wave 1 and Wave 2. 
     
    If the kids match across waves by Person Number, it only  
    uses them if the kids match in some way (at least gender).   
     
    It also links kids that don't match by person number across 
    waves, but who have a good single alternate match (gender  
    matches and age matches within 1-3 years, and only matches  
    one other kid)  
     
    In this example we are looking for the number of kids who  
    did not own a home in Wave 1 but do in Wave 2 */  
 
libname hrs ".";  /* replace '.' with directory where SAS data  
                     sets are stored, if different from current 
                     directory */  
 
data kidhome;  
   merge hrs.hrsw1 (in=in1 keep=hhidpn Vnkids V801801-V801819) 
         hrs.hrsw2 (in=in2 keep=hhidpn Wnkids Wtotkids  
                                wkmtch: wkmsub:  
                                W801501-W801519);  
   by hhidpn;  
   /* use only households in both waves */  
   if in1=1 and in2=1; 
 
   /* OR if you used the sample code to merge hrsw1 and hrsw2  
         together already, use: 
     
         set hrs.hrsw1w2; 
         if inwave1=1 and inwave2=1; 
      instead of the merge, by and if statements above. 
   */ 
   
  array wkmtch_{*} wkmtch01-wkmtch22;  
  array wkmsub_{*} wkmsub01-wkmsub22;  
  array v8018_{*} v801801-v801819;  
  array w8015_{*} w801501-w801522;  
 
   kidnewhm=0;  /* will count # of kids who changed from  
                   not a homeowner to homeowner */  
   w1nomtch=0;  /* will count # of Wave 1 kids with no match 
                   in Wave 2 */  
 
   if Vnkids>0 then do k=1 to Vnkids;  /* only look at Wave 1 kids, who might  
                                          be matched to Wave 2 kids */  
                          
        /* kids match by person number, no gender/age conflict */  
        if 1<=wkmtch_{k}<=5 then do;    
           if v8018_{k}=5 and w8015_{k}=1  
              then kidnewhm=kidnewhm+1;  
       end;  
        
       /* First kid in family where same kid reported on twice */  
       else if 10<=wkmtch_{k}<=15 then do;   
           altsub=wkmsub_{k};  
           if wkmtch_{k}=10 and wkmtch_{altsub}=20     
              then w2sub=.;    /* neither kid matches */  
               
           /* just second kid doesn't match, use 1st kid  */  
           else if wkmtch_{altsub}=20 then w2sub=k;    



            
           /* just 1st kid doesn't match, use 2nd kid */  
           else if wkmtch_{k}=10  then w2sub=altsub;   
            
           /* 1st kid match as good as 2nd kid match, use 1st */  
           else if mod(wkmtch_{k},10) <= mod(wkmtch_{altsub},10) 
                then w2sub=k;   
            
           /* 2nd kid match better than 1st kid match, use 2nd */  
           else w2sub=altsub;    
           if w2sub=. then w1nomtch=w1nomtch+1;  
           else if v8018_{k}=5 and w8015_{w2sub}=1 then kidnewhm=kidnewhm+1;  
       end;  
        
       /* Wave 1 kid matches a Wave 2 kid by gender/age */  
       else if 31<=wkmtch_{k}<=32 and      
                 wkmsub_{k} ne .M then do; /* and only matches one Wave 2 kid */  
           altsub=wkmsub_{k};  
           if v8018_{k}=5 and w8015_{altsub}=1 then kidnewhm=kidnewhm+1;  
       end;  
       else w1nomtch=w1nomtch+1;  
   end;  
run;  
proc freq data=kidhome;  
   table w1nomtch kidnewhm ;  



HRS 1992 Wealth and Income Imputations 
 
 
With support from the National Institute on Aging (NIA), the RAND Center for the 
Study of Aging has produced wealth and income imputations for all waves of the HRS, 
and for AHEAD 1993 and 1995.  These imputations are distributed as companion files to 
the RAND Enhanced HRS Flat Files and are incorporated into the RAND HRS Data File.   
 
This documents the variables on the companion files, specifically the RAND Wealth and 
Income Imputation files for HRS 1992.  The incm92f1 and wlth92f1 files contain the 
income and wealth imputations, respectively.   The files inca92f1 and wlta92f1 files 
contain the same data, with changes to IDs for HRS/AHEAD overlap cases.  These cases 
were given to the AHEAD study after 1992, and remained in AHEAD for subsequent 
interviews.  They are identified by HRS IDs in the raw 1992 data, and by their AHEAD 
IDs in 1993 and subsequent interviews, and on the Tracker and RAND HRS Data files.  
On the incm92f1 and wlth92f1 files, overlap cases have their HRS IDs and can be merged 
with h92f1b.  On the inca92f1 and wlta92f1 files, they have their AHEAD IDs and can be 
merged with ha92f1b, AHEAD flat files, and the RAND HRS Data file. 
 
The method used to develop these imputations is described in the Appendix.  Each 
original income and wealth component is imputed separately.  Some original components 
lend themselves to combination, such as summing up to three IRAs to provide a total IRA 
value.  Some original income components are combined into logical main components, 
such as summing income from wages, tips and bonuses, professional practice or trade, 
and a second job into an earned income component.   The original components can vary 
from wave to wave and are combined when appropriate into the main components of 
income and wealth to provide consistent categories.    In addition, total wealth and 
income variables are derived. 
 
If the original components are combined for any of these reasons, they are referred to as 
“partial components” in this document, while the combinations or uncombined original 
components are called “main components” of wealth and income.   
 
Analysts may wish to recombine components or to see the individual parts of a total 
amount.  All individually imputed parts are provided in the companion files to the RAND 
HRS Flat Files.  It is important to understand how the parts and the combinations overlap, 
so that parts of income and wealth are not double-counted. 
 
The RAND Wealth and Income Imputation files are respondent-level files, with 
household-level data merged to both individuals in a couple household.  The wave-
specific household ID is included on the files in both numeric and character format.  This 
ID combines HHID and the sub-household ID for the specific wave.  In the HRS 1992 
file, the household IDs are AHHID (7-character) and AHHIDN (numeric).  The files are 
sorted by respondent ID (HHIDPN). 
 



Imputation Flags and Codes 
 
The imputation files include a flag for each component and partial component that 
indicates whether it is imputed or not.   When partial components are combined in a 
component, the corresponding imputation flags are combined as well.   
 
Wealth Imputation Flags 
 
For wealth components that combine partial components, the flags are combined by using 
the 10s, and 1s digits of the numeric code.  For example, the total value of mortgages 
(H1AMORT) combines first and second mortgage (H1AMRT1 and H1AMRT2).  The 
imputation flag for total mortgages (H1AFMORT) is a 2-digit number where the first 
digit is the value of the imputation flag for MRT1 and the second digit is the flag for 
MRT2.  That is: 

 
H1AFMRT = 10*H1AFMRT1 + H1AFMRT2 

 
If the component does not combine partial components, the imputation flag is 1-digit. 
The values for imputation flags for wealth are: 
 
Code Values for Wealth Imputation Flags 
Code Description Imputation Status 

1 Continuous value given No imputation 
2 Complete brackets given Value imputed from brackets 
3 Incomplete brackets given Complete bracket imputed from partial 

brackets, then value imputed 
4 Range card bracket (applicable in 

HRS 1992 only) Value imputed from range 

5 No value or bracket given Complete bracket imputed, then value 
imputed 

6 Does not own this type of asset No imputation 
7 Missing whether owns this type of 

asset 
Ownership imputed. If imputed to own, 
complete brackets then value imputed. 

9 No Financial Respondent Ownership imputed. If imputed to own, 
complete brackets then value imputed. 

 
 
Income Imputation Flags 
 
The main income components combine partial components, and the imputation flags for 
the main components summarize those of the partial components.  The values of the 
imputation flags for main component or total income variables are: 



 
Code Values for Main Income Component and Total Income Imputation Flags 
Code Description Imputation Status 

0 Does not receive this type of 
income No imputation 

1 
No imputation in any of the partial 
components combined in this type 
of income 

No imputation 

2 
At least one of the partial 
components combined in this type 
of income is imputed 

Some imputation 

8 
No spouse or partner (for 
spouse/partner income 
components only) 

No imputation 

9 No Financial Respondent Completely imputed 
 
The values for the partial income component imputation flags are: 
 
Code Values for Partial Income Component Imputation Flags 
Code Description Imputation Status 

1 Continuous value given No imputation 
2 Complete brackets given Value imputed from brackets 

3 Incomplete brackets given Complete bracket imputed from partial 
brackets, then value imputed 

4 Range card bracket (applicable in 
HRS 1992 only) Value imputed from range 

5 No value or bracket given Complete bracket imputed, then value 
imputed 

6 Does not receive this type of 
income No imputation 

7 Missing whether receives this type 
of income 

Whether receives imputed. If imputed to 
receive, complete brackets then value 
imputed. 

8 
No spouse or partner (for 
spouse/partner income 
components only) 

No imputation 

9 No Financial Respondent 
Whether receives imputed. If imputed to 
receive, complete brackets then value 
imputed. 

 
 



Income and Wealth Variables 
 
Variables are named to help identify their source and meaning.  The variable name prefix 
indicates the type of variable, e.g., partial component or imputation flag, while the 
remainder, or stem, indicates the type of income or asset.  These conventions are 
summarized in Tables 1 and 2 for the main and partial components of wealth and in 
Tables 3 and 4 for the main and partial components of income. 
 
For the totals and main components of wealth and income, the file contains two versions 
of the variables.  One is set to zero if the wealth component is not owned or an income 
component is not received.  The other is set to missing if the component is not owned or 
received.  Otherwise these two versions have the same value. 



 
Table 1.  Variable Name Prefixes and Stems for HRS 1992 Wealth Totals and Main Components 

HRS 1992 Wealth – all are household level variables  
Prefix Description 
H1AF household asset imputation flag 
H1AO whether owns household asset 
H1A household asset value, set to zero for non-owners  
W1A household asset value, set to missing for non-owners  

Totals 
Stem Description 
TOTH Net value of primary residence = HOUS – MORT – HMLN 

TOTN 
Total non-housing assets less debt 
= RLES + TRAN + BSNS + IRA + STCK + CHCK + CD + BOND + 
OTHR – DEBT 

TOTA Total of all assets except trusts less debt = TOTH + TOTN 

TOTF Total financial assets less debt 
= STCK + CHCK + CD + BOND + OTHR – DEBT 

TOTW Total of all assets except IRA less debt = TOTA - IRA 
Components 

Stem Description 
HOUS Primary Residence 
MORT Total Mortgages, combines MRT1 and MRT2 
HMLN Total Other Home Loans, combines EQLN and EQCD 
RLES Other Real Estate 
TRAN Transportation (Vehicles), combines TRN1 and TRN2 
BSNS Business 
IRA Total Individual Retirement Accounts 
STCK Stocks, Mutual Funds 
CHCK Checking, Savings Accounts 
CD CDs, Savings Bonds, Treasury Bills 
BOND Bonds 
OTHR Other savings, assets 
DEBT Debts 
TRST Trusts (Note: trusts are not included in any asset totals) 

 
For example, H1AFRLES indicates whether the value or ownership of other real estate is 
imputed.  H1AORLES indicates whether the household reports (or is imputed to) owning 
other real estate.  H1ARLES is the given or imputed value of other real estate, set to zero 
for non-owners. W1ARLES is the same as H1ARLES, but is missing for non-owners.   
Note that some of those who reported owning an asset then reported its value as zero.  In 
these the ownership variable, e.g., H1AORLES, indicates ownership but both the H1A 
and W1A, e.g., H1ARLES and W1ARLES variables are zero.



 
Table 2. Variable Prefixes and Stems for HRS 1992 Partial Wealth Components 

HRS 1992 Partial Wealth Components - all are household level variables  
Prefix Description 
I1AF partial asset component imputation flag 
I1AO whether owns partial asset component 
I1A partial asset component value 
Stem Description 
MRT1 1st Mortgage, included in MORT 
MRT2 2nd Mortgage, included in MORT 
EQLN Home Equity Loan, included in HMLN 
EQCD Home Equity Line of Credit, included in HMLN 
TRN1 Value of vehicles other than recreational vehicle, included in TRAN 
TRN2 Value of recreational vehicle, included in TRAN 

 
For example, I1AFMRT1 indicates whether the value or ownership of a first mortgage on 
the house that is the primary residence is imputed.  I1AOMRT1 indicates if the 
household reports (or is imputed to) owning a first mortgage.  I1AMRT1 is the given or 
imputed value of the first mortgage.  Partial component values are missing if the 
component is not owned.  Thus if I1AOMRT1 indicates no ownership, then I1AMRT1 is 
missing. 



 
Table 3. Variable Prefixes and Stems for HRS 1992 Income Totals and Main Components 

HRS 1992 Income  
Prefix Description 
  Household Level 
H1IF household income imputation flag 
H1IO whether household receives income from this source 
H1I household income value, set to zero for non-owners  
W1I household income value, set to missing for non-owners  
  Respondent Level 
R1IF respondent income imputation flag 
R1IO whether respondent receives income from this source 
R1I respondent income value, set to zero for non-owners  
X1I respondent income value, set to missing for non-owners  
  Spouse Level 
S1IF spouse income imputation flag 
S1IO whether spouse receives income from this source 
S1I spouse income value, set to zero for non-owners  
Y1I spouse income value, set to missing for non-owners  
Stem Description 

Total 

TOT 
Total household income, combines CAP and OTHR household income 
and EARN, GXFR, PENA, SRET, SSDI, and UNWC for both 
respondent and spouse. 

Components – Household 

CAP Household capital income, combines BUSIN, RNTIN, RNTEX, DIVIN, 
and TRSIN for the household. 

OTHR Other household income, combines ALMNY, OTHIN, INSLU, INHLU, 
and PENLU for the household. 

Components – Respondent and Spouse 

EARN Respondent or spouse earnings from work, combines WAGE, BON, 
2ND, and TRAD. 

PENA Respondent or spouse pension and annuity income, combines PEN and 
ANN. 

SRET Respondent or spouse Social Security retirement or survivor’s income, 
set to SS or half of SSJ, if Social Security income is reported jointly. 

SSDI 
Respondent or spouse Social Security disability income and 
Supplemental Security Income (SSI), combines the SDI partial 
component for respondent or spouse and SSI for respondent or spouse. 

UNWC Respondent or spouse unemployment and worker’s compensation 
income, combines UNEM and WCMP. 



GXFR 

Respondent or spouse other government transfers, combines VET for 
respondent or spouse, and WELF and FOOD for the household.  If the 
household is a couple household, one-half of WELF and FOOD are 
allocated to the respondent and one-half to the spouse.  If the household 
is a single household, all of WELF and FOOD are allocated to the 
respondent, as there is no spouse. 

 
For example, R1IFEARN indicates whether the respondent’s earned income is imputed.  
R1IOEARN indicates whether the respondent reports (or is imputed to) having any 
earned income.  R1IEARN is the given or imputed amount the respondent earned in the 
last calendar year, set to zero for those who don’t receive any. X1IEARN is the same as 
R1IEARN, but is missing for those who have no earned income.   Note that some of 
those who reported receiving a type of income then reported its value as zero.  In these 
cases the ownership variable, e.g., R1IOEARN, indicates ownership but both the R1I and 
X1I variables, e.g., R1IEARN and X1IEARN, are zero.  For the spouse S1IFEARN, 
S1IOEARN, S1IEARN, and Y1IEARN are analogous to R1IFEARN, R1IOEARN, 
R1IEARN, and X1IEARN, respectively. 



 
 
Table 4. Variable Prefixes and Stems for HRS 1992 Partial Income Components 

HRS 1992 Partial Income Components  
Prefix Description 
  Household Level 
H1F household partial income component imputation flag 
H1O whether household receives income from this partial component 
IH1 household partial income component value 
  Respondent Level 
R1F respondent partial income component imputation flag 
R1O whether respondent receives income from this partial component 
IR1 respondent partial income component value 
  Spouse Level 
S1F spouse income partial component imputation flag 
S1O whether spouse receives income from this partial component 
IS1 spouse partial income component value 
HRS 1992 Partial Income Components (continued) 
Stem Description 
 Partial Components – Household 
BUSIN Business Income, included in CAP 
RNTIN Rental Income, included in CAP 
RNTEX Rental Income Expense, included in CAP 
DIVIN Dividend Income, included in CAP 
TRSIN Trust Income, included in CAP 

SSJ 

Social Security income received in a joint check, included in SRET.  
More specifically the amount is included in R1ISRET and S1ISRET, if 
applicable.  SSJ is evenly split between respondent and spouse. 

ALMNY Alimony, included in OTHR 

FOOD 

Food Stamps, included in GXFR.  More specifically the amount is 
included in R1IGXFR and S1IGXFR, if applicable.  If there is a spouse 
in the household, FOOD is evenly split between respondent and spouse.  
If not, all FOOD is assigned to the respondent. 

WELF 

Welfare Income, included in GXFR.  More specifically the amount is 
included in R1IGXFR and S1IGXFR, if applicable.  If there is a spouse 
in the household, WELF is evenly split between respondent and spouse.  
If not, all WELF is assigned to the respondent. 

OTHIN 
Other household income, which is any other household income, included 
in OTHR 

INSLU Lump Sum Income  from insurance, included in OTHR 
PENLU Lump Sum Income from pension, included in OTHR 



INHLU Lump Sum Income from inheritance, included in OTHR 
 Partial Components - Respondent and Spouse 
WAGE Wage and Salary Income, included in EARN 
BON Tip, Bonus, and Commission Income, included in EARN 
2ND Second Job Income, included in EARN 
TRAD Professional Practice or Trade Income, included in EARN 

SS 

Social Security Retirement or Survivor Income, included in SRET. 
Social Security income is assigned to be retirement or survivor income 
based on the reported type of SS income.  Any Social Security income 
received in a joint check is considered retirement income, and is split 
evenly between the respondent and spouse. 

SDI 

Social Security Disability Income, included in SSDI. Social Security 
income is assumed to be disability income based on the reported type of 
SS income. 

UNEM Unemployment Income, included in UNWC 
WCMP Worker’s Compensation Income, included in UNWC 
VET Veteran’s Benefits, included in GXFR 
SSI Supplemental Security Income, included in SSDI. 
PEN Pension  Income, included in PENA 
ANN Annuity Income, included in PENA 

 
  
For example, R1FUNEM indicates whether the respondent’s income from unemployment 
is imputed.  R1OUNEM indicates whether the respondent reports (or is imputed to) 
receiving any unemployment income.  IR1UNEM is the given or imputed amount the 
respondent received in unemployment in the last calendar year.  It is missing for those 
who receive no unemployment income.   Note that some of those who reported receiving 
a type of income then reported its value as zero.  In these cases the ownership variable, 
e.g., R1OUNEM, indicates ownership but the IR1 variable, e.g., IR1UNEM, is zero.   
 
For the spouse S1FUNEM, S1OUNEM, and IS1UNEM are analogous to R1FUNEM, 
R1OUNEM, and IR1UNEM, respectively. 



APPENDIX: Wealth and Income Imputation Method 
 
Background 
 
The RAND HRS Data contain a number of wealth and income variables.  Where missing, 
we imputed their values. 
 
Most HRS questions on wealth and income follow the same pattern.  Consider holdings 
of stocks and mutual funds as an example.  First, the interviewer asks whether the 
respondent (or his/her spouse) own any shares of stock or stock mutual funds.  If 
affirmative, the interviewer asks the value of these stock holdings.  If the respondent is 
unable or unwilling to provide an exact amount, the interviewer asks whether it is more 
than $25,000.  Depending on the response, additional, smaller brackets are explored so 
that in the end the range is narrowed down to $0-2,500; $2,500-25,000; $25,000-125,000; 
$125,000-400,000; $400,000 or more.  These ranges are known as “brackets;” the 
sequence of probes into increasingly narrow ranges is known as “unfolding brackets” 
questions.  The brackets vary by asset and income category.  For example, the cut-off 
values for dividend and interest income are $200, $500, $2,500, and $10,000. 
 
The respondent may opt out of the question sequence at any time.  As a result, the raw 
data contain valid zero-value responses, exact amounts, complete bracket responses, 
incomplete bracket responses, and claim of ownership without value.  An incomplete 
bracket results if the respondent provided some information but was unable or unwilling 
to respond through the last unfolding bracket probe.  For example, he indicated that the 
stock holdings amount to more than $25,000, but refused to tell whether they are worth 
more than $125,000.  In that case, the range is an open-ended $25,000 or more.  A claim 
of ownership without value results if the respondent indicated that he owns stocks, but 
was revealed neither the exact amount nor a range.  A claim of ownership without value 
is a special case of an incomplete bracket, namely an open-ended bracket of greater than 
zero dollars. 
Table 5.  Distribution of Response Types on Stock Holdings (HRS Wave 2) 

 Frequency Percent 
Continuous value 1,958 22.2 
Complete bracket 643 7.3 
Incomplete bracket 48 0.5 
Owns, no value/bracket 149 1.7 
No asset 5,846 66.4 
Don’t know ownership 78 0.9 
No financial respondent 83 0.9 
Total 8,805 100.0 

 
As an illustration, Table 5 shows the frequency distribution of response types on the 
ownership and value of stock holdings in Wave 2.  The stock holdings question is asked 
from the so-called financial respondent in the household, and unit of observation in the 
table is a household.  The majority of respondents, 66.4 percent, reports not owning any 



stocks (other than in retirement plans, which are not covered by this question).  About 
one-fifth, 22.2 percent, owns stocks and provides an exact value.  All other categories 
require imputation. 
 
Note the last category in Table 5, “No financial respondent.”  These are cases in which 
the HRS, for whatever reason, did not interview a financial respondent.  For those cases, 
virtually nothing is known about financial issues.  The RAND HRS Data contain imputed 
values for these households, but the user should be aware that these imputations are 
subject to potentially large errors.  They may be identified through flag variables.  For 
example, Table 5 is derived from variable H2AFSTCK (“H2AFSTCK:W2 Asst 
Flag:Stocks”). 
 
In summary, the data contain valid responses and several types of responses that require 
imputations.  In decreasing order of informational content: 
• Case 1:  We may know a “complete” range of values; 
• Case 2:  We may know that the household owns the asset (or has the income type), 

but have no information on its value, or only coarse information in the form of 
incomplete brackets; or 

• Case 3:  We may not even know whether the household owns an asset, much less its 
value. 

 

Alternative Question Sequences 
 
While the majority of income and asset questions follows the pattern described above, 
there are deviations. 
 
Some questions, particularly income questions in Wave 1, do not probe for brackets if the 
respondent is unable or unwilling to provide an exact amount.  We treat missing 
responses as-if there were unfolding bracket questions, but the respondent refused to 
provide any range information, i.e., as Case 2 above. 
 
Some interviewers in Wave 1 used so-called range cards instead of the sequence of 
unfolding bracket questions.  This was especially prevalent for questions on the value of 
primary residence, mortgages, home loans equity lines of credit, and debt.  The range 
cards contain a list of ranges.  For example, a card may have shown $0-100; $100-500; 
$500-1,000; $1,000-5,000; $5,000-10,000; $10,000 or more.  The cards were intended for 
other purposes but were sometimes used inadvertently when respondents were unable or 
unwilling to provide an exact amount.1  Respondents who were presented a range card 
had instant knowledge of all cut-off values, as opposed to gradual access in unfolding 
bracket questions.  The cut-off values on the range cards were typically different from 
those in the appropriate unfolding bracket sequence.  We treat responses from range cards 
in the same way as complete brackets, i.e., Case 1 above.  Naturally, we account for the 

                                                 
1 Recall that the Wave 1 interview was face-to-face; subsequent interviews were conducted by telephone. 



cut-off values on the range cards, even if they are different from those in the unfolding 
bracket sequence. 
 
Starting in Wave 4, the “entry point” of the unfolding bracket sequence was randomized.  
In other words, respondents who were unable or unwilling to provide an exact amount 
were asked whether the value was more than a certain value, where that value varied 
across respondents.  The underlying idea was to reduce any response bias that may arise 
from the value of the entry point (“acquiescence bias”).  We ignore the fact that the entry 
point varied across respondents and process the resulting information in the same way as 
in the first three waves. 
 
Also starting in Wave 4, interviewers were able to record a new response.  For example, 
suppose the interviewer asked “Is the amount greater than $5,000, less than $5,000, or 
what?”  The potential answers now are “less than $5,000,” “about $5,000,” and “more 
than $5,000.”  In earlier waves, the first and second responses were combined.  The 
additional option is present at each subsequent branch.  Where the respondent indicated 
that the amount was “about” equal to a certain value, we took that value as an exact 
response and did not impute anything.  We treated range responses in the same way as 
those in earlier waves. 
 
Finally, some cut-off values of specific asset and income questions changed between 
waves, as did the entry point.  This did not affect the resulting response types. 
 
Imputation Process 
 
The HRS public release files contain imputations for many asset and income types.  The 
imputation method is a simple hotdeck and is not consistent across waves.  Furthermore, 
there is a long lag between the release of data and imputations.  The RAND HRS Data 
contain imputations of all asset and income types using a consistent method. 
 
As defined previously, there are three types of missing values that require separate types 
of imputation.  Correspondingly, we developed three progressive imputation steps: to 
impute an exact amount, given that a range is known; to impute a range, given that 
ownership or only incomplete range is known; and to impute ownership, in case nothing 
is known.  Table 6 illustrates the type of imputation necessary for each type of missing 
value. 
 
The imputation process is progressive in the sense that we first impute ownership for 
those for whom nothing is known.  Given ownership, we impute brackets.  Given 
brackets, we impute exact amounts.  We always use all available information.  In 
particular, where incomplete brackets are known, we impute complete brackets in the 
given range. 
 



 

Table 6.  Response Types and Required Imputations 

Reported Information Required Imputation 
Continuous value None 
Complete bracket Amount 
Incomplete bracket Bracket, Amount 
Owns, no value/bracket Bracket, Amount 
No asset None 
Don’t know ownership Ownership, Bracket, Amount 
No financial respondent Ownership, Bracket, Amount 

 
Ownership Imputation 
 
To impute ownership, we first estimate a logistic regression model of ownership based on 
the sample of respondents with nonmissing ownership information for the asset or 
income type at issue.  The explanatory covariates are discussed below.  Next, we 
calculate the predicted probability of ownership for households with missing ownership 
information.  Finally, we draw a random number from a uniform distribution between 
zero and one and assign ownership if and only if the predicted probability exceeds the 
random number. 
 
The estimation sample varies by asset and income type.  For example, a household that 
reports ownership of housing wealth but not on stock holdings only enters the estimation 
sample for ownership of housing wealth. 
 
In some waves and for some asset and income types, ownership is rare and the logistic 
regression model fits the data poorly.  Instead of imputing on the basis of a logistic 
model, we randomly assign ownership with a probability of ownership found in the 
nonmissing sample.  This is equivalent to fitting a logistic model without covariates.  We 
apply this procedure for assets in waves with fewer than 50 households reporting 
ownership. 
 
Bracket Imputation 
 
We impute brackets for asset owners (imputed and reported) who do not report a 
continuous value and do not fully complete the questionnaire bracketing sequence on 
asset value.  First, we estimate an ordered logit model based on the sample of households 
who do not report a continuous value but do complete the bracketing sequence.  The 
explanatory covariates are discussed below.  Next, we calculate the predicted 
probabilities of being in each bracket for respondents with missing or incomplete bracket 
information.  For those who partially complete the bracketing sequence, we calculate 
conditional probabilities based on the range of possible values from their answers.  
Finally, we draw a random number from a uniform distribution between zero and one and 
assign a bracket based on a comparison of the random number with the cumulative 
distribution of range probabilities. 
 



For some asset and income types, notably Wave 1 incomes, no bracket questions were 
asked.  For these items, this step is skipped and we treat the strictly positive dollar range 
as a single large open-ended bracket. 
 
For some asset and income types, fewer than 50 households completed the bracket 
sequence.  We treated these types in the same way as types without bracket questions. 
 
Amount Imputation 
 
We impute exact amounts for all cases with (reported or imputed) bracket information.  
The procedure is different for cases in closed vs. open-ended brackets.2  For closed 
brackets, we use a “nearest neighbor” approach; for open-ended brackets, a Tobit-based 
approach.  The following discusses the two approaches in turn. 
 
In the nearest neighbor approach for closed brackets, we first estimate a linear regression 
model based on the sample of households who report an exact continuous value.  The 
explanatory covariates are discussed below.  The distribution of asset and income 
amounts tends to be roughly log-normal, so we would like to apply a logarithmic 
transformation to the outcome (asset, income) variable.  However, some outcomes, such 
as business income, may be negative.  The frequency with which this occurs is very 
low—too low to allow for a fully flexible model specification.  Instead, we therefore 
apply the inverse hyperbolic sine transformation.3  Next, we computed predicted values 
for all cases, both with and without exact amounts.  For each missing observation in 
closed brackets, we impute the actual value from the sample of households who report an 
exact amount that is closest in predicted value. 
 
In exploratory work, we applied this method to missing amounts in both closed and open-
ended brackets.  However, we found that the resulting imputations generated implausible 
distributions at the top of the distribution.  The data contains some outliers which the 

                                                 
2 A closed bracket is known cut-off values; an open-ended bracket is, for example, $500,000 or more. 
3 The inverse hyperbolic sine transformation is given by ( )2log 1y Y Y= + + .  For positive values of 

outcome Y, not close to zero, this transformation closely mimics the logarithmic transformation. Only for 
small amounts, on the order of between -$10 and +$10 is the transformation appreciably different from the 
logarithmic transformation.  The transformation is point-symmetric around zero.  It may be graphed as: 
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If the logarithmic transformation were added to this graph, it would be indistinguishibly close on the north-
east quadrant (up to a scale factor). 



nearest neighbor approach selects with too high a frequency to be plausible.  We 
therefore developed an alternative approach for open-ended brackets. 
 
For missing observations in open-ended brackets, we estimate a separate model.  First, 
we discard observations in the bottom 25 percent of the outcome, thus ensuring that the 
outcomes are all positive and that their distribution is close to log-normal.  Based on this 
sample of nonmissing observations, we estimate a Tobit model.  The explanatory 
covariates are discussed below.  The outcome is a logarithmic transformation of the 
actual amount.  We then compute predicted values of the log-amount for missing 
observations.  To preserve the spread of the distribution of outcomes in the imputations, 
we add a draw from the residual distribution to this log-amount, and then untransform 
(exponentiate) the result.  If the thus-imputed value is below the lower bound of the open-
ended bracket, we re-draw from the residual distribution and repeat this until the imputed 
value is in the appropriate range.  (This is equivalent to drawing from a truncated normal 
distribution.)  The residual distribution is assumed to be normal with a zero mean and a 
standard deviation equal to the estimated standard deviation of the residual in the Tobit 
regression model. 
 
Covariates 
 
The number of model specifications in the imputations is large.  There are four waves 
with well over a dozen asset and income types each, and each requires three equations.  
We experimented extensively with model specifications.  On the one hand, we would like 
to select explanatory covariates that fit the models best.  On the other hand, we would 
like the specifications to be parsimonious and consistent across asset and income types.  
Consistency across asset and income types caused problems with assets and income types 
where only small samples were available.  In the end, we opted for the same set of 
explanatory covariates in all asset model specifications (ownership, bracket, and amount 
for all asset types) and another consistent set in income specifications.  The sets are 
formed by principal components of approximately 30 explanatory covariates.  For income 
imputations, the underlying explanatory covariates include (transformations of) husband 
and wife’s employment status, education, health status, age, race, marital status, 
occupation class, cognition, and bequest motive.  For wealth imputations, the same set 
applies, but excluding employment status and including a number of income amounts and 
indicators of pension or government benefit receipt.  We found that the first ten principal 
components resulted in model fits that in most cases were very close to the fit from the 
larger set of covariates, without sample size issues.  The set of regressors varies slightly 
across waves, and the principal component factor loadings are computed separately for 
each wave.  For example, Table 7 shows summary statistics and load factors of the 
explanatory covariates that make up the principal components of Wave 2 income 
imputations. 



 

Table 7.  Load Factors on First Two Principal Components 
(Wave 2 Income Imputations) 

   Factor loadings on  
Variable Mean Std. Dev. First 

comp’t 
Second 
comp’t 

Description 

BEQ10 61.54 42.43 0.3395 -0.0289 Probability Bequest $10,000+ 
BEQ10M 0.0527 0.2234 -0.1223 0.0481 Bequest $10,000 missing 
BEQ100 31.82 40.39 0.3034 -0.0139 Probability Bequest $100,000+ 
BEQ100M 0.2559 0.4364 -0.3170 0.0326 Bequest $100,000 missing 
M_COLLEG 0.1796 0.3839 0.2306 -0.0043 Male: College Graduate 
F_COLLEG 0.1546 0.3616 0.1644 -0.1185 Female: College Graduate 
M_HSGED 0.2549 0.4358 0.0701 0.1507 Male: HS Diploma or GED 
F_HSGED 0.3516 0.4775 0.0302 0.0719 Female: HS Diploma or GED 
M_EXHLTH 0.3530 0.4779 0.2687 0.0400 Male: Excellent/Very Good Health 
F_EXHLTH 0.4247 0.4943 0.2321 -0.0694 Female: Excellent/Very Good Health 
M_PRHLTH 0.1747 0.3797 -0.1176 0.2205 Male: Fair/Poor Health 
F_PRHLTH 0.2001 0.4001 -0.2244 0.0651 Female: Fair/Poor Health 
M_PROF 0.1766 0.3813 0.2378 0.0130 Male: Professional Work 
F_PROF 0.1391 0.3460 0.1504 -0.1162 Female: Professional Work 
M_WORK 0.4580 0.4983 0.2363 -0.0749 Male: Currently Working 
F_WORK 0.4851 0.4998 0.1352 -0.2087 Female: Currently Working 
M_UNEMP 0.0202 0.1407 -0.0167 -0.0135 Male: Unemployed 
F_UNEMP 0.0209 0.1431 -0.0318 -0.0391 Female: Unemployed 
M_DISAB 0.0923 0.2895 -0.1219 0.1245 Male: Disabled/Temp Laid Off 
F_DISAB 0.0961 0.2947 -0.1970 0.0195 Female: Disabled/Temp Laid Off 
M_RETIR 0.2014 0.4011 0.0587 0.3879 Male: Retired 
F_RETIR 0.0977 0.2969 0.0233 0.2001 Female: Retired 
AGE 58.64 4.84 0.0027 0.4766 Age of Oldest Partner 
AGESQ 3461.57 579.24 0.0025 0.4782 Squared Age of Oldest Partner 
SINGLFEM 0.2308 0.4214 -0.2341 -0.2965 Single Female Financial Respondent 
MARRIED 0.6722 0.4694 0.2501 0.2667 Married Couple 
NONWHITE 0.2924 0.4549 -0.2181 -0.0361 Non-White Financial Respondent 
MISSCOGN 0.0906 0.2871 -0.1047 0.0308 Missing Cognition Score 
LOWCOGN 0.2804 0.4492 -0.1134 0.0793 Low Cognition Score 
 
Substantive Differences Across Waves 
 
In addition to survey-technical changes between waves, there have been a few changes 
that may affect the comparability of asset values across waves.  We discuss the most 
important changes. 
 

Notable Differences between Waves 1 and 2 
 
Net value of vehicles:  Wave 1 includes a measure of the value of a recreational vehicle 
or motor home in the Housing Section and a measure of the value of other vehicles in the 
Asset Section.  We separately imputed these values and summed them.  For Wave 2, the 
two components are incorporated into one measure of the net value of vehicles in the 
Asset Section. 
 



Notable Differences between Waves 2 and 3 
 
Asset income:  In Waves 1 and 2, asset ownership and value were asked in the Asset 
Section, whereas income from assets was asked separately in the Income Section.  
Starting in Wave 3, income from asset questions were incorporated in the Asset Section.  
For example, if the respondent indicated owning stocks, the interviewer followed up with 
a question about dividends.  This increased the response rate for asset income.  Assuming 
that this increases the quality of responses, it also improves the accuracy of our asset 
imputations, because asset income is an explanatory covariate of our imputation model. 
 
Net value of IRA/Keogh accounts:  In Waves 1 and 2, respondents were asked to report 
the total value of all Individual Retirement Account (IRA) and KEOGH accounts.  In 
Wave 3, separate questions were asked about the largest, second largest, and all other 
accounts. 
 

Notable Differences between Waves 3 and 4 
 
Housing wealth:  Starting in Wave 4, mobile homes are a separate category of 
measurement in the Housing Section.  We impute their value separately and incorporate it 
into housing wealth. 
 

Notable Differences between Waves 4 and 5 
 
The structures of Waves 4 and 5 are very similar.  Any important differences are 
specified under “Cross Wave Differences in Original HRS Data” subsections in the 
codebook. 
 
 



HRS 1994 Wealth and Income Imputations 
 
 
With support from the National Institute on Aging (NIA), the RAND Center for the 
Study of Aging has produced wealth and income imputations for all waves of the HRS, 
and for AHEAD 1993 and 1995.  These imputations are distributed as companion files to 
the RAND Enhanced HRS Flat Files and are incorporated into the RAND HRS Data File.   
 
This documents the variables on the companion files, specifically the RAND Wealth and 
Income Imputation files for HRS 1994.  The incm94f1 and wlth94f1 files contain the 
income and wealth imputations, respectively. 
 
The method used to develop these imputations is described in the Appendix.  Each 
original income and wealth component is imputed separately.  Some original components 
lend themselves to combination, such as summing up to three IRAs to provide a total IRA 
value.  Some original income components are combined into logical main components, 
such as summing income from wages, tips and bonuses, professional practice or trade, 
and a second job into an earned income component.   The original components can vary 
from wave to wave and are combined when appropriate into the main components of 
income and wealth to provide consistent categories.    In addition, total wealth and 
income variables are derived. 
 
If the original components are combined for any of these reasons, they are referred to as 
“partial components” in this document, while the combinations or uncombined original 
components are called “main components” of wealth and income.   
 
Analysts may wish to recombine components or to see the individual parts of a total 
amount.  All individually imputed parts are provided in the companion files to the RAND 
HRS Flat Files.  It is important to understand how the parts and the combinations overlap, 
so that parts of income and wealth are not double-counted. 
 
The RAND Wealth and Income Imputation files are respondent-level files, with 
household-level data merged to both individuals in a couple household.  The wave-
specific household ID is included on the files in both numeric and character format.  This 
ID combines HHID and the sub-household ID for the specific wave.  In the HRS 1994 
file, the household IDs are CHHID (7-character) and CHHIDN (numeric).  The files are 
sorted by respondent ID (HHIDPN). 
 
Imputation Flags and Codes 
 
The imputation files include a flag for each component and partial component that 
indicates whether it is imputed or not.   When partial components are combined in a 
component, the corresponding imputation flags are combined as well.   
 



Wealth Imputation Flags 
 
For wealth components that combine partial components, the flags are combined by using 
the 10s, and 1s digits of the numeric code.  For example, the total value of mortgages 
(H1AMORT) combines first and second mortgage (H1AMRT1 and H1AMRT2).  The 
imputation flag for total mortgages (H1AFMORT) is a 2-digit number where the first 
digit is the value of the imputation flag for MRT1 and the second digit is the flag for 
MRT2.  That is: 

 
H1AFMRT = 10*H1AFMRT1 + H1AFMRT2 

 
If the component does not combine partial components, the imputation flag is 1-digit. 
The values for imputation flags for wealth are: 
 
Code Values for Wealth Imputation Flags 
Code Description Imputation Status 

1 Continuous value given No imputation 
2 Complete brackets given Value imputed from brackets 
3 Incomplete brackets given Complete bracket imputed from partial 

brackets, then value imputed 
4 Range card bracket (applicable in 

HRS 1992 only) Value imputed from range 

5 No value or bracket given Complete bracket imputed, then value 
imputed 

6 Does not own this type of asset No imputation 
7 Missing whether owns this type of 

asset 
Ownership imputed. If imputed to own, 
complete brackets then value imputed. 

9 No Financial Respondent Ownership imputed. If imputed to own, 
complete brackets then value imputed. 

 
 
Income Imputation Flags 
 
The main income components combine partial components, and the imputation flags for 
the main components summarize those of the partial components.  The values of the 
imputation flags for main component or total income variables are: 
 
Code Values for Main Income Component and Total Income Imputation Flags 
Code Description Imputation Status 

0 Does not receive this type of 
income No imputation 

1 
No imputation in any of the partial 
components combined in this type 
of income 

No imputation 

2 At least one of the partial 
components combined in this type Some imputation 



of income is imputed 

8 
No spouse or partner (for 
spouse/partner income 
components only) 

No imputation 

9 No Financial Respondent Completely imputed 
 
The values for the partial income component imputation flags are: 
 
Code Values for Partial Income Component Imputation Flags 
Code Description Imputation Status 

1 Continuous value given No imputation 
2 Complete brackets given Value imputed from brackets 

3 Incomplete brackets given Complete bracket imputed from partial 
brackets, then value imputed 

4 Range card bracket (applicable in 
HRS 1992 only) Value imputed from range 

5 No value or bracket given Complete bracket imputed, then value 
imputed 

6 Does not receive this type of 
income No imputation 

7 Missing whether receives this type 
of income 

Whether receives imputed. If imputed to 
receive, complete brackets then value 
imputed. 

8 
No spouse or partner (for 
spouse/partner income 
components only) 

No imputation 

9 No Financial Respondent 
Whether receives imputed. If imputed to 
receive, complete brackets then value 
imputed. 

 
 
Income and Wealth Variables 
 
Variables are named to help identify their source and meaning.  The variable name prefix 
indicates the type of variable, e.g., partial component or imputation flag, while the 
remainder, or stem, indicates the type of income or asset.  These conventions are 
summarized in Tables 1 and 2 for the main and partial components of wealth and in 
Tables 3 and 4 for the main and partial components of income. 
 
For the totals and main components of wealth and income, the file contains two versions 
of the variables.  One is set to zero if the wealth component is not owned or an income 
component is not received.  The other is set to missing if the component is not owned or 
received.  Otherwise these two versions have the same value. 



 
Table 1.  Variable Name Prefixes and Stems for HRS 1994 Wealth Totals and Main Components 

HRS 1994 Wealth – all are household level variables  
Prefix Description 
H2AF household asset imputation flag 
H2AO whether owns household asset 
H2A household asset value, set to zero for non-owners  
W2A household asset value, set to missing for non-owners  

Totals 
Stem Description 
TOTH Net value of primary residence = HOUS – MORT – HMLN 

TOTN 
Total non-housing assets less debt 
= RLES + TRAN + BSNS + IRA + STCK + CHCK + CD + BOND + 
OTHR – DEBT 

TOTA Total of all assets except trusts less debt = TOTH + TOTN 

TOTF Total financial assets less debt 
= STCK + CHCK + CD + BOND + OTHR – DEBT 

TOTW Total of all assets except IRA less debt = TOTA - IRA 
Components 

Stem Description 
HOUS Primary Residence 
MORT Total Mortgages, combines MRT1 and MRT2 
HMLN Total Other Home Loans, combines EQLN and EQCD 
RLES Other Real Estate 
TRAN Transportation (Vehicles) 
BSNS Business 
IRA Total Individual Retirement Accounts 
STCK Stocks, Mutual Funds 
CHCK Checking, Savings Accounts 
CD CDs, Savings Bonds, Treasury Bills 
BOND Bonds 
OTHR Other savings, assets 
DEBT Debts 
TRST Trusts (Note: trusts are not included in any asset totals) 

 
For example, H2AFRLES indicates whether the value or ownership of other real estate is 
imputed.  H2AORLES indicates whether the household reports (or is imputed to) owning 
other real estate.  H2ARLES is the given or imputed value of other real estate, set to zero 
for non-owners. W2ARLES is the same as H2ARLES, but is missing for non-owners.   
Note that some of those who reported owning an asset then reported its value as zero.  In 
these the ownership variable, e.g., H2AORLES, indicates ownership but both the H2A 
and W2A, e.g., H2ARLES and W2ARLES variables are zero.



 
Table 2. Variable Prefixes and Stems for HRS 1994 Partial Wealth Components 

HRS 1994 Partial Wealth Components - all are household level variables  
Prefix Description 
I2AF partial asset component imputation flag 
I2AO whether owns partial asset component 
I2A partial asset component value 
Stem Description 
MRT1 1st Mortgage, included in MORT 
MRT2 2nd Mortgage, included in MORT 
EQLN Home Equity Loan, included in HMLN 
EQCD Home Equity Line of Credit, included in HMLN 

 
For example, I2AFMRT1 indicates whether the value or ownership of a first mortgage on 
the house that is the primary residence is imputed.  I2AOMRT1 indicates if the 
household reports (or is imputed to) owning a first mortgage.  I2AMRT1 is the given or 
imputed value of the first mortgage.  Partial component values are missing if the 
component is not owned.  Thus if I2AOMRT1 indicates no ownership, then I2AMRT1 is 
missing. 



 
Table 3. Variable Prefixes and Stems for HRS 1994 Income Totals and Main Components 

HRS 1994 Income  
Prefix Description 
  Household Level 
H2IF household income imputation flag 
H2IO whether household receives income from this source 
H2I household income value, set to zero for non-owners  
W2I household income value, set to missing for non-owners  
  Respondent Level 
R2IF respondent income imputation flag 
R2IO whether respondent receives income from this source 
R2I respondent income value, set to zero for non-owners  
X2I respondent income value, set to missing for non-owners  
  Spouse Level 
S2IF spouse income imputation flag 
S2IO whether spouse receives income from this source 
S2I spouse income value, set to zero for non-owners  
Y2I spouse income value, set to missing for non-owners  
Stem Description 

Total 

TOT 
Total household income, combines CAP and OTHR household income 
and EARN, GXFR, PENA, SRET, SSDI, and UNWC for both 
respondent and spouse. 

Components – Household 

CAP Household capital income, combines BUSIN, RNTIN, RNTEX, DIVIN, 
TRSIN, and SFEMP for the household. 

OTHR Other household income, combines ALMNY, OTHI1, OTHI2, LUYR1, 
LUYR2, and LUYR3 for the household. 

Components – Respondent and Spouse 

EARN Respondent or spouse earnings from work, combines WAGE, BON, 
2ND, and TRAD. 

PENA Respondent or spouse pension and annuity income, combines PEN1, 
PEN2, PEN3, ANN1, ANN2, and ANN3. 

SRET Respondent or spouse Social Security retirement or survivor’s income, 
set to SS. 

SSDI 
Respondent or spouse Social Security disability income and 
Supplemental Security Income (SSI), combines the SDI partial 
component for respondent or spouse and SSI for respondent or spouse. 

UNWC Respondent or spouse unemployment and worker’s compensation 
income, combines UNEM and WCMP. 



GXFR 

Respondent or spouse other government transfers, combines VET and 
WELF for respondent or spouse, and FOOD for the household.  If the 
household is a couple household, one-half of FOOD is allocated to the 
respondent and one-half to the spouse.  If the household is a single 
household, all of FOOD is allocated to the respondent, as there is no 
spouse. 

 
For example, R2IFEARN indicates whether the respondent’s earned income is imputed.  
R2IOEARN indicates whether the respondent reports (or is imputed to) having any 
earned income.  R2IEARN is the given or imputed amount the respondent earned in the 
last calendar year, set to zero for those who don’t receive any. X2IEARN is the same as 
R2IEARN, but is missing for those who have no earned income.   Note that some of 
those who reported receiving a type of income then reported its value as zero.  In these 
cases the ownership variable, e.g., R2IOEARN, indicates ownership but both the R2I and 
X2I variables, e.g., R2IEARN and X2IEARN, are zero.  For the spouse S2IFEARN, 
S2IOEARN, S2IEARN, and Y2IEARN are analogous to R2IFEARN, R2IOEARN, 
R2IEARN, and X2IEARN, respectively. 
 
 



Table 4. Variable Prefixes and Stems for HRS 1994 Partial Income Components 

HRS 1994 Partial Income Components  
Prefix Description 
  Household Level 
H2F household partial income component imputation flag 
H2O whether household receives income from this partial component 
IH2 household partial income component value 
  Respondent Level 
R2F respondent partial income component imputation flag 
R2O whether respondent receives income from this partial component 
IR2 respondent partial income component value 
  Spouse Level 
S2F spouse income partial component imputation flag 
S2O whether spouse receives income from this partial component 
IS2 spouse partial income component value 
HRS 1994 Partial Income Components (continued) 
Stem Description 
 Partial Components – Household 
BUSIN Business Income, included in CAP 
RNTIN Rental Income, included in CAP 
RNTEX Rental Income Expense, included in CAP 
DIVIN Dividend Income, included in CAP 
TRSIN Trust Income, included in CAP 
SFEMP Self-employment Income, included in CAP 
ALMNY Alimony, included in OTHR 

FOOD 

Food Stamps, included in GXFR.  More specifically the amount is 
included in R2IGXFR and S2IGXFR, if applicable.  If there is a spouse 
in the household, FOOD is evenly split between respondent and spouse.  
If not, all FOOD is assigned to the respondent. 

OTHI1 
Other household income #1, which is any other household income, 
included in OTHR 

OTHI2 
Other household income #2, which is any other household income, 
included in OTHR 

LUYR1 
Lump Sum Income #1, e.g., from insurance, pension, or inheritance, 
included in OTHR 

LUYR2 
Lump Sum Income #2, e.g., from insurance, pension, or inheritance, 
included in OTHR 

LUYR3 
Lump Sum Income #3, e.g., from insurance, pension, or inheritance, 
included in OTHR 

 Partial Components - Respondent and Spouse 
WAGE Wage and Salary Income, included in EARN 



BON Tip, Bonus, and Commission Income, included in EARN 
2ND Second Job Income, included in EARN 
TRAD Professional Practice or Trade Income, included in EARN 

SS 

Social Security Retirement or Survivor Income, included in SRET. 
Social Security income is assigned to be retirement or survivor income 
based on the reported type of SS income. 

SDI 

Social Security Disability Income, included in SSDI. Social Security 
income is assumed to be disability income based on the reported type of 
SS income. 

UNEM Unemployment Income, included in UNWC 
WCMP Worker’s Compensation Income, included in UNWC 
VET Veteran’s Benefits, included in GXFR 
WELF Welfare Income, included in GXFR.  
SSI Supplemental Security Income, included in SSDI. 
PEN1 Pension #1 (largest) Income, included in PENA 
PEN2 Pension #2 (2nd largest) Income, included in PENA 
PEN3 Pension #3 (rest) Income, included in PENA 
ANN1 Annuity #1 (largest) Income, included in PENA 
ANN2 Annuity #2 (2nd largest) Income, included in PENA 
ANN3 Annuity #3 (rest) Income, included in PENA 

 
  
For example, R2FUNEM indicates whether the respondent’s income from unemployment 
is imputed.  R2OUNEM indicates whether the respondent reports (or is imputed to) 
receiving any unemployment income.  IR2UNEM is the given or imputed amount the 
respondent received in unemployment in the last calendar year.  It is missing for those 
who receive no unemployment income.   Note that some of those who reported receiving 
a type of income then reported its value as zero.  In these cases the ownership variable, 
e.g., R2OUNEM, indicates ownership but the IR2 variable, e.g., IR2UNEM, is zero.   
 
For the spouse S2FUNEM, S2OUNEM, and IS2UNEM are analogous to R2FUNEM, 
R2OUNEM, and IR2UNEM, respectively. 



APPENDIX: Wealth and Income Imputation Method 
 
Background 
 
The RAND HRS Data contain a number of wealth and income variables.  Where missing, 
we imputed their values. 
 
Most HRS questions on wealth and income follow the same pattern.  Consider holdings 
of stocks and mutual funds as an example.  First, the interviewer asks whether the 
respondent (or his/her spouse) own any shares of stock or stock mutual funds.  If 
affirmative, the interviewer asks the value of these stock holdings.  If the respondent is 
unable or unwilling to provide an exact amount, the interviewer asks whether it is more 
than $25,000.  Depending on the response, additional, smaller brackets are explored so 
that in the end the range is narrowed down to $0-2,500; $2,500-25,000; $25,000-125,000; 
$125,000-400,000; $400,000 or more.  These ranges are known as “brackets;” the 
sequence of probes into increasingly narrow ranges is known as “unfolding brackets” 
questions.  The brackets vary by asset and income category.  For example, the cut-off 
values for dividend and interest income are $200, $500, $2,500, and $10,000. 
 
The respondent may opt out of the question sequence at any time.  As a result, the raw 
data contain valid zero-value responses, exact amounts, complete bracket responses, 
incomplete bracket responses, and claim of ownership without value.  An incomplete 
bracket results if the respondent provided some information but was unable or unwilling 
to respond through the last unfolding bracket probe.  For example, he indicated that the 
stock holdings amount to more than $25,000, but refused to tell whether they are worth 
more than $125,000.  In that case, the range is an open-ended $25,000 or more.  A claim 
of ownership without value results if the respondent indicated that he owns stocks, but 
was revealed neither the exact amount nor a range.  A claim of ownership without value 
is a special case of an incomplete bracket, namely an open-ended bracket of greater than 
zero dollars. 
Table 5.  Distribution of Response Types on Stock Holdings (HRS Wave 2) 

 Frequency Percent 
Continuous value 1,958 22.2 
Complete bracket 643 7.3 
Incomplete bracket 48 0.5 
Owns, no value/bracket 149 1.7 
No asset 5,846 66.4 
Don’t know ownership 78 0.9 
No financial respondent 83 0.9 
Total 8,805 100.0 

 
As an illustration, Table 5 shows the frequency distribution of response types on the 
ownership and value of stock holdings in Wave 2.  The stock holdings question is asked 
from the so-called financial respondent in the household, and unit of observation in the 
table is a household.  The majority of respondents, 66.4 percent, reports not owning any 



stocks (other than in retirement plans, which are not covered by this question).  About 
one-fifth, 22.2 percent, owns stocks and provides an exact value.  All other categories 
require imputation. 
 
Note the last category in Table 5, “No financial respondent.”  These are cases in which 
the HRS, for whatever reason, did not interview a financial respondent.  For those cases, 
virtually nothing is known about financial issues.  The RAND HRS Data contain imputed 
values for these households, but the user should be aware that these imputations are 
subject to potentially large errors.  They may be identified through flag variables.  For 
example, Table 5 is derived from variable H2AFSTCK (“H2AFSTCK:W2 Asst 
Flag:Stocks”). 
 
In summary, the data contain valid responses and several types of responses that require 
imputations.  In decreasing order of informational content: 
• Case 1:  We may know a “complete” range of values; 
• Case 2:  We may know that the household owns the asset (or has the income type), 

but have no information on its value, or only coarse information in the form of 
incomplete brackets; or 

• Case 3:  We may not even know whether the household owns an asset, much less its 
value. 

 

Alternative Question Sequences 
 
While the majority of income and asset questions follows the pattern described above, 
there are deviations. 
 
Some questions, particularly income questions in Wave 1, do not probe for brackets if the 
respondent is unable or unwilling to provide an exact amount.  We treat missing 
responses as-if there were unfolding bracket questions, but the respondent refused to 
provide any range information, i.e., as Case 2 above. 
 
Some interviewers in Wave 1 used so-called range cards instead of the sequence of 
unfolding bracket questions.  This was especially prevalent for questions on the value of 
primary residence, mortgages, home loans equity lines of credit, and debt.  The range 
cards contain a list of ranges.  For example, a card may have shown $0-100; $100-500; 
$500-1,000; $1,000-5,000; $5,000-10,000; $10,000 or more.  The cards were intended for 
other purposes but were sometimes used inadvertently when respondents were unable or 
unwilling to provide an exact amount.1  Respondents who were presented a range card 
had instant knowledge of all cut-off values, as opposed to gradual access in unfolding 
bracket questions.  The cut-off values on the range cards were typically different from 
those in the appropriate unfolding bracket sequence.  We treat responses from range cards 
in the same way as complete brackets, i.e., Case 1 above.  Naturally, we account for the 

                                                 
1 Recall that the Wave 1 interview was face-to-face; subsequent interviews were conducted by telephone. 



cut-off values on the range cards, even if they are different from those in the unfolding 
bracket sequence. 
 
Starting in Wave 4, the “entry point” of the unfolding bracket sequence was randomized.  
In other words, respondents who were unable or unwilling to provide an exact amount 
were asked whether the value was more than a certain value, where that value varied 
across respondents.  The underlying idea was to reduce any response bias that may arise 
from the value of the entry point (“acquiescence bias”).  We ignore the fact that the entry 
point varied across respondents and process the resulting information in the same way as 
in the first three waves. 
 
Also starting in Wave 4, interviewers were able to record a new response.  For example, 
suppose the interviewer asked “Is the amount greater than $5,000, less than $5,000, or 
what?”  The potential answers now are “less than $5,000,” “about $5,000,” and “more 
than $5,000.”  In earlier waves, the first and second responses were combined.  The 
additional option is present at each subsequent branch.  Where the respondent indicated 
that the amount was “about” equal to a certain value, we took that value as an exact 
response and did not impute anything.  We treated range responses in the same way as 
those in earlier waves. 
 
Finally, some cut-off values of specific asset and income questions changed between 
waves, as did the entry point.  This did not affect the resulting response types. 
 
Imputation Process 
 
The HRS public release files contain imputations for many asset and income types.  The 
imputation method is a simple hotdeck and is not consistent across waves.  Furthermore, 
there is a long lag between the release of data and imputations.  The RAND HRS Data 
contain imputations of all asset and income types using a consistent method. 
 
As defined previously, there are three types of missing values that require separate types 
of imputation.  Correspondingly, we developed three progressive imputation steps: to 
impute an exact amount, given that a range is known; to impute a range, given that 
ownership or only incomplete range is known; and to impute ownership, in case nothing 
is known.  Table 6 illustrates the type of imputation necessary for each type of missing 
value. 
 
The imputation process is progressive in the sense that we first impute ownership for 
those for whom nothing is known.  Given ownership, we impute brackets.  Given 
brackets, we impute exact amounts.  We always use all available information.  In 
particular, where incomplete brackets are known, we impute complete brackets in the 
given range. 
 



 

Table 6.  Response Types and Required Imputations 

Reported Information Required Imputation 
Continuous value None 
Complete bracket Amount 
Incomplete bracket Bracket, Amount 
Owns, no value/bracket Bracket, Amount 
No asset None 
Don’t know ownership Ownership, Bracket, Amount 
No financial respondent Ownership, Bracket, Amount 

 
Ownership Imputation 
 
To impute ownership, we first estimate a logistic regression model of ownership based on 
the sample of respondents with nonmissing ownership information for the asset or 
income type at issue.  The explanatory covariates are discussed below.  Next, we 
calculate the predicted probability of ownership for households with missing ownership 
information.  Finally, we draw a random number from a uniform distribution between 
zero and one and assign ownership if and only if the predicted probability exceeds the 
random number. 
 
The estimation sample varies by asset and income type.  For example, a household that 
reports ownership of housing wealth but not on stock holdings only enters the estimation 
sample for ownership of housing wealth. 
 
In some waves and for some asset and income types, ownership is rare and the logistic 
regression model fits the data poorly.  Instead of imputing on the basis of a logistic 
model, we randomly assign ownership with a probability of ownership found in the 
nonmissing sample.  This is equivalent to fitting a logistic model without covariates.  We 
apply this procedure for assets in waves with fewer than 50 households reporting 
ownership. 
 
Bracket Imputation 
 
We impute brackets for asset owners (imputed and reported) who do not report a 
continuous value and do not fully complete the questionnaire bracketing sequence on 
asset value.  First, we estimate an ordered logit model based on the sample of households 
who do not report a continuous value but do complete the bracketing sequence.  The 
explanatory covariates are discussed below.  Next, we calculate the predicted 
probabilities of being in each bracket for respondents with missing or incomplete bracket 
information.  For those who partially complete the bracketing sequence, we calculate 
conditional probabilities based on the range of possible values from their answers.  
Finally, we draw a random number from a uniform distribution between zero and one and 
assign a bracket based on a comparison of the random number with the cumulative 
distribution of range probabilities. 
 



For some asset and income types, notably Wave 1 incomes, no bracket questions were 
asked.  For these items, this step is skipped and we treat the strictly positive dollar range 
as a single large open-ended bracket. 
 
For some asset and income types, fewer than 50 households completed the bracket 
sequence.  We treated these types in the same way as types without bracket questions. 
 
Amount Imputation 
 
We impute exact amounts for all cases with (reported or imputed) bracket information.  
The procedure is different for cases in closed vs. open-ended brackets.2  For closed 
brackets, we use a “nearest neighbor” approach; for open-ended brackets, a Tobit-based 
approach.  The following discusses the two approaches in turn. 
 
In the nearest neighbor approach for closed brackets, we first estimate a linear regression 
model based on the sample of households who report an exact continuous value.  The 
explanatory covariates are discussed below.  The distribution of asset and income 
amounts tends to be roughly log-normal, so we would like to apply a logarithmic 
transformation to the outcome (asset, income) variable.  However, some outcomes, such 
as business income, may be negative.  The frequency with which this occurs is very 
low—too low to allow for a fully flexible model specification.  Instead, we therefore 
apply the inverse hyperbolic sine transformation.3  Next, we computed predicted values 
for all cases, both with and without exact amounts.  For each missing observation in 
closed brackets, we impute the actual value from the sample of households who report an 
exact amount that is closest in predicted value. 
 
In exploratory work, we applied this method to missing amounts in both closed and open-
ended brackets.  However, we found that the resulting imputations generated implausible 
distributions at the top of the distribution.  The data contains some outliers which the 

                                                 
2 A closed bracket is known cut-off values; an open-ended bracket is, for example, $500,000 or more. 
3 The inverse hyperbolic sine transformation is given by ( )2log 1y Y Y= + + .  For positive values of 

outcome Y, not close to zero, this transformation closely mimics the logarithmic transformation. Only for 
small amounts, on the order of between -$10 and +$10 is the transformation appreciably different from the 
logarithmic transformation.  The transformation is point-symmetric around zero.  It may be graphed as: 
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If the logarithmic transformation were added to this graph, it would be indistinguishibly close on the north-
east quadrant (up to a scale factor). 



nearest neighbor approach selects with too high a frequency to be plausible.  We 
therefore developed an alternative approach for open-ended brackets. 
 
For missing observations in open-ended brackets, we estimate a separate model.  First, 
we discard observations in the bottom 25 percent of the outcome, thus ensuring that the 
outcomes are all positive and that their distribution is close to log-normal.  Based on this 
sample of nonmissing observations, we estimate a Tobit model.  The explanatory 
covariates are discussed below.  The outcome is a logarithmic transformation of the 
actual amount.  We then compute predicted values of the log-amount for missing 
observations.  To preserve the spread of the distribution of outcomes in the imputations, 
we add a draw from the residual distribution to this log-amount, and then untransform 
(exponentiate) the result.  If the thus-imputed value is below the lower bound of the open-
ended bracket, we re-draw from the residual distribution and repeat this until the imputed 
value is in the appropriate range.  (This is equivalent to drawing from a truncated normal 
distribution.)  The residual distribution is assumed to be normal with a zero mean and a 
standard deviation equal to the estimated standard deviation of the residual in the Tobit 
regression model. 
 
Covariates 
 
The number of model specifications in the imputations is large.  There are four waves 
with well over a dozen asset and income types each, and each requires three equations.  
We experimented extensively with model specifications.  On the one hand, we would like 
to select explanatory covariates that fit the models best.  On the other hand, we would 
like the specifications to be parsimonious and consistent across asset and income types.  
Consistency across asset and income types caused problems with assets and income types 
where only small samples were available.  In the end, we opted for the same set of 
explanatory covariates in all asset model specifications (ownership, bracket, and amount 
for all asset types) and another consistent set in income specifications.  The sets are 
formed by principal components of approximately 30 explanatory covariates.  For income 
imputations, the underlying explanatory covariates include (transformations of) husband 
and wife’s employment status, education, health status, age, race, marital status, 
occupation class, cognition, and bequest motive.  For wealth imputations, the same set 
applies, but excluding employment status and including a number of income amounts and 
indicators of pension or government benefit receipt.  We found that the first ten principal 
components resulted in model fits that in most cases were very close to the fit from the 
larger set of covariates, without sample size issues.  The set of regressors varies slightly 
across waves, and the principal component factor loadings are computed separately for 
each wave.  For example, Table 7 shows summary statistics and load factors of the 
explanatory covariates that make up the principal components of Wave 2 income 
imputations. 



 

Table 7.  Load Factors on First Two Principal Components 
(Wave 2 Income Imputations) 

   Factor loadings on  
Variable Mean Std. Dev. First 

comp’t 
Second 
comp’t 

Description 

BEQ10 61.54 42.43 0.3395 -0.0289 Probability Bequest $10,000+ 
BEQ10M 0.0527 0.2234 -0.1223 0.0481 Bequest $10,000 missing 
BEQ100 31.82 40.39 0.3034 -0.0139 Probability Bequest $100,000+ 
BEQ100M 0.2559 0.4364 -0.3170 0.0326 Bequest $100,000 missing 
M_COLLEG 0.1796 0.3839 0.2306 -0.0043 Male: College Graduate 
F_COLLEG 0.1546 0.3616 0.1644 -0.1185 Female: College Graduate 
M_HSGED 0.2549 0.4358 0.0701 0.1507 Male: HS Diploma or GED 
F_HSGED 0.3516 0.4775 0.0302 0.0719 Female: HS Diploma or GED 
M_EXHLTH 0.3530 0.4779 0.2687 0.0400 Male: Excellent/Very Good Health 
F_EXHLTH 0.4247 0.4943 0.2321 -0.0694 Female: Excellent/Very Good Health 
M_PRHLTH 0.1747 0.3797 -0.1176 0.2205 Male: Fair/Poor Health 
F_PRHLTH 0.2001 0.4001 -0.2244 0.0651 Female: Fair/Poor Health 
M_PROF 0.1766 0.3813 0.2378 0.0130 Male: Professional Work 
F_PROF 0.1391 0.3460 0.1504 -0.1162 Female: Professional Work 
M_WORK 0.4580 0.4983 0.2363 -0.0749 Male: Currently Working 
F_WORK 0.4851 0.4998 0.1352 -0.2087 Female: Currently Working 
M_UNEMP 0.0202 0.1407 -0.0167 -0.0135 Male: Unemployed 
F_UNEMP 0.0209 0.1431 -0.0318 -0.0391 Female: Unemployed 
M_DISAB 0.0923 0.2895 -0.1219 0.1245 Male: Disabled/Temp Laid Off 
F_DISAB 0.0961 0.2947 -0.1970 0.0195 Female: Disabled/Temp Laid Off 
M_RETIR 0.2014 0.4011 0.0587 0.3879 Male: Retired 
F_RETIR 0.0977 0.2969 0.0233 0.2001 Female: Retired 
AGE 58.64 4.84 0.0027 0.4766 Age of Oldest Partner 
AGESQ 3461.57 579.24 0.0025 0.4782 Squared Age of Oldest Partner 
SINGLFEM 0.2308 0.4214 -0.2341 -0.2965 Single Female Financial Respondent 
MARRIED 0.6722 0.4694 0.2501 0.2667 Married Couple 
NONWHITE 0.2924 0.4549 -0.2181 -0.0361 Non-White Financial Respondent 
MISSCOGN 0.0906 0.2871 -0.1047 0.0308 Missing Cognition Score 
LOWCOGN 0.2804 0.4492 -0.1134 0.0793 Low Cognition Score 
 
Substantive Differences Across Waves 
 
In addition to survey-technical changes between waves, there have been a few changes 
that may affect the comparability of asset values across waves.  We discuss the most 
important changes. 
 

Notable Differences between Waves 1 and 2 
 
Net value of vehicles:  Wave 1 includes a measure of the value of a recreational vehicle 
or motor home in the Housing Section and a measure of the value of other vehicles in the 
Asset Section.  We separately imputed these values and summed them.  For Wave 2, the 
two components are incorporated into one measure of the net value of vehicles in the 
Asset Section. 
 



Notable Differences between Waves 2 and 3 
 
Asset income:  In Waves 1 and 2, asset ownership and value were asked in the Asset 
Section, whereas income from assets was asked separately in the Income Section.  
Starting in Wave 3, income from asset questions were incorporated in the Asset Section.  
For example, if the respondent indicated owning stocks, the interviewer followed up with 
a question about dividends.  This increased the response rate for asset income.  Assuming 
that this increases the quality of responses, it also improves the accuracy of our asset 
imputations, because asset income is an explanatory covariate of our imputation model. 
 
Net value of IRA/Keogh accounts:  In Waves 1 and 2, respondents were asked to report 
the total value of all Individual Retirement Account (IRA) and KEOGH accounts.  In 
Wave 3, separate questions were asked about the largest, second largest, and all other 
accounts. 
 

Notable Differences between Waves 3 and 4 
 
Housing wealth:  Starting in Wave 4, mobile homes are a separate category of 
measurement in the Housing Section.  We impute their value separately and incorporate it 
into housing wealth. 
 

Notable Differences between Waves 4 and 5 
 
The structures of Waves 4 and 5 are very similar.  Any important differences are 
specified under “Cross Wave Differences in Original HRS Data” subsections in the 
codebook. 
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